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Abstract
Easy-Open-End’s (E O E )  in can design are increasing within the can 
making industry, drink can EOE’s known as pouring aperture’s are 
now widely used because of their consumer friendliness.
Following this trend manufacturers are developing EOE’s with near 
full aperture opening, for use in the food can market, known as Full- 
Aperture-Easy-Open-Ends (F A E O E )  they eliminate the need for can 
opening devices.
FAEOE’s are manufactured from metals such as aluminium and in­
creasingly steel, all incorporate a shared design feature whereby the 
can end incorporates a circumferential score with integral pull-tab 
that enables the consumer to easily gain access by lifting the tab to 
initiate a fracture that then propagates around the circumferential 
score. For competitiveness, the steel end manufacturer needs to use a 
thinner gauge whilst at the same time refining the design to improve 
opening performance. Traditionally, end optimisation is a long-drawn- 
out process, but now, modern computational methods may have the 
potential to allow end optimisation to be modelled accurately.
The damage and fracture mechanisms that lead to crack initiation and 
propagation in the opening process are not fully understood, therefore 
optimisation of easy open end scores is largely based on trial and error.
This thesis presents an experimental analysis that concentrates on 
the combined shear and bending forces as applied to the particular 
industrial method concerning full aperture easy open ends, together 
with a computational analysis that concentrates on the simulation of 
score forming and the damage that accumulates as a punch is pressed 
into thin steel sheet.
The use of damage models within simulation is steadily increasing 
along with having greater accuracy in tension, however, descriptions 
of performance in compression and shear are relatively hard to find.
Damage simulation of score forming should help provide better knowl­
edge of the mechanisms present when opening easy open ends and give 
additional understanding of the novel experiments that have been un­
dertaken for dissimilar loading modes; this understanding will even­
tually lead to the development of a complete multi-mode model for 
can end optimisation.
The influence of a gradually increasing gap on traditional groove ge­
ometries and depths are examined for modern packaging steels. 
Earlier studies have shown that the complete opening cycle depends 
on fracture modes I, II and III as well as their combination. 
Experimental results for modes I II and III will be presented, how­
ever, attention will focus on the behaviour of the initial fracture point 
whereby prior investigations have shown it to be influenced primarily 
by mode II shearing.
After initial specimen manufacture, where the score is formed by 
pressing a punch into a thin steel sheet, the predeformed scored speci­
mens are loaded in shear to simulate the local stress field found during 
the initial opening phase. Experiments have been completed using a 
novel mode II experimental technique that has been designed for use 
in the majority of commercially available tensile test machines.
Experimental results indicate that opening forces can change radically 
with different gap sizes and that there is considerable potential for the 
industrialised process of can end manufacture to be optimised through 
the efficient management and control of the can ends dimensional 
parameters
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Aim  and M otivation
In the packaging industry convenience is key, as increasingly packaging has to 
adapt to busier lifestyles with less time for food preparation and consumption.1 
Canned foods can save up to 50% of the time of preparing a meal and increasingly 
consumers are aware of and appreciate consumer friendly opening systems and 
are prepared to pay an additional 8% for the benefits of easy opening, which 
confirms that making cans easier to open constitutes a major benefit for brand 
owners in terms of potential sales.
One consumer friendly opening system is the Full Aperture Easy Open End 
(FAEOE), and its use in food cans has steadily been increasing since 1990 with 
predictions indicating further growth [4]. Maintaining this success, however, 
means that further advances are required in lowering the opening forces whilst 
still ensuring the cans overall integrity, this may be achieved through optimisation 
of the design of the FAEOE using computational techniques [11].
1 Time spent cooking in the UK has fallen from  60min in 1980 to ISm in in 2002 [3]
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FAEOE’s are manufactured using blanking and forming processes and subse­
quent opening by the consumer involves separation of the material by generating 
macroscopic cracks that propagate down a predetermined path, however predict­
ing the onset and progression of failure accurately is presently a difficult task for 
many forming operations.
The dominant failure mode in sheet metal forming is necking, and some tools 
and methods exist that can be used to predict its onset, but each method has 
its inherent advantages and disadvantages. Forming Limit Curves (FLC’s) have 
been successfully used to evaluate the likelihood of failure processes where a plane 
stress condition is present, i.e. major and minor strains are both positive and M l, 
M2 > 0 like biaxial stretching, or the absolute value of the negative minor strain 
is small compared to the positive major strain ^  — M2 i.e. uniaxial tension.
Figure 1.3: FLC Predicts Failure between Uniaxial & Biaxial Tension
In other ratios, such as, deep drawing, where M l =  -M2, the FLC does not 
form a deterministic limit and other quantities, such as the Limiting Draw Ratio 
(LDR) of the material has to be determined. Furthermore, shear induced fracture 
can not be predicted with FLC’s, and FLC’s are not defined for compression. 
Additionally, FLC’s are limited to straight strain paths, which means tha t the 
FLC approach can not be used for complex forming processes, also thermal and 
rate effects are not included in FLC’s.
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Increasingly, damage is being used as a parameter to identify the limits of 
failure and because damage is an accumulated quantity, it may well be suitable 
for complex processes. Effects such as; anisotropy, thermal and rate effects may 
also be incorporated into the damage formulation, however most current damage 
formulations are limited in use to plane stress. Generalised damage however does 
not have this limitation.
Damage can take many forms such as cracks and voids, which result in the 
overall deterioration of the structure, therefore predicting the implications of 
this deterioration can be thought of as the ultimate goal of damage mechanics. 
Presently damage is relatively well understood under tensile loading, but reports 
011 compression [57],[56] and shear [1], [24],[29] deformation and fracture behavior 
are relatively hard to find.
One long term objective is to integrate the recent advances in damage and 
fracture mechanics into a working Finite Element model that describes the open­
ing behavior of easy open ends, however, in order to accomplish this the important 
aspects of the physics of the failure of scoring must be included, but must remain 
extremely selective in order to reduce or eliminate any complexities. It is there­
fore essential to understand the underlying phenomena of scoring and opening 011 
the many scales that are involved.
Figure 1.4: Scoring is a Multi-Scale Process
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Computational methods now have the ability to predict the formulation and 
evolution of cracks, which can be used to model the manufacturing process used 
for creation and fabrication together with modelling of the completed product. 
This enables manufacturers to optimise a product and its key factors such as 
final shape, manufacturability and fabrication method, which in turn has a direct 
result on savings in time and cost and therefore profitability.
Known as virtual manufacturing, fabrication and testing methods can be sim­
ulated realistically, which reduces the need to produce physical prototypes. As 
numerical analysis can be repeated relatively cheaply and as many times as nec­
essary, the final product can be produced in a right first time environment, which 
gives manufacturers greater confidence in their ability to produce products of the 
right quality, on time and on budget. Controlling the development of damage 
and cracks using computational methods has over recent years become known as 
Damage Engineering, [53].
This Thesis1 provides an insight into the void growth and ductile failure mech­
anisms found in single phase packaging steels under plane stress and plane strain 
compression and shear. Relevant state-of-the-art constitutive models are dis­
cussed as the knowledge gained herein is required for the further development of 
quantitatively accurate constitutive relations for porous metals.
1 Thesis was written and produced with LM^X2e.
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1.2 Outline
The thesis is divided into eight chapters, beginning with the introduction, which 
discusses the projects aims and motivations, then:-
Chapter 2 Here, the background of the project is explained, followed 
by a brief history of can development and the origin of the Easy Open End. 
Material selection is discussed, together with the tooling requirements for sample 
manufacture and the testing plan.
Chapter 3 This chapter discusses the experimental work undertaken to­
gether with the results, firstly, the universal tensile tooling is explained followed 
with the testing and results for Mode III, Mode I, and Mode II. A discussion on 
folding side constraint conditions closes the chapter.
Chapter 4 Factorial Analysis is now used in many engineering applica­
tions, this chapter introduces the methodology of Design of Experiments, which 
is then applied to analyse the results for all fracture modes, i.e. Modes I, II, and 
III, the conclusions and outcomes for each mode are then presented.
Chapter 5 The subject of this chapter is Micrography, after a brief in­
troduction, sample preparation and investigation procedures are reviewed, 
followed by the initial outcomes. Further experiments are discussed with initial 
void and element analysis and damage evolution in the bulk, failure in shear 
is reviewed as well as the results of macroscopic tests, deformation at multiple 
scales is looked at, together with an analysis of internal microscopic cracks and 
their effects.
Chapter 6 This chapter begins with an overview of damage mechanics 
and the effects of physical damage in solids, this is followed with the classifi­
cation of damage models, which leads into continuum damage mechanics and 
the Lemaitre damage model. Crack closure is discussed, followed finally by the 
characterisation of stress states.
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C h a p te r  7 Here, finite element analysis is briefly reviewed, which leads 
into the modelling of a single element, scoring follows, beginning with uncoupled 
damage, model outlines and the coupled Lemaitre damage model. Finally, the 
model outcomes are reviewed in a comparative analysis.
C h a p te r  8 This final chapter discusses the projects conclusions followed 
with with some suggestions for possible future work.
In addition to the above, a number of appendices are included.
A p p en d ix  A Here, the full tooling production drawings are detailed for 
all tooling used in the project.
A p p en d ix  B Contains a complete worked example detailing the calcula­
tions for biaxial deformation.
A p p en d ix  C All the results from the factorial analysis of chapter 4.
A p p en d ix  D Complete set of contour plot images for damage, strain, 
stress and triaxiality.
In addition, part of the research work provided in this thesis has been 
presented at the following conferences and can be found in the following 
references;
[42], [88], [89], [91], [90].
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Chapter 2 
M aterials and Tool Design
2.1 Project Background
D evelopm ent o f a C om puter M odel for FA EO E’s
Tata Steel packaging is a customer facing business that works closely with its 
clients, so the development of a computer model for FAEOE design will help 
TATA improve its understanding of the effects of changeable variables like score 
geometry and material properties, it will also help reduce the need to manufacture 
physical prototypes and perform physical tests.
This increased understanding in turn will allow TATA to improve its technical 
support and advice and provide a higher quality service to its customers.
Crack Propagation  and O pening
It is well understood, [92], that opening a FAEOE involves the separation of the 
material by generating cracks that propagate down a predetermined path, i.e. 
the score, see figure 1.4. It is also known, [97], that opening a FAEOE happens 
in four phases with a number of forces identified.
2. M ate ria ls  and  Tool D esign
1. Pop Force - force required to initiate cracking of the score.
2. Maximum Tear Force - peak force generated during opening of the end.
3. Average Tear Force - average force measured after the peak force.
4. Tear off force - force generated by separating the end from the can body.
1. pop force ^ 2. tear force
. tear average 4. tear o f f
Figure 2.1: Schematic Diagram showing the Four Phases of Opening
120 T Mixed Modes II &
Maximum tear force
100 "
Mode I
Tear off force
Mode III
Average tear forceMode II
Pop force
o 10 20 30 40 50 7060 80 90 100
distance [mm]
Figure 2.2: Phases and Forces generated when Opening a FAEOE
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Forces G enerated D uring O pening
Can manufacturers have previously stated, [96], that a reduction in tear force 
of around 5N would be regarded as a significant improvement, present thinking 
suggests that lowering or leveling the peaks found in a typical FAEOE opening 
force graph, shown in figure 2.2, would also bring about large benefits and improve 
the EOE opening experience.
It is also suspected that each peak is directly related to one or more opening 
modes i.e. pop force is likely to be linked to mode II whereas the maximum tear 
force peak is more probably a mixture of mode II and mode III. Also clear is that 
the average tear force represents mode III opening and that the final peak force 
generated by tear off is primarily mode I.
Fracture M odes I, II and III
It is universally acknowledged, [76], [2], that cracks propagate in fracture modes 
or a combination of fracture modes. Three types of mode are recognized, and are 
known respectively as:-
•  Mode I
• Mode II
•  Mode III
It is now thought that by separating and analysing each fracture mode individ­
ually, eventually, all the information will be in place to allow for a complete 
formulation of a full computational opening model for FAEOE’s.
10
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P reviously  C om pleted  Work
Tata RD&:T have previously completed a number of tests, developed by Boers, 
[9], which have been used to measure the forces generated for a number of different 
fracture modes.
M ode I Test
This test, attem pts to simulate failure due to internal pressure or burst pressure, 
as it was believed that the score is subject to a plain strain condition with 110 
strains occurring in the circumference of the can.
It is now also suspected that this mode is likely to relate to the tear off phase 
generated when separating the end from the can body.
Ludiagedgr of crack
(a) Mode I Test. (b) Mode I Schematic.
Figure 2.3: Mode I Test
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M ode III Test
This test, again developed by Boers, [9], but this time to simulate the out of plane 
forces thought to be present during the normal opening or average tearing of a 
FAEOE. Testing of the Mode III double scored samples, shown in figure 4.13(a), 
differed in that the Mode III test device, figure 4.13(b),was used to tear the double 
scored samples apart, once more recording both force and displacement, a typical 
result graph is shown in figure 4.13(d).
y
(b) Mode III Schematic.
Figure 2.4: Mode III Test
However, this test method is subject to a number of limitations, such as;
• When samples are scored in the Minster Press for subsequent testing in 
the Tram Rail device the evolution of damage concentrated in the score 
is heavily dependant upon the boundary conditions present at the time of 
manufacture in the press.
• Due to the design of the Tram Rail device it is believed that the mode of 
fracture is not entirely pure mode III, i.e. there is a wave front occurring 
ahead of the crack together with residual bending taking place in the score.
(a) Mode III Test.
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2.2 B rief H istory of Food Can Developm ent
Historically can development can be traced back for over 200 years to when 
Napoleon offered a considerable 12,000 franc reward to the person who could 
successfully develop a method for preserving food for his army.
In 1810 this reward was collected by French confectioner, Nicolas Appert, 
who was successful due to his experiments with food preservation through ster­
ilisation. Around about the same time an Englishman called Peter Durand was 
awarded a patent by King George III for developing a tin plated iron can for food 
containment, but the catch was that even the most highly skilled craftsmen could 
only produce about 60 cans a day.
1900 Europe, a more sanitary open-top food can was developed, increasing the 
speed of the manufacturing process, can ends still soldered by hand.
1963 Ernie Fraze of Dayton Reliable Tool Company, with Alcoa, invented the 
aluminium easy-open end.
1983 Three European steel producers form tri-party technical agreements for steel 
easy open end development.
1993 Eco-top steel ends became available in the UK.
1998 Development of Full Aperture Easy Open End patent by Wilson [99]. This 
is considered in more detail in section 2.4.
13
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2.3 Origin of Easy Open End
The origin of the easy open end for cans began with an American named Ermal 
Fraze, known as E rn ie  he was born in 1913, and in 1949, he formed a machine 
tool business called the Dayton Reliable Tool Company, in Dayton, Ohio.
The company manufactured tools and machinery for various industries and 
among its clients were companies such as Alcoa, Chrysler, General Electric, Ford, 
and NASA. At a picnic in 1959, Fraze forgot his church key , this was the local 
name given to the separate opener that had to be purchased to open a beverage 
can at that time, and Fraze ended up using a car bumper to open drinks for 
his guests. The problem must have started Fraze thinking, as later in that same 
year, he developed a can with an integral lever opener, but regrettably the design 
produced a sharp aperture that could potentially injure the consumer.
In 1963, in conjunction with ALCOA, Fraze developed a new can design known 
as the p u ll-to p , and it was this design that incorporated a removable tab that the 
consumer had to pull to gain access to the beverage. Although Fraze did not 
receive a patent for this invention until October 1967, by 1965, 75% of beer 
brewers in America had adopted Fraze’s can design, with the Pittsburgh Brewing 
Company in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania being the first company to use Fraze’s 
design. Fraze’s pull-top can proved to be a major improvement in beverage 
packaging, allowing drinkers quick and easy access to their drink, but pull-top 
cans caused an number of problems, first an increase in littering, as most people 
just threw away the tab, and injury, as others placed the tab inside the can and 
then injured themselves by swallowing it or cutting themselves with it as they 
took a drink.
To solve these issues, in 1977, Fraze patented the first push-in and fold-back 
tab, this tab remained attached to the can, and it is the principal design still used 
on canned beverages today. By 1980, Fraze’s new tab design and machinery to 
manufacture the can was earning the Dayton Reliable Tool and Manufacturing 
Company, Inc., over 500 million dollars per year.
Fraze died in 1989 and the Dayton Reliable Tool and Manufacturing Company, 
was sold to the business’s managers, were it still remains in operation in Dayton 
today.
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2.4 W ilson’s Patent
The Full Aperture Easy Open End (FAEOE) is a variation of Fraze’s traditional 
Easy Open End (EOE) designed specifically for containing food; only here the 
majority of the end is removed to give greater and easier access to the cans 
contents. Recent papers on can end research [11], [63], cite Wilson as developing 
the patent for Full Aperture Easy Open Ends in December 1998.
Wilson’s patented design for Full Aperture Easy Open End is shown below.
40 '
90*
Figure 2.5: Plan View of Wilson’s Full Aperture Easy Open End
The patented FAEOE design incorporates the following main features
•  A Central Panel - 20
• A Circumferential Score - 10
•  A Tab - 15
The tab is riveted to the central panel, so the nose of the tab (35) is positioned 
directly above the score. At first opening the score is broken along an arc (45) 
that has a specific chord length (40). The steel grain of the end is aligned to a 
tangent of one end of the chord (40) and the preferred embodiment is tha t at 
the grain tangent the circumferential score is at its minimum thickness (Score  
R esidual). Full opening of an EOE is achieved by initiating a crack and then 
forcing the crack to propagate down a predetermined path or score; it is this 
mechanism that the EOE design relies upon for its success.
15
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2.5 M aterial Selection
The initial testing plan proposed to manufacture samples from seven different 
steel packaging grades; however this was revised and reduced to two steel grades 
as it became apparent that it was not going to be possible to manufacture samples 
for seven steel grades within the allocated timeframe.
Two materials were finally chosen because they are both used in the produc­
tion of FAEOE’s. Table 2.1 below details the materials finally selected.
Material Code Temper Storage Code Width Gauge
TH435 T65CA 20080234 816mm 0.21mm
TH550N DR550N 20080247 802mm 0.21mm
Table 2.1: Final Material Table
Sheet materials were located in RD&T’s material storage area, the selected sheets 
were unpacked then cut to size using a pneumatic guillotine. Two types of sample 
were produced with the following dimensions:-
(i) 12.5mm Score Sample - Dimensions - 12.5mm x 150mm1
(ii) Double Score Sample - Dimensions - 140mm x 100mm
Both types of unscored sample are shown in figure 2.6, followed by a scored, 
double score sample in figure 2.7
112.5mm samples were manufactured to dimensions outlined in standard BSEN10002-1
16
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Figure 2.G: 12.5mm & Double Score Blank Samples (Unscored)
*  • •
Figure 2.7: Double Score Sample for SEM (Scored)
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2.6 Tram  R ail T ooling
The original Tram Rail tooling was designed by Hoogovens Staal in October 1999 
and originally specified in the following Minster Press tooling drawings supplied 
by Tata. Each of the existing Tram Rail score tools employed the exact same 
score profile consisting of a 60°included angle and a 60/mi flat plateau.
It was decided that for the planned IJmuiden secondment, that additional 
tram rail experiments using tooling with subtly different score geometry would 
be undertaken and for this purpose extra tooling was required to be designed.1
h
Figure 2.8: Production Drawings for New 60-60 Tool
'Appendix A contains drawings for the Tram Rail & Sample Holder Tooling.
18
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— nr
Figure 2.9: Production Drawings for New 60-30 Tool
Using the original drawings as a basis for the design, 3D CAD was employed 
to construct a Model of the Tram, Rail tooling with subtly different score profiles. 
The new score profiles decided upon were:-
• 60°included angle with a 30//ni flat plateau.
• 40°included angle with a 30//m fiat, plateau.
After successful construction of the 3D CAD models, engineering drawings1 were 
produced that were used to provide detailed manufacturing instructions for the 
toolmaker to produce the required Tram, Rail tooling.
'See Appendix A for larger versions of all Tooling Drawings
3 s?Kr'^ - TlW.   •
^ 1 '
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2.7 M ode II Tool Design
It was realised early on in the project that much design work was necessary, varied 
amounts of tooling had to adapted, better understood and finally manufactured, 
including a specific device required to enable Mode II testing.
The majority of this work could be termed design and the amount of work 
undertaken was enough to complete a design project on its own merit.
Not all of the design work work is included here, however, all of the manufactur­
ing drawings produced for the project can be found in Appendix A.
The following describes the design process up to the successful manufac­
ture and delivery of the tooling that became known as the M ode I I  device.
Shigley and Mischke [84] that;
"E ngineering  and D esign are two sides o f the sam e pro fess io n  and  tha t 
engineering  is a p ro fession  p r im a rily  concerned w ith  the application  o f a certa in  
body o f knowledge, se t o f skills, and  p o in t o f  view  in  the creation o f  devices, 
structures, and  processes used to tra n sfo rm  resources to fo rm s  w hich sa tis fy  the  
needs o f  so c ie ty ”.
All design starts or should start with the identification of need; from here 
a Product Design Specification (PDS) is devised that becomes the specification 
of the product that is being designed.
20
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P rod uct D esign  Specification
The product design specification (PDS) is a document tha t sets out in detail the 
exact requirements of a product, before it is designed,
The PDS for the Mode II device is detailed below.
Function
•  Device to provide a method of shear testing pre-scored samples.
•  Device to provide an adjustable gap, to mimic variation in tab distance.
•  Design to be capable of testing to within a 20 - 40/im tolerance.
•  Centre placement for a balanced load test.
•  Edge placement to enable in-situ microscopy later on.
•  Symmetry of design - Rotational clamping blocks for changes in clearance.
•  Universal set up - Tooling to be used in any standard tensile test machine.
Loading
•  Device to safely support all parts when in use.
•  All forces acting on the device to be taken into consideration during design.
M anufacturing
•  All components to be manufactured in high precision Toolroom.
•  Materials - Commercially available steels, EN24, M2 Tool Steel.
•  Non standard components to be kept to a minimum.
•  Assembly - Hand assembly of all components.
•  Protective coating - Light oil.
21
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Safety
•  Safety assessment required.
•  Project risk assessment required.
Quality
•  Certificate of Conformity to be issued by Tool Manufacturer. 
Tim ing
•  Design drawings to Toolmaker by 22nd July 2009.
• Mode II Assembly to be received by end March 2010.
Ergonomic
• Ease of assembly and positioning.
•  Ease of access for removal of parts.
• Ease of operation.
Operation
•  To meet all requirements when used as specified.
M aintenance
•  Routine visual inspection
• Light lubrication of all moving parts on assembly.
•  Tool to be stored in purpose build box when not in use.
22
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C oncept D esign
Concept design is concerned with the generation of solutions by linking separate 
elements into a connected whole that meets the required need by generating ideas 
and potential solutions. The two main capabilities, required by the device were:-
1 Ability to shear a sample made from 0.21mm thick packaging steel.
2 An adjustable Gap, i.e. to mimic the distance between score & tab.
A number of different concepts were generated for the Mode II design, these 
concepts are shown in figure 2.10.
(a) Single Middle Strip (b) Double Edge Strip (c) Shaped Rotational Blocks
Figure 2.10: Evaluation Concept Designs for Mode II Device 
The concepts evaluated different functions as specified in the PDS.
O utcom e
Refinement of the results from the concept design phase, enabled a 3D CAD 
model to be produced that lay the foundations for the start of the detailed design 
phase.
23
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D etail D esign
In reality, detailed design and analysis take place continuously; going back and 
forth as the design evolves, this was the case with the Mode II Device.
After evaluating each concept it was decided that the completed design should 
have the following capabilities
•  The device should be able to hold the sample in such a way that it gave 
the opportunity to view the sample as it was being sheared, either with a 
microscope or camera. This meant locating the sample at the edge of the 
device in order to position the viewing equipment, this sample position, 
however, meant that the device was unbalanced as the shearing would be 
unsymmetrical. One idea was to place two samples into the device to even 
out the forces, but it was realised that for the majority of its use the device 
would be used to shear a single sample.
In the final design, the solution was to provide locating pins that could 
be moved, which meant that the device could be set-up to shear a single 
sample located in the middle of the device or alternatively, set up to shear 
two samples located at each side.
•  Another problem was how to locate the sample precisely and exactly in the 
centre of the device, as this was critical to providing accurate results. The 
answer was to use a method commonly used in engineering for accurate 
holding and positioning, i.e. a taper. The preformed score had a tapered 
profile, so by using a centering tool with the exact same profile, the sample 
could be located accurately and held in position as end clamps were fitted. 
The centering tool could then be removed, then the rotational clamping 
blocks could be fitted to give a precise, but controllable distance between 
the score and the edge of the blocks, this enabled the simulation of varying 
tab distances as found in a real can end.
•  Finally, a lifting assembly, was fastened to the device, located in a tensile 
test machine, the device could be precisely raised to shear the sample whilst 
simultaneously recording both force and displacement until sample failure.
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(a) Base with Pins (b) Lower Blocks (c) Single Strip Sample
(cl) End Clamp Blocks (e) Upper Blocks (f) Sheared Sample
Figure 2.11: Mode II Device - Middle Sample Location
(a) Base with Pins (b) Lower Blocks (c) Double Strip Samples
(d) End Clamp Blocks (e) Upper Blocks (f) Sheared Samples
Figure 2.12: Mode II Device - Edge Sample Location
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Load P aths
When the tooling was first used, it was realised, that due to the positioning of 
the lifter assembly, a slight bending moment was induced into the side of the 
device being raised, this in turn caused slightly more friction, which meant that 
the force of the device itself had to be recorded before each test. The results 
could then be adjusted to try to cancel out this effect.
It was known, however, that as the sample reached its elastic limit, due to the 
nonlinearity, the principle of superposition would no longer apply, so canceling out 
the effect of the device from the results would no longer be possible. Although 
this problem did cause some concern, in the actual test, primary interest was 
focused on the linear part of the results.
C ost
Cost in design is primarily caused through complexity, cost reductions can be 
achieved by focusing on simplicity. Pugh [80] quotes Carroll & Bellinger who 
state:-
”P erhaps the m a jo r  single con tribu tor to operating reliability is s im p lic ity ” 
and ”The superior design is one w hich encom passes the necessary operating  
a n d  pro tective fu n c tio n s  w ith  the absolute m in im u m  num ber o f  com ponen ts and  
co n n ec tio n s”
The cost of the Mode II tooling was as follows:-
Q ty D escrip tio n T o tal £
1 off Mode II Score Tool £3100.00
Table 2.2: Mode II Tooling - Manufacturing Costs
All score blocks and anvils were manufactured from M2, 60-62Rc, tool steel, and 
all shafts and locking rings from EN24T.
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M anufacture
After the concept and detailed design phases were complete, it became necessary 
to fully document the design as a fully functional 3D CAD model, this was suc­
cessfully achieved using Autodesk Inventor CAD software. However, this did not 
mean that the design process was over, as with any mechanical device requiring 
manufacture, a full set of production drawings had to be drafted in order for the 
toolmaker to be able to successfully manufacture and assemble the tooling.
The toolmaker selected to produce the tooling was NPE-Innotek Ltd based 
in Neath, the reason, was due not only to their general experience in precision 
engineering, but also their extensive experience gained in manufacturing tooling 
specifically for the can industry, as originally the Toolmakers was formed in 1937 
to provide support for the can making industry in Neath, becoming independent 
as NPE in 1987. Some of their capabilities were:-
• Turning and Milling - Both manual and CNC controlled.
• Wire Erosion, Grinding - CNC erosion cells, CNC jig, universal & surface.
• Spark Erosion and Hard Turning - CNC erosion cells, high tolerance turning.
• Inspection - CMM inspection in temp controlled environment.
Prototype drawings were delivered to the Toolmaker on the 22nd July 2009 for 
quotation. The final completed Mode II Tool Assembly was received back from 
the Toolmaker on the 23rd March 2010.
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EDGE SAMPLE SETUP MIDDLE SAMPLE SETUP
FOR QUOTATION ONLY
(a) Full Assembly Drawing
FOR QUOTATION ONLY
(b) Base Assembly (c) Fixed Block Assembly
(d) Sliding Block Assembly (e) Lift Assembly
Figure 2.13: Mode I I Device - Manufacturing Drawings
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Standards
After many years of experience, working to a plethora of standards becomes 
normal practice, however, it would be pointless to try to name all of the 
standards used within the context of modern design, as there are hundreds, 
maybe thousands that can be called upon depending upon the individual design 
or project involved, one standard, however, used constantly with every design 
is:-
BS 8888:2004 - Technical Product D ocum entation  
Defining, specifying and graphically representing products
This British Standard supersedes BS308-1:1993, BS308-2:1985 and BS308- 
3:1990, which are all withdrawn. Drawing conventions which applied to BS 
308-1,2, and 3 in general also apply to the European Standards referenced in BS 
8888, the standard is provided to unify all of the recently implemented ISO and 
EN ISO standards related to Technical Product Documentation.
BS 8888 references standards covering all aspects of technical product docu­
mentation including:-
• Engineering Flow Diagrams
• Representation of Engineering components
•  Lettering
• U nits/ quantities
•  Tolerancing
•  Geometric Product Specifications
•  Orthographic/Isometric representation
• Handling of Computer based information
• Metrology
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2.8 M inster Press and Tram Rail Tooling
During the secondment to Tata RD&T in IJmuiden, all the scored test samples 
were produced on a mechanical press known locally as the M in s te r  P ress , named 
after its manufacturer. Both the 12.5mm and Double Score samples shown in 
figure 2.6, were manufactured on this press, but as the 12.5mm samples only 
required the production of a single score, a dedicated holder was required to be 
designed and manufactured so that the existing tram rail tooling could be utilised; 
this saved the significant cost of producing further tram rail tooling with a single 
score and the same score profile geometry.
Using the complete set of original M in s te r  Press drawings a comprehensive 
3D mechanical model was built to provide a platform to begin the concept and 
detailed design of a dedicated holder for the Euro-norm tensile test specimens. 
The process of designing the 3D model also had an additional benefit of providing 
a much better understanding of the M in s te r  Press set up before the secondment 
to Tata RD&T began.
2.9 Sample Holder
The secondment with Tata began after arriving in Holland on Sunday 7th Sept 
2008, and commenced the following day at Tata RD&T at IJmuiden Steelworks. 
The first technical problem to be addressed was to conclude the design and man­
ufacture of the sample holder. The holder design began with a sketch to see how 
all the existing parts interacted at the anvil interface with the design concept 
based on what was thought to be the simplest design that would work, for the 
lowest amount of cost.
As mentioned, it was hoped that the tensile test samples could be produced 
using the double tram rail tooling to save cost, but that meant that the maximum 
length between the scores could only be a maximum of 50mm, as this was the 
fixed distance between the score knife edges. Working to standard EN10002-1- 
Annex B, it was unlikely that it would be possible to use the 20mm wide type 2 
samples, as it was doubtful that they would provide enough material to have a 
parallel length of 120mm, as per the standard.
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Additionally, with 20mm samples, the maximum amount that could be produced 
at the same time was three, due to the gap between the dowels being 65mm.
It was. however, possible to produce the 12.5mm wide type 1 samples, as per the 
standard.
Type 1:-
• 50mm Original gauge length
• 75mm Parallel length
• 87.5mm Free length
Also because of the reduction in width, it was possible to produce four samples 
simultaneously instead of three.
Figure 2.14 shows the 3D model for four 12.5mm wide samples.
Figure 2.14: Sample Holder 3D Model
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2.10 F inal T estin g  P lan
The initial testing plan turned out to be far too ambitious to be able to produce 
the amount of samples within a reasonable timeframe, so eventually 011 the 25th 
November 2008, after going through a number of iterations, the final plan as 
detailed in figure 2.15 was agreed.
Tool Samples Material
Testing Plan 
Depth Material Direction Qty Test no
60/60 Tramrail TH550 80 0“ 4 1
60/60 Tram rail TH550 80 90 4 2
60/60 Tramrail TH550 60 0 4 3
60/60 Tramrail TH550 60 90’ 4 4
60/60 Tramrail TH435 80 O’ 4 6
60/60 Tramrail TH435 80 90 4 6
60/60 Tramrail TH435 60 0 4 7
60/60 Tramrail TH435 60 90’ 4 8
60/60 Strips TH550 80 0’ 16 = 4 Strokes 9
60/60 Strips TH550 80 90 16 = 4 Strokes 10
60/60 Strips TH560 60 0* 16 = 4 Strokes 11
60/60 Strips TH550 60 90 16 = 4 Strokes 12
60/60 Strips TH436 80 0’ 16 = 4 Strokes 13
60/60 Strips TH435 80 90 16 = 4 Strokes 14
60/60 Strips TH436 60 0* 16 = 4 Strokes 18
60/60 Strips TH435 60 90 16 = 4 Strokes 16
Tool Samplas Material Depth Material Direction Q ty Test no
60/30 Tramrail TH550 80 0* 4 17
60/30 Tramrail TH550 80 90 4 18
60/30 Tramrail TH560 60 0 4 19
60/30 Tramrail THS50 60 90’ 4 20
60/30 Tramrail TH435 80 0’ 4 21
60/30 Tramrail TH435 80 90 4 22
60/30 Tramrail TH435 60 0 4 23
60/30 Tramrail TH435 60 90’ 4 24
60/30 Strips TH550 80 0* 16 = 4 Strokes 26
60/30 Strips TH550 80 90 16 = 4 Strokes 26
60/30 Strips TH550 60 0’ 16 = 4 Strokes 27
60/30 Strips TH560 60 90 16 = 4 Strokes 28
60/30 Strips TH435 80 0’ 16 = 4 Strokes 29
60/30 Strips TH435 80 90 16 = 4 Strokes 30
60/30 Strips TH435 60 0’ 16 = 4 Strokes 31
60/30 Strips TH436 60 90 18 = 4 Strokes 32
Figure 2.15: Final Testing Plan
The plan was made up of 32 individual experiments and was colour coded to 
highlight the final two materials chosen, with red representing TH550N and blue 
representing TH435.
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Experim ental Work and R esults
3.1 Universal Tensile Tooling
Before any actual testing could take place an examination into the different tensile 
test equipment tha t was available at both Tata RD&T and Swansea University 
was completed.1 This investigation made clear that there were a number of ten­
sile test machines available for research use between the facilities.
Mode III testing was the first to be completed at Tata RD&T facilities in IJ- 
muiden, Holland, due to the Mode III samples being the first to be manufactured 
on the ” M in s te r  P r e s s ”.
Following this, all Mode I and Mode II experiments were then completed at 
Swansea University, due mainly to the following reasons:-
• The tensile machine was available throughout August and September 2009.
• The machine was calibrated and all software was up to date.
• Load cells were available with 10KN, 1KN and 100N capacities.
•  A temperature controlled cabinet was attached and available if required.
1Appendix A has more detail on the selection of the Tensile Test equipment.
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3.2 M od e III T estin g  and R esu lts
The first testing to be completed was Mode III, which took place during the 
secondment to Tata's RD&T facilities in IJmuiden, Holland, mainly due to the 
Mode III samples being the first to be Scored on the Minster Press.
Sixteen Mode III tests were performed, with each test being repeated three 
times to give a total of 48 results. The test numbers for Mode III correspond 
with the final plan as shown in Chap 2, figure 2.15. numbered 1 thru 8 and 17 
thru 24 and type labeled Tramrail.
However, a more comprehensive work plan that details the Mode III experi­
mental work can be seen in figure 3.1 below.
Mode III Experimental Work
Mode Type Te*t Number Tool Profile Type M aterial Reeidual RO 10 No
MODE III TEAR
1 O’
2 90*
3 0"
4 90’
5 o-
6 90*
7 O’
8 90’
17 0*
18 90'
19 0*
20 90'
21 O'
22 90'
23 0’
24 90'
Figure 3.1: Mode III Experimental Work Plan
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A typical result graph for Mode I I I  is shown in figure 3.2 below, which shows 
a force v displacement graph detailing the three test results.
20 
15 
10
F orce  (N)
5 
0
-5 
•10
Figure 3.2: Typical Mode I I I  Result Graph
A further more detailed analysis that considers the meaning behind the results is 
the next topic of discussion and follows in Chapter 4, Factorial Analysis1.
1A complete and comprehensive set of result data, that details all of the Mode III experi­
ments can be found on the DVD included with this Thesis
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3.3 M od e I T esting  and R esu lts
Some time after returning from the IJmuiden secondment, the pre scored 12.5mm 
strip samples were delivered to Swansea University’s Materials department, which 
meant that the Mode I testing could begin.
As with the Mode I I I  tests, sixteen Mode I tests were performed, once again 
with each test being repeated three times to give a total of 48 results. The test 
numbers for Mode I again corresponded with the final plan as shown in Chap 2, 
figure 2.15, this time numbered 9 thru 16 and 25 thru 32 respectively and type 
labeled Strip.
Again, a more comprehensive work plan detailing the Mode I experimental 
work is shown in figure 3.3 below.
Mode I Experimental Work
Mod* Type Tool Profile Type Material Residual Measured RO 
MOOE I TENSILE
MODE I TENSILE
Figure 3.3: Mode I Experimental Work Plan
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A typical result graph for Mode I can be seen in figure 3.4, which shows a 
typical force v displacement graph detailing the three test results.
Mode I - Tensile Test
1000
800
600
Test No 9_2Force (N) 400
Test N o 9 _3
200
100 200 300 400
-200
Displacement (mm)
Figure 3.4: Typical Mode I Result Graph
Once more, a detailed analysis that considers the meaning behind the results is 
the next topic of discussion and follows in Chapter 4, Factorial Analysis.
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3.4  M od e II T estin g  and R esu lts
The Mode II experiments were the filial set of tests to lie completed, (T esting  
began in  A p r il 2010), which was due in no short part to the time taken designing, 
developing and manufacturing the tooling known as the M ode I I  Tooling  or M ode  
I I  D evice , discussed in section 2.7. This tooling had been developing iteratively 
since March 09 and the complete set of manufacturing drawings were delivered 
to the toolmaker in July 09.
As with the other Mode tests described previously, sixteen Mode II tests were 
performed, however, each test had to be repeated for 8 individual clearances, 
which gave 128 tests and as before each test was repeated three times, giving a 
total of 384 results1.
Mode II Experimental Work
Mod* Typ# T *«  No C l*ar*nc* / (Actual) Tool Profll* Typ# M*t*rl«l Residual Measured RO 10 No
MODE II SHEAR
79
9 1 81 90*
81
81
10 1 82 0*
83
59
11 1 59 0‘
6060
58
12 1 59 90'
60
80
13 1 81 90*
8280
84
14 1 84 0‘
84
58
20080234
15 1 59 0*
60
60
16 1 60 90*
MOOE II SHEAR 0 18 Sh**r Strip 60
79
25 1 79 90’
80
79
80
26 1 80 0‘
TMS50 82 20080247
59
27 1 60 0*
60
60 57
28 1 58 90'
6160^30
79
29 1 79 90’
80
80
30 1 82 0*
83
62
31 1 63 0*
64
62
32 1 62 90'
64
Figure 3.5: Mode II Experimental Work Plan 
'F igure 3.5 details the experimental plan for just 1 clearance, out of a total of 8
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Furthermore, an additional test had to be performed after each set of samples 
had sheared, which was done in order to be able to measure the effect of the M ode 
I I  D evice itself and was required so that the effect of the tooling could be taken 
into account and if possible removed from the test results. (See sec tion  2 .7  fo r  
fu r th e r  d iscu ssio n )
Once again the test numbers for Mode II correspond with the final plan shown 
in figure 2.15, again numbered 9 thru 16 and 25 thru 32 and type labeled Strips. 
A more detailed work plan was then developed to cover the Mode I I  experimental 
work and this can be can be found in figure 3.5. A typical result graph for Mode 
II can be seen in figure 3.6, which shows a force v displacement graph detailing 
the three test results together with the result showing the effect of the M ode I I  
Tooling.
— Te s t N o 9 _ 1 _ 1  
Test No 9_1_2  
—w - T est No 9_ 1 _ 3  
— ASC
Mode II - Shearing Test
____________________---------------------------------------------------------------------
Force (Ni
100 200 300 400 500 600
Displacement (mm)
Figure 3.6: Typical Mode I I Result Graph
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3.5 Folding Side - C onstraint C onditions
Initial double score sample production showed that the samples were not only- 
scored, but also deformed, in that both sides were folded up, this was observed 
previously in [9]. An investigation was completed, which is reported fully in [89], 
however, the conclusions found are repeated here for completeness.
(a) Folded Sample (b) Edge, Middle Foams & Guides
Figure 3.7: Folded Samples and Foam Solution
Further samples were produced using a set-up with two different foams, then, 
different configurations were used to help decide what particular set up would, in 
our view, best represent the real life configuration at a can-making plant.
Code Edge Foam Middle Foam Guides
NNN No No No
NNY No No Yes
YNN Yes No No
YNY Yes No Yes
YYN Yes Yes No
YYY Yes Yes Yes
Table 3.1: Foam Constraint Configurations
Two configurations, YYN and YYY. seemed to best represent the actual con­
straint conditions found on a real Can End production line, after a final review, 
[43], YYN, was eventually selected to produce all further samples.
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Factorial Analysis
4.1 Introduction to Design of Experim ents
In science and engineering normal practice undertaken when trying to find 
something out about a particular system or process is to undertake experiments 
or tests, put more formally an experiment can be defined as;
”A  tes t  o r  series  o f  tests  where predeterm ined  changes are m ade to the in ­
p u t  variables o f  the s y s te m  or process, so tha t the reasons f o r  the changes can be 
observed a n d  identified  in  the ou tput response”. [67]
Many experiments involve the study of the effects of two or more factors 
and in general, factorial designs are the most efficient for this type of experiment. 
Factorial design means tha t for each complete trial or replication of the experi­
ment all possible combinations of the levels of the factors are investigated, i.e. if 
there are a levels of factor A ,  and b levels of factor B, each replicate contains all 
ab combinations.
Factorial designs are now widely used for experiments where it is necessary to 
study the joint effect of various factors upon a response, several cases of special 
factorial design are important and are commonly used in research, also because 
they form the basis of other designs that are of considerable practical value.
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The most important special case of factorial design is known as k  factor design 
with each factor having only two levels. The level could be Q u an tita tiv e , such 
as two values of temperature, pressure, or time; or Q ualita tive , such as two 
machines, two operators or even high and low levels of a factor, this is the method 
that has been used here. A complete replicate of such a design requires 2 x 2  
x...x 2 =  2k observations and is known as a 2k fac to ria l design.
For this class of design it is assumed that;
1. All factors are fixed
2. The designs are completely randomised
3. Usual normality assumptions apply
2k design is very useful in the early stages of experimental work when many 
factors are being investigated, as it provides the smallest number of runs with 
which k  factors can be studied for a complete factorial design.
Consequently, these designs are also widely used in factor screening experi­
ments, as there are only two levels for each factor, it is assumed that the response 
is approximately linear over the range of the factor levels chosen. In many factor 
based experiments, as the study is beginning, this is often quite a reasonable 
assumption to make.
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E xperim ents for Factorial A nalysis
The experiments for all loading Modes consisted of a number of factors, each set 
at two levels, one low (-1) and one high ( +  1).
The following five factors were considered:-
A - Tool Profile
B - Material
C - Score Residual
D - Rolling Direction
E - Gap
Figure 4.1, shows a physical representation of factors A, B. C, D & E.
Figure 4.1: Schematic showing a Physical Representation of all Five Factors
4. F ac to ria l A nalysis
Figure 4.2 lists each factor together with their values of low and high levels.
Factor A B C D E
Level Tool Width Material Score Residual Rolling Direction Gap
-1 60°/30pm TH435 60|jm 0° 0.18mm
♦1 60°/60pm TH550N 80pm 90° 0.40mm
Figure 4.2: High and Low Levels for each Factor
Factor E - Gap, was only valid for the Mode II experiments, which meant that 
all factorial analysis for Modes I and III were 24 factorial, whereas the factorial 
analysis for Mode II was 25 factorial.
In order to best understand factorial analysis, the following sections present 
the methodology used for a typical 2'1 analysis as used for Modes I and III, followed 
by a 25 analysis as used in Mode II.
4. F acto ria l A nalysis
24 Factorial D esign
Each Mode I and Mode I I I  loading experiment produced 16 results, these were 
then used to perforin factorial analysis based on the four factors applicable to the 
testing, the following example demonstrates the method undertaken to perform 
a complete 2 1 factorial analysis.
Using the 16 results generated, it becomes possible to estimate the effect of 
each factor and the effect of each interaction, a typical design matrix for a 16 
results analysis is shown in figure 4.3.
Med. I -  Factorial Analyst! - bltetacement Results
Run
Number
Fecton Run
Label
F a t te n T est
Number
Test
O rder
Run No Dlsp (mm;
A B e b A B C D
1 (») 31 IS 1 416 00 0 )
2 ♦ a 60/60 13 7 2 342.30 0
3 ♦ b THS50 27 11 3 SOS 67 b
4 * * ab 60/60 TH330 11 3 4 385 23 ab
S * e 80 30 14 3 437.30 e
6 * ♦ ae 60/60 B0 14 6 6 648.30 ae
7 ♦ » be TH350 B0 26 10 7 476.23 be
■ * * ♦ abc 60/60 TH350 80 10 2 • 434 23 abc
0 d 9 0 ' 32 16 9 389 73 d
10 » ad 60/60 90* 16 8 10 343.30 ad
11 * bd TH530 90* 28 12 11 418.73 bd
12 ♦ ♦ abd 60/60 TH330 90* 12 4 12 410 00 abd
13 * ed 60 90* 29 13 13 464 23 ed
14 • * aed 60/60 BO 90* 13 3 14 643.30 aed
IS ♦ * bed TH330 SO 90* 23 9 IS 315 23 bed
16 ♦ ♦ * abed 60/60 TH3S0 SO 90* 9 1 16 482.23 abed
Average Max Load (N) : 486 .26
Figure 4.3: Design Matrix for typical 24 Analysis (16 Results)
Main factors are found using the following equations1;
A = -—[a+ab+ac+abc+ad+abd+acd+abcd — (1) — b — c — bc — d — bd — cd—bcd] 
8 n
(4.1)
D = — [b-\-ab + bc-\-abc-\-bd-\-abd-\-bcd-\-abcd —(1 ) — a — c — ac—d — nd — cd — acd] 
8 n
(4.2)
C = —— [ c a c + bcA-abc+ cd+aed+ bed+ abed — (1) — a — b — ab — d — ad — bd — abd] 
8t?
(4.3)
D = — [d+ad + bd+cibd+cd+aeA+bcA+abcd — (1) — a — b — ab — c: — ac — be — abc\
(4.4)
1 Where n represents the replicates i.e. the number of times the experiment was run.
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W ith two way interactions defined by;
A B  =  — [(\) - \-a b + c+ a b c - \-d + a b d + cd + a b cd  — a —b—a c —be—a d —bd —a e d —bed] 
8n
(4.5)
A C  =  — \{ l ) + b + a c + a b c + d + b d + a c d + a b c d  — a — ab—c —be—a d —a b d —e d —bed]
(4.6)
A D  =  —  [ ( l ) - \ -b + c + b c + a d + a b d + a c d + a b c d  —a — ab —a c —abc—d —bd—c d —bcd]8 Tl
( 4 . 7 )
B C  =  — [ ( l )+ a + b c + a b c + d + a d + b c d + a b c d  — b—a b —c —a c —b d —a b d —e d —aed]
8 Tl
(4.8)
B D  =  —  [ { l )+ a - \ -c+ a c+ b d + a b d + b cd + a b cd  —b —ab—bc—abc—d —a d —c d —acd] 8 n
( 4 .9 )
C D  =  — [(1 )+ a + b + a b + c d + a c d + b c d + a b c d  —c —a c —bc—abc—d —a d —bd—abd] 
on
( 4 . 10)
Three way interactions by;
A B C  = -^ - [ a + b + c + a b c + a d + b d + c d + a b c d  —(1 ) —ab—a c —bc—d —abd—a cd —bcd] 
on
( 4 . 11)
A B D  = — [a + b + a c+ b c+ d + a b d + cd + a b cd  —( l ) —ab—c —abc—a d —bd—acd —bcd]
( 4 . 12 )
A C D  = — [a+ ab+ c+bc+d+ bd-\-acd-\-abcd—( l ) —b—a c —abc—a d —abd—c d —bcd] 
on
( 4 . 13)
B C D  =  —  [b + a b + c+ a c+ d + a d + b cd + a b cd  —( l ) —a —bc—abc—bd—abd—cd —acd] 
on
( 4 . 14)
And finally the last remaining four way interaction by;
A B C D  =  -^ - [ { l)+ a b + a c + b c + a d + b d + c d + a b c d —a —b—c—abc—d —abd—a cd —bcd\
( 4 . 15 )
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1 ' j r --1 A B A t C AC BC ABC b Ab Bb ABb Cb ACb BCb A BCb
( i) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
a 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1
b -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1
ab 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1
a -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
ae 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
be -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1
abe 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
d -1 -! 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1
ad 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
bd -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
abd 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
ed -1 -1 I 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
aed 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
bed -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 I -I 1 -1
abed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
Figure 4.4: Contrast Constraints for a 24 Design
The Sum of Squares for each main effect and interactions are calculated next, 
for a 2 1 analysis, the contrasts that have already been calculated in equations 4.1 
thru 4.15 are reused, i.e. for main effect A the contrast is equal to:-
C ontrast a = [a-\-ab-\-ac-\-abc-\-ad-\-abd-\-acd-\-abcd —(1 )—b—c—bc—d—bd—cd—bcd]
(4.16)
The exact same result determined by equation 4.16 can also be found from column 
A of figure 4.4, which means that the contrasts for all the other main effects and 
interactions can be determined in exactly the same manner.
With the contrasts available the Sum of Squares can now be calculated using:-
[a +  ab + ac +  abc +  ad +  abd +  aed + abed — (1) — b — c — be — d — bd — cd
SSa= 8ri
(4.17)
or more concisely:-
S- [Contra 
8 n
With the main effects, contrasts and sum of squares available, further simple 
calculations can be made to find the following:-
• Contrast squared and (%) percentage contribution.
• Sum of (+) positive effects and averaged sum of (+) positive effects.
• Sum of (-) negative effects and averaged sum of (-) negative effects.
-  bed]2
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In reality, calculations are best performed using a spreadsheet, figure 4.5 below 
details the values generated from the results of a typical 24 factorial analysis.
Modal Torm * • AB C AC BC ABC 0 AD BD ABO CO A CD BCO ABCD
( i) 416 416 416 416 416 416 416
a 543 543 543 543 543 543 543 543
b 509 -509 509 509 509 509 509 509
ab 385 385 385 385 385 385 385
0 458 458 458 458 458 458 458
00 649 649 649 649 649 649 649 649
bo 476 476 476 476 476 476 476
abc 456 456 456 456 456 456 456
d 390 390 390 390 390 390 390
ad 546 546 546 546 546 546 546
bd 419 419 419 419 419 419 419
abd 410 410 410 410 410 410 410
od -464 484 484 484 484 484 484 484
aod 644 644 644 -644 644 644 644 644
bed 515 515 515 515 515 515 515
abed 46? 462 462 462 46? 482 482 482 462 462 482 462 462 462 462
Contnut 447 547 147 85
oontroft Squared 200104 225464 668584 299570 21659 17601.3 124.769 2.7869 9834.69 1.7689 10851.4 30684.5 35596.4 7253.93 444489
■ffoet Bj timet* 95.9161 -59.554 -102.21 69.416J IB.1969 -16.5B4 1.19625 -0.20BB 12.1961 0.16625 13.0213 21.8963 -21.594 10.6461 -B.1119
Sum of Squares 12506.5 14091.5 417865 167231 1353.69 1100.08 7 79806 0.17431 614666 0.11056 678.212 1917.78 2224.77 453.371 277.806
% Contribution 13.0635 14.7191 43.6476 19.557 141398 1.14908 0.00815 0.00018 0.64204 0.00012 0.70842 2.0032 2.32386 0.47356 0.29018
rvA* 4113.75 3652.67 3481.25 4163.75 3963.67 3823.75 3895.67 3869.25 393967 3890.75 3942.17 3977.67 3795.75 3932.67 3856.75
Calculation* for main I va* /b 514.219 456.594 455.156 520.469 495.459 477.969 496.959 496.156 492.459 496.344 492.771 497.209 474.469 401.584 482.094
offoots ZVA-
z v a - /«
Figure 4.5: Spreadsheet Generated Values for a Typical 24 Factorial
After the results are collected and all calculations are complete, the next step is 
to produce a probability plot that arranges the main effects and interactions in 
order of rank and probability, from this table a graph can then be produced that 
visually ranks each main effect and interaction in order of its probability.
T tm E ffe c t Rank CP ZI
AB -102.2088 1 . -L83391
B -59.35375 2 10 -1.28155
ACD -23.58375 3 16.6667 -0.96742
BC -1658375 4 23.3333 -0 72791
-8.33375 5 30 -0.5244
-0.20675 6 36 6667 -0.34069
016625 7 433333 -0.16789
1-39625 a 50 -1.48-16
BCD 10.64625 9 56.6667 0.16789
AD 12.39625 to 63.3333 0.34069
ABD 13.02125 11 70 05244
AC 1839625 12 76.6667 0.72791
CD 21.89625 13 83.3333 0 96742
A 55.91625 14 90 1-20155
C 6841625 15 96.6667 1.83391
(a) Probability Table (b) Probability Plot
Figure 4.6: Typical 24 Probability Table & Graph
The probability table and graph for a typical 2 1 analysis is detailed in figure 4.6, 
however, results for each individual Mode will be discussed in more detail under 
the relevant section.
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Using the results from the probability plot, further plots are then produced of 
all the main effects and interactions that are not positioned on the straight line 
that links each factor and interaction, this can be seen 011 plot in figure 4.6.
Low
_L
U.ln Fftec. B II
f MU
4941 J
(a) Main Effect A (b) Main Effect B
Figure 4.7: Main Effects from a ty
low .1 w i
JUS*______ ] _ l
(c) Main Effect C 
24 Analysis
AB Interaction - Tool Profile I Material
S60
600
300
-15 -0 .5 0 5
A B In teraction B Low BH Igh
-1 A Low 436.9 479.7
1 A High 595.0 433.4
Figure 4.8: Two Way Interaction from a typical 24 Analysis
It is these factors and interactions that do not lie on the straight line that are 
most likely to have the greatest influence 011 the results.
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25 Factorial D esign
For the Mode II experiments, an additional factor was introduced called Gap and 
given the label E , which meant that the factorial design for Mode II increased to 
a 25 design. The main difference between a 24 and a 2° factorial, is that the 2;) 
doubles in size in comparison to the 24, i.e. 32 results, as opposed to 16.
Figure 4.9 shows the difference in size, compared with the 24 factorial of fig 4.3.
Run
Number
footers Run
Label
feetort Ex? Tart 
Nuafeer
Exp Tart 
Odor
ton No W* (mmA B C D E A B e D E
S <>) >1-1 19 1 49 00 (1)
2 c 40/40 19-1 7 2 91.00 a
a ♦ 4 TH990 27-1 11 9 49 67 b
4 ♦ ab 60/40 TH590 ■ 11-1 3 4 126 00 ab
5 * • . B0 90-1 14 9 44.00 •
4 * ae 40/40 80 14-1 4 6 147 67 ae
7 * ♦ be TH590 B0 26-1 10 7 191 .» be
• * * abe 40/40 TH990 •0 10-1 2 8 187.67 abe
9 d 90* 92-1 16 9 42 00 d
10 ad 60/40 90* 16-1 8 10 141.00 ad
11 * bd TH990 90* 28-1 12 11 74.99 bd
12 * abd 60/40 TW550 90* 12-1 4 12 84 00 abd
ia ©d 00 90* 29-1 19 19 118 99 ed
14 * aed 60/40 •0 90* 19-1 9 14 144.93 aed
19 * * bed . . : ■ TH990 80 90* 29-1 9 19 149.00 bed
14 • ♦ abed 40/60 TH990 80 90* 9-1 1 16 247 00 abed
17 e ■ ' - TH435 0.2 >1-2 91 17 104.00 a
It ae 40/60 60 0 2 19-2 29 18 64 93 ae
19 * be TH590 0.2 27-2 27 19 90.33 be
20 ♦ abe 40/60 TH990 0.2 11-2 19 20 47.00 abe
21 ♦ ce 80 0.2 >0-2 90 21 165 33 ee
22 * ace 60/60 80 0.2 14-2 22 22 137.33 00*
21 * * bee TH990 •0 0.2 24-2 26 29 114.99 bee
24 * * abac 60/60 TH990 80 0.2 10-2 18 24 98 47 oboe
29 de 90* 0.2 K -2 92 25 84.33 de
24 • ade 60/60 90* 0.2 14-2 24 26 52 93 ade
27 * • bde TH990 90* 0.2 29-2 28 27 78.47 bde
20 * ♦ abde 60/60 TH990 90* 0.2 12-2 20 28 42 99 abde
29 * ♦ ode : 80 90* 0.2 29-2 29 29 119 93 ede
10 ♦ • aade 40/40 80 90* 0.2 19-2 21 >0 172 99 aade
91 ♦ ♦ * bede TH950 80 90* 0.2 29-2 25 91 93 00 bode
12 ebede 60/40 TH990 •0 90* 0.2 9-2 17 >2 129 67 abede
Average Max Disp (mm) = 109.19
Figure 4.9: Design Matrix for typical 25 Analysis (32 Results)
Once again the main effects are found using the same procedure as before, however 
notice how much larger equation 4.19 becomes for the 2° factorial compared with 
equation 4.1 for a 24, i.e. the number of R.H.S. terms effectively doubles.
A  =  —— [a +  ab +  ac +  abc +  ad +  abd +  aed +  abed +  ae -F abe +  ace 
Sn
-\-abce +  ade +  abde 4- acde +  abede — (1) — b — c — be — d — bd — ed — bed
—e — be — ce — bee — de — bde — cde — bede]
(4.19)
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This increase in size can also be seen when comparing the contrast table for 
the 24 analysis, figure 4.4, with figure 4.10 below for the 25 factorial.
s - -- -- - . . -
2
5 -
I - - . . .
I- - - -- - - . . .
5 - - - - - - -
1 -- - - - - - - -
1- - -- -- - - -
5 - - - - - - -- - -
- . . .
? - - - -
!
? - - - - - - - . . .
5
5 - - - - - - -
§
et - - - -
i  - - -
» • - - - -
. .  « • 111 • « 11»111 . 111 • 111 < 11 j 111 ]|
Figure 4.10: Contrast Constraints for a 2r> Design
All three opening modes were tested using a standard calibrated bench mounted 
tensile tester and the results for each analysis, i.e. Mode I. II & III are discussed 
further in the following sections.
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4.2 M od e  I
Both Mode I and Mode III had been investigated previously by others, [66], [10], 
[11], [65], & [63], however, the main reason behind repeating the experiments 
was to generate a comprehensive data set for both selected materials with the 
60°/60/mi and 60°/30/mi tooling at two score residual depths of 60/mi and 80/ini.
(a) Tensile M /C  (b) Mode I Experiment
(c) Mode 1 Loading (d) Mode 1 Load-Disp Graph
Figure 4.11: Mode I Experiment, Loading Mode and Result Graph
The 12.5mm strip samples used for Mode I were placed directly into the jaws of 
the machine as shown in 4.11(b) and pulled apart whilst recording both force and 
displacement, a typical result graph can be seen in 4.11(d).
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Using four combinations of factors for analysis, [67], meant that 16 tests were 
completed, however, each test was duplicated 3 times to give 48 runs, then each 
result was averaged to give the final 16 results used for the Mode I analysis.
Level A - Tool Profile B - Material C - Score Residual D - Roll Direction
-1 60°/30/im TH435 60/im 0°
+1 60°/60/mi TH550 80/xm 90°
Table 4.1: Mode I - Experimental Factors and Levels
The force and displacement results generated were used to calculate results 
for stress, then all three separate sets of results were used for a complete 
factorial analysis for Mode I. Initially, all analysis was completed using an 
Excel™spreadsheet, however it soon became apparent that using the commercial 
statistics package M initab™ , would be beneficial as it would not only help speed 
up the time required to complete an analysis, but it could also be used as a double 
check with the Excel™analysis.
The following details the complete set of factorial analysis completed for Mode
I1.
1. Force Results
(a) Minitab™
(b) Excel™
2. Displacement Results
(a) M initab™
(b) Excel™
3. Stress Results
(a) Minitab™
(b) Excel™
1Appendice C, figures C .l thru C.6, contain details of all of the results generated for each 
Mode I analysis, presented firstly in Minitab™ , followed by Excel™
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C onclusions - M ode I
For all three sets of results, i.e. Force, Displacement and Stress, each normal 
plot shows that for Mode I, Factors A - Tool Profile, and C - Score Residual, 
were positively significant, which means that as both these factors increase i.e. 
go from the low level (-1), to the high level (+1), the force, the displacement and 
the stress required to break the sample increases as well.
More subtly, the results also seem to indicate that Factor B - Material and 
Interaction AB - Tool Profile /  Material also has some significance throughout all 
three sets of results, however, it is thought that the very large pre-deformations 
produced by the initial scoring process probably annihilate or mask the differences 
in the base materials and this is likely to be the reason why Factor B - Material, 
shows minor significance in Mode I.
Although the results held no real surprises, they did provide confirmation of 
what was expected, which in turn gave confidence in the methods used with the 
factorial analysis, however, these results still have value, as they are now available 
to provide for future validation with the further development of a multistage 
numerical model.
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4.3 M o d e  II
Mode II testing, as applied to FAEOE's, according to the authors best knowledge, 
has never been recognised either experimentally or numerically, therefore this 
opening Mode became the main focus of the project.
Firstly, a tool had to be developed, that could hold, then shear a 12.5mm 
strip with variable clearance, additionally, the tool required ease of manufacture 
and use and cost within the available budget.
(a) Mode II 3D Model (b) Mode II Experiment
1/
n
c) Mode II Loading (d) Mode II Load-Disp Graph
Figure 4.12: Mode II Experiment, Loading Mode & Result Graph
As discussed in section 2.7, the final Mode II tool design was selected after going 
through a number of different concepts.
The finished tool was delivered with the following functions:-
• Accuracy - Capable of testing to within a 20/zm - 40/mi tolerance
• Placement - Centre placement for shear, edge placement for microscopy
• Design Symmetry - Adjustable blocks, to allow many variations in clearance
• Universal set up - Used in any standard tensile test machine 4.12(b)
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The 12.5mm strip samples were placed directly onto the lower blocks, a centre 
finder then centrally positioned the sample by locating in the predeformed scor?, 
with the sample centred correctly it was clamped and the centre finder removed, 
the remaining upper blocks are slid into position, which sandwiches and clamps 
the 12.5mm sample securely. With the tool located in the tensile machine, ore 
half remains free to slide upwards, shearing the sample in half, again both forte 
and displacement were recorded with a typical result graph shown in 4.12(d).
As the Mode II tests contain five combinations of factors, 32 tests were re­
quired, each test was completed 3 times, giving 96 runs, however, after the thiid 
test was completed the tool was reset without removing the sheared sample aid 
the test rerun, this allowed for the force of the tooling to be recorded, this cond 
then be used to estimate the force of the Mode II Tool, in order to try to remote 
its influence from the results and establish a final result.
Overall 128 runs were completed for each of the 8 clearances, which gave a 
total of 1024 runs for the whole of the Mode II experiment.
Level A - Tool Profile B - Material C - Score Res D - Roll Dir E -  Gap
-1 60°/30//m TH435 60/zm 0° 0.18mm
+1 60°/60/zm TH550 80/im 90° 0.40mm
Table 4.2: Mode II - Experimental Factors and Levels
Five factors combinations are shown in Table 4.2, but for Factor E - Gap, tae 
following eight values were used, 0.18, 0.2, 0.22, 0.24, 0.28, 0.32, 0.36 & 0.4mm, 
these clearances provided the variation, which enabled a thorough investigation 
of two level factorial analysis to be completed.
For Mode II, both force and displacement results were generated, a full 25 
factorial analysis for Mode II was then completed using these results.
After the experience gained with the Mode I analysis it was decided that 
because of the large amount of analysis required for Mode II it would be eas­
ier and faster to complete the analysis using the commercial statistics package 
M initab™ , however it was decided that for both sets of results to also complete 
an Excel™analysis for the first and last set of clearances in order to act as a 
double check.
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The following details the complete set of factorial analysis for Mode II.1
1. Force Results
(a) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.20
(b) Excel™: 0.18 - 0.20
(c) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.22
(d) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.24
(e) Minitab™ : 0.18 - 0.28
(f) Minitab™ : 0.18 - 0.32
(g) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.36
(h) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.40
(i) Excel™: 0.18 - 0.40
2. Displacement Results
(a) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.20
(b) Excel™: 0.18 - 0.20
(c) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.22
(d) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.24
(e) Minitab™: 0.18 - 0.28
(f) Minitab™ : 0.18 - 0.32
(g) Minitab™ : 0.18 - 0.36
(h) Minitab™ : 0.18 - 0.40
(i) Excel™: 0.18 - 0.40
1Appendice C, figures C.7 thru C.24, details the results for each 
Mode II, with the first and last analysis i.e. clearance 0.18 - 0.20 
repeated in Excel™
25 factorial completed for 
and clearance 0.18 - 0.40
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Conclusions - M ode II
Gap
Positive Significant Effects
N egative Significant Effects
0.18-0.20 B C E AE BE
0.18-0.22 A B C AC BC ACE BE
0.18-0.24 A B c E BE ABE BCE
0.18-0.28 A B c AB AE BE
0.18-0.32 A B c E CE BE
0.18-0.36 B c CE BE
0.18-0.40 c AB BE
Qty 4 6 7 3 2 1 1 2 1 2 7 1 1
Table 4.3: Mode II - Significant Effects and Interactions - Force Results
The results shown in table 4.3 were generated using the load response, for 
positive significant effects, what can be seen instantly regarding the main factors 
is that;
Factor C - Score residual, seems to have the most influence over the whole 
range, closely followed by Factors B - Material, A - Tool Profile and E - Gap, 
however for the range 0.18 - 0.40 a number of results had to be recorded as 
zero as some of the samples were very brittle and had broken in half, leaving an 
insufficient amount to complete the tests. However, when averaged results replace 
the zero in a ’’what i f ” analysis, Factor E reappears in the results, indicating that 
it may have more significance than first appears in table 4.3.
Regarding positive interactions, the results indicate that over the majority 
of the ranges interactions are low, i.e. either zero or one interaction per range; 
however, one exception is the range 0.18 - 0.22, which shows three separate inter­
actions, it will be interesting to discover exactly what is going on here and it is 
hoped that further future numerical analysis, will help to provide an explanation.
Concerning negative significant effects, it is immediately clear tha t all the 
effects are interactions, the most significant of which is the interaction between 
Factors B - Material and E - Gap that appears over the complete set of ranges,
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additionally, it is also worth noting that Factor E is prevalent on every negative 
interaction, which seems to indicate that gap or clearance variation does indeed 
have a considerable effect for Mode II opening.
As discussed previously, the initial scoring process introduces very large 
pre-deformations, which are probably large enough to annihilate any differences 
in the base materials. Hardening at very high equivalent strain levels is likely to 
become saturated to similar intensity for both tested material grades, which are 
of a same class of low carbon steels and this may well be the reason why both 
materials show minor significant effects in Mode I and III, however, the Mode II 
test is deliberately designed to allow bending of the sample, therefore a material 
influence is to be expected.
Gap
Positive Significant Effects
N egative Significant Effects
0.18-0.20 A C AE BE
0.18-0.22 A C AC BE
0.18-0.24 C D E CE AE BE
0.18-0.28 C E BE
0.18-0.32 A c D E BC CE BCD BDE BE BCE
0.18-0.36 A c CE BE BCE
0.18-0.40 A c AB ABE BE
Qty 5 7 2 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 7 2
Table 4.4: Mode II - Significant Effects and Interactions - Displacement Results
The results shown in table 4.4 were generated this time by the displacement 
response, regarding the main factors for positive significant effects, once again; 
Factor C - Score residual, seems to have the most influence over the whole range, 
this is followed closely by Factor A - Tool Profile, Factor D - Rolling Direction 
and Factor E - Gap, however, appear only twice. A fundamental difference in the 
displacement results compared with the force results is that Factor B - Material 
seems to disappear, the reasons for this, however, are presently not fully under­
stood, and again it is hoped that future numerical analysis, will help provide an 
explanation and discover exactly what is going on.
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W ith regards to the remaining positive interactions, the results again indicate 
that the interactions are low, i.e. either zero or one interaction per range; 
however, one exception is the range 0.18 - 0.32, which shows a number of two 
way and three way interactions, again here, further numerical analysis may help 
to provide an explanation.
As previously shown with the force analysis, regarding the negative significant 
effects, all effects bar one are interactions, again the most significant is the 
interaction between Factors B - Material and E - Gap, which again appears over 
the complete set of ranges, as with the force results, Factor E is prevalent on 
every negative interaction, therefore indicating that a variation in clearance does 
have a considerable effect for Mode II opening.
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4.4  M od e III
As with the Mode I analysis, Mode III had been investigated previously, [66], 
[10], [11], [65], and [63], again the main reason behind repeating the experiments 
was to generate a comprehensive data set for both selected materials with the 
60°/60/mi and 60°/30//m tooling and score residual depths of 60//m and 80//m.
(a) Mode III Double Score Sample (b) Mode III Experiment
(c) Mode III Loading (cl) Mode III Load-Disp Graph
Figure 4.13: Mode III Experiment, Loading Mode and Result Graph
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Factorial analysis [67], using four combinations of factors was completed, re­
quiring 16 tests, duplicated 3 times, giving a total of 48 runs. Once more each 
result was averaged to give the final 16 results used for the Mode III analysis.1
Level A - Tool Profile B - Material C - Score Residual D - Roll Direction
-1 60°/30/im TH435 60/mi 0°
+1 60°/60/im TH550 80/im 90°
Table 4.5: Mode III - Experimental Factors and Levels
Due to the way tha t the Mode III results were generated, meant tha t it was not 
possible to use the displacement results in the analysis, it was also not possible 
to calculate accurate results for stress, which meant that the only results avail­
able were the force results. Again, the analysis was completed using Excel™and 
repeated using M initab™ .
i
Appendice C, figures C.25 and C.26, detail all results for the Mode III analysis
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C onclusions - M ode III
The normal plot for Mode III shows that here, Factor C - Score Residual and 
Interaction AC - Tool Profile/Score Residual, are positively significant; i.e. when 
the score residual increases the breaking load rises. The interaction of A and C 
however, means tha t although the tool profile is not regarded as significant on its 
own, its interaction with C does cause a positive increase in the load required to 
break the sample.
As with Mode I, more subtly, the results also seem to indicate that the follow­
ing factors, interactions and even a three way interaction, do show some influence 
on the results.
•  Factor B - Material
•  Interaction BC - Material/Score Residual
• Interaction BD - Material/Rolling Direction
• Interaction ABD - Tool Profile/Material/Rolling Direction
However, caution should be exercised regarding these more subtle results as they 
do not have the benefit of being backed up by additional factorial analysis as was 
the case for Mode I, here the only results analysed were for force.
Again, as was described for Mode I, the very large pre-deformations produced 
by the initial scoring process are thought to somehow annihilate or mask the 
differences in the base materials and this may be the reason why Factor B shows 
minor significance in Mode III.
As was the case for Mode I, the results provide no real surprises, but do provide 
confirmation of what was expected, once more these results are still valuable, in 
that they also can be used to provide further validation for a future multistage 
development of a numerical model.
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Chapter 5 
M icrography
5.1 Introduction
The work in this chapter is based on work carried out by Reseacher’s from Tata 
Steel’s Research, Development and Technology Department; (form erly  Corns  
R D & T ) .
In particular I would like to thank Dr Monika Krugla for the work that she 
completed on my behalf during the period, Sept 2008 - March 2009, her efforts 
have really helped with the development of a more complete understanding of 
the microstructure of damaged scored materials and the processes and procedures 
used as necessary to develop this knowledge. I would also like to thank Dr Steven 
Celotto for allowing this work to be completed in a department that was already 
very busy supporting the demands from Tata’s international business.
Finally, I would also like to once again thank my Industrial Supervisor Dr Geza 
Nagy, for allowing me to use additional information developed from a study that 
he completed within the Dutch Knowledge Workers scheme, innvestigating the 
evolution of damage in packaging steels during scoring of Easy Open Ends (EOE), 
completed in conjunction with Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e).
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5.2 Summary
In order to begin to determine damage occurring in a material during score form­
ing, several steps were required.
•  An investigation using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) on samples 
with different surface states.
•  Observation of voids and cracks in the as-polished samples.
•  Nital etching, to provide additional information about the microstructure.
•  Marshall reagent, to reveal the grain boundaries in the deformed area.
The influence of side effects of both reagents, (i.e. etched out inclusions)  are also 
discussed.
5.3 Sample Preparation
To determine the state of the material after score forming, a series of scored 
samples were examined using SEM, see figure 2.7.
Each double score sample was first cut along line 1, using plate shears, then, 
to prevent further deformation, the samples were supporter by rubber and cut 
approximately 50mm in from the investigated edge of the sample ( R H  edge, as 
show n in  Figure 2.7), then a cut was made along line 2.
The sample was cold mounting using, Epofix, S tru e r s , as this avoided both 
the shrinkage of the mounting material away from the specimen edges and helped 
eliminate the effects of any heat on the samples, the mounted samples were then 
ground and polished to 1 p m .
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5.4 Investigation Procedure
To determine the damage which occurs in the material during score forming, 
samples were investigated in three different states:
• Mechanically polished samples
• Nital etched samples
• Marshall etched samples
Each state aimed to obtain different types of information about the damage and 
deformation of the microstructure.
M echanically Polished Sam ples
Samples were mechanically diamond polished (DP) with 600 grit, followed by 
1000 grit. Soft and ductile materials then require a final polish for optimum 
quality, here, oxide polishing (OP) is used. Colloidal silica, with a grain size of 
approximately 0.04 p m  and a pH of about 9.8, shows remarkable results.
The combination of chemical activity and fine, gentle abrasion produces 
absolutely scratch-free, deformation-free specimen. Observations from the 
mechanically-polished samples did not reveal a lot of information about the mi­
crostructure (i.e. fe rr i te  grain boundaries and cem entite  particles), however, it 
did ensure that etching artifacts were not confused with voids generated by dam­
age, correlations between voids and microstructure can then be made by using 
comparisons of the same regions, before and after etching.
Additionally, another advantage of observations before etching is that the tin 
layer can be observed after score forming.
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N ita l E tched Sam ples
One of the basic etchants used in metallography is Nital. It consists of a solution 
of 0.5-10% nitric acid in ethanol. Nital is used to reveal ferrite grain boundaries 
and martensite phase in most carbon and low-alloy steels as well as in cast irons. 
It is also employed for etching bainitic and pearlitic steels. During the etching 
process, Nital chemically attacks and dissolves ferrite. The dissolution rate of the 
ferrite depends on the crystallographic orientation and the strain in the bonds 
between the atoms, thus the etching process causes stress relief on the specimen.
In ferrite-martensite microstructure the grain boundaries can be visualised 
because most of the time they are standing out of the surface and therefore, 
causing pronounced light scattering. It is also possible to observe the carbides 
and inclusions in the microstructure since they are not affected by Nital. They 
can be easily detected because they appear as protruding irregularities, as Nital 
tends to rapidly open up cracks and holes in the material.
In previous investigations of damage caused by scoring, all the samples were 
etched with Nital, which revealed the ferrite grain boundaries, cementite, inclu­
sions and some deformation features such as slip bands, these features are revealed 
because Nital is a selective etchant, in that the ferrite is dissolved at a rate depen­
dent on the crystal orientation or by how strained the bonds are between atoms 
e.g. dislocation cores. The phases that are carbon-rich are less attached and so 
carbides stand proud of the ferrite matrix.
One unfortunate effect of etching with Nital is that inclusions and cementite 
particles can fall out of the ferrite matrix, so that voids seen in (b) of Figure 5.1, 
are not visible when compared with the same non-etched sample (c).
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Detector = OBSC
(a) 5A - Nital - QBSD
M ags 2 00 K X Detector = SE1
EH* = 15.CC kV I > m i  1,1
(b) 5B - Nital - SE1
(c) 5B - QBSD Detector 
Figure 5.1: Cross Sections with and without Etching
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Nital Micrographs also show that although the deformation of the grains and 
slip bands can be seen, the grain boundaries cannot easily be distinguished in the 
deformed area.
This effect can be seen quite clearly in Figure 5.2.
Dale :9 Dec ?008 Detector = SE1 
Width " 53.64 |»ll WD- 16mm
Figure 5.2: Cross Section of Sample etched with Nital
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M arshall E tched Sam ples
This solution simultaneously smooths and etches the metallic sample, resulting in 
a bright finish in which a wide variety of microstructural detail can be observed. 
Composed of 8g oxalic acid and 5ml concentrated sulphuric acid in 100ml water 
mixed with an equal volume of 30% hydrogen peroxide, this chemical polishing 
technique reduces the extent of plastic deformation during sample preparation.
Unlike other chemical polishing processes that result in a dull surface finish. 
Marshall is suitable for selective etching of steel surfaces to reveal details of the 
microstructure for which other techniques are inadequate. Marshall reagent is 
often used with Interstitial Free (IF) steels to reveal the ferrite grain structure, 
primarily because Nital doesn’t show all of the grain boundaries due to the sim­
ilarities in the orientation of most of the grains. Marshall reagent doesn't attack 
the bulk ferrite grain, but instead it attacks the boundaries, (It can be thought 
of as the reverse of Nital). However, not only are the ferrite grain boundaries 
attacked, but also those between the matrix and any inclusion, consequentially, 
more particles fall out, or are dissolved in this reagent than is the case with Nital.
Unfortunately, this can give the impression of the presence of a large amount 
of voids in the material, see (a) from Figure 5.3, the Marshall reagent was used 
only in order to reveal the grain boundaries in the deformed part of the sample, 
as shown in (b) and (c), this wasn't possible using Nital etching.
(a) 6A - Marshall - SE1 (b) 6B - Marshall - SE1 (c) 5A - Marshall - QBSD
Figure 5.3: Cross Sections of Samples etched with Marshall
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5.5 O u tcom es
A preliminary investigation of the cross sections of the scores showed that a three 
step procedure was required to get the best overview of both the microstructure 
and damage in thin packaging steel materials.
• Observations after polishing, but without etching were completed, this es­
tablished the presence of voids without the risk of confusion with etching 
defects, also observation of the tin layer were made see (a) of Figure 5.4.
• Observations after etching with Nital - the microstructure of the unde- 
formed regions are best revealed, heavily deformed region less so. Inclusions 
are also revealed with some voids detected. After comparison with the same 
sample in as-polished state it’s clear they were caused through etching, see 
(b).
• Finally, etching with Marshall reagent - reveals the grain boundaries in the 
deformed area, however, because of the aggressiveness of this etchant along 
the grain boundaries, the inclusions become etched out.
The amount of voids is high when compared with the two previous states, 
see (c).
(a) 6A without Etching (b) 5B Nital SE1 (c) 6A Marshall QBSD
Figure 5.4: Cross Sections with and without Etching
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5.6 Further Experim ents
As mentioned in section 5.1, further investigation into the evolution of damage 
in packaging steels during scoring of Easy Open Ends (EOE) was completed by 
Dr Geza Nagy, in conjunction with Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e).
During scoring of Easy Open Ends the usual 0.21mm gauge material is re­
duced in thickness to approximately 0.08mm. This process induces very high 
compressive and shear strains into the material, which has to withstand these 
very large deformations without sustaining premature damage.
One assumption is that the scoring process influences the opening character­
istics, this implies that if the response of the material to scoring can be better 
understood, then the response to opening itself may also be improved.
As shown previously, when the experiments were complete, each sample was 
cross-sectioned for further micrographic analysis of the bulk.
5.7 Picral Etching
Following on from the work described in section 5.4, more attention was given 
to find a suitable etch technique in order to follow the damage in the form of 
micro-cracks and voids, see figure 5.5.
Each of the methods discussed earlier were used, but an additional method, 
known as Picral etching, was also investigated. Out of these four methods, Picral 
etching proved to have the most potential, due to the partial closure of the cracks 
and voids being observed at the surface of mechanically polished specimen, and 
that Nital and Marshall etch, as discussed in section 5.4, tended to open up voids, 
in extreme cases causing carbide particles to fall out from the microstructure.
Picral is also a standard etchant used in steels to reveal the microstructure, it 
contains 4g of picric acid dissolved in 100ml of ethanol. This etchant is used to 
reveal carbon-rich phases such as cementite, pearlite, martensite or bainite. Picral 
mainly attacks the interfaces between the carbon-rich phases and ferrite. The 
ferrite is dissolved irrespective of crystallographic orientation or other features. 
Therefore, etching with Picral does not allow for the sharp visualisation of the
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boundaries between ferrite grains, also the etching time for Picral is longer than 
that for Nital, this allows for better control over the entire process.
Picral also has the advantage of being a more gentle process, revealing voids, 
but leaving any surrounding cementite particles mostly intact. Commonly, ce- 
mentite particles are the usual suspects that initiate damage by acting as stress 
concentrations, therefore it is important to visualise them with their immediate 
vicinity. A disadvantage of Picral is that it does not give a contrast-rich im­
age over grains and grain boundaries. However, the quality of Picral-etch SEM 
images were found to be satisfactory.
(a) Nital (b) Picral
(c) OP Polishing (d) Marshall (not to scale)
Figure 5.5: Various Surface Preparations showing Grains, Voids & Cementite
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5.8 M icroscopy o f  th e  Specim en  Surface
Microscopy shows damage progression as the score depth increases, a crack may 
develop that propagates from the surface inwards, see (a) of fig 5.6. This is 
mainly caused by the materials sensitivity to the uneven cut edge acting as a 
stress concentration. However, a surface crack like this is rarely deep and is 
normally arrested by a smiley-like tip.
(b) Inclusion - a  Concentration
(c) Excessive Cracking 
Figure 5.6: Crack Initiated from the Outside Surface
Later, interior cracks develop in the areas where high shear is present, see (b) of 
fig 5.6. These cracks are not yet connected and typically end in a shear band, 
which gives them an s-shape.
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As the Scoring tool presses deeper into the material, a complex system of 
cracks begin to develop through Y-branching and X-branching, following slip- 
lines, see fig 5.7.
A dead-zone of deformation can be observed under the trapezoidal tool tip, 
this region is in a state of high hydrostatic stress with little or no deviatoric 
stresses. Eventually, an external root crack propagates from the edge of the 
tooling at the location of the sharpest edge or most critical stress concentration. 
This large and ever growing crack joins with the existing system of cracks through 
coalescence, which eventually causes failure.
interi
Figure 5.7: Propagation of Surface Cracks, typical pattern for packaging Steels
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For stress states, where the material is loaded in tension the presence of an 
inclusion in a growing void is not very relevant. It is well known that packaging 
steel contains inclusions, and it is currently thought that under compression and 
shear, an inclusion prevents the flattening and closure of a void.
Important theoretical work has been completed, see [25, 70, 74, 93, 95]. 
whereby internal pressure inside the void is simulated, which prevents the void 
from closing. Then, under shear loading, voids flatten out to micro-cracks, which 
rotate and elongate until their interaction with surrounding micro-cracks gives 
coalescence. This means that in shear, ductile failure still occurs due to the de­
formation of voids and their interaction with other voids, but in shear, the mecha­
nism is very different from the well-known void growth to coalescence mechanism 
found under tensile loading.
Although Tvergaard, [95], did not use a particle inside the void, the method 
of simulating internal pressure can also be thought of as representing the presence 
of an particle within the void.
a b
mmwvwii m w / m m^ '/A
///■mm 11
Figure 5.8: Void Rotation and Elongation under Shear
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Small voids in the shear zone tend to rotate first to the direction of the shear 
band then eventually grow by tension, fig 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Evolution of a Void in the Shear Zone
Similar phenomenon can be observed around a single large inclusion, located in 
the compression zone under the tool tip. fig 5.10. Although the overall stress 
state in the plane is compressive, the void can not flatten and close because of 
the hard particle, so local shear and tensile stresses develop and the void is able 
to grow.
Figure 5.10: Evolution of a Void with Hard Inclusion in Compression Zone
The birth of a void due to localisation can be observed on a face, fig 5.11, wdiere 
several grain boundaries meet. Shear stress concentration is likely to develop 
which assists crack initiation, the crack then grows due to shear and tension.
Figure 5.11: Birth of a Crack at Multiple Grain Boundaries
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5.9 Initial Void and E lem ent A nalysis
Observations of undeformed material reveal a small number of initial voids in
all samples, fig 5.12. Although packaging steels are relatively clean steels, the 
material always contains some natural precipitates or inclusions that can not be 
avoided. Voids are naturally present around inclusions as there is a weak bond 
between the hard particle and the surrounding ferrite matrix, due to incompati­
bilities in their atomic structure.
In packaging steels voids are almost always located around inclusions or car­
bide particles, fig 5.13, clusters of carbide particles, fig 5.14, or bands of carbide 
particles, fig 5.15. Cementite is a hard brittle iron carbide of Fe3C, however, the 
cementite in steel is in a form that is not so brittle, due in part to its small size 
and the fact that it is surrounded by ductile ferrite. The spheroidal carbide would 
be in compression, when the surrounding matrix material is under low tension.
I
HV mag VVD 
15 00 kV 5 382 x 12 7 mm T U  e
Figure 5.12: Typical Voids in the As Supplied Material
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Figure 5.13: Voids around Large Cementite Particles
\
Width = 23 56 |«'i S i c o a l = InLers
Figure 5.14: Voids around a Cluster of Cementite Particles
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Banded c i4ite
(a) Fig 10
Figure 5.15: Crack propagating though a Band of Cementite Particles
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Three distinct shapes of voids can be found in packaging steels, fig 5.16, small, 
almond shaped holes not larger then 2/im, (A), which usually contain one or two 
carbide particles. Large elongated cracks of up to lO fim , (B), running through 
bands of carbide particles. Flat, thin cracks of approximately 5/xm, (C), located 
around carbide particle clusters or bands of finer carbide.
Element analysis was performed at several locations where a void was found. 
Fig 5.16 (A) shows a typical result for ferrite matrix. Larger, relatively rare in­
clusions consist of aluminium, more precisely AI2O3, (C), (D). These arise during 
the de-oxidation of molten steels, they are hard, brittle solids, which in practi­
cal terms are unstable at all temperatures. Thin, propagating cracks and voids 
often contain manganese-sulphide, MnS (B),(E), this common inclusion type is 
deformable, becoming increasingly so as the temperature falls. Its presence is not 
particularly damaging in low carbon steels, but it can help assist crack propa­
gation. A hard inclusion may be less harmful if it is surrounded by manganese 
sulphide. Manganese sulphide particles are semi-coherent with the ferrite ma­
trix while hard inclusions are non-coherent. In the nitrogenised grade smaller 
carbide-nitride particles are more likely to form, however, future research will try 
to confirm if this is correct.
From a damage mechanics point of view it is important to realise that the 
presence of intrinsic faults in the material matrix already exist at the starting 
point. Initial void fraction is not defined in the current descriptions and the 
physical role and influence of a hard particle surrounded by a void has yet to 
be incorporated into most models. The reason for this is tha t the majority of 
damage models describe material behavior in tension, while the presence of a 
particle asserts more influence in shear and compression.
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Figure 5.16: Locations of Element Analysis
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5.10 Dam age Evolution in Specim en Bulk
The most important finding when comparing the bulk (in te r io r )  with the surface 
is that the rate of void evolution is very different, fig 5.17, which is due to the 
fact that a lot less void fraction is developed in the bulk when compared with 
the surface. This finding, however, is logical, as the triaxiality in the bulk is 
expected to be much lower, this is because the bulk is in a compressive state of 
plane strain, while the surface is in plane stress. It is also expected that the third 
component of negative (com pressive)  stress in plane strain lowers the negative 
triaxiality even further.
According to damage mechanics, if triaxiality is positive, then there is void 
growth, but if triaxiality is zero or negative, the material is in a compressive 
stress state and void growth is not possible, as a hole is unable to grow when it is 
compressed from all directions. However, it is an important realisation, that while 
the definition of triaxiality, [12, 13, 57], is generalised to 3D, it is definite only 
in the 2D state of plane stress, in a truly 3D stress state bifurcations may occur 
for similar triaxialities. From these findings it is concluded that in future studies 
on scoring and opening the bulk of the sample shall be observed, i.e. the sample 
must always be cross-sectioned after scoring by grinding. Up until this point in 
the experiments, samples were deformed to the extent that they had not reached 
their ultimate compressive strength, based on the compressive force-displacement 
curve recorded by the load cell of the test frame. No excessive damage was found 
in any of the specimens.
For the next stage, fully clamped samples were deformed beyond the ultimate 
compressive strength, and reduced to a residual thickness of 20//m. Images of 
cross-sectioned samples, fig 5.18, show significant increase of void fraction in the 
bulk. However, even the level of damage found in TH620 is not enough to cause 
catastrophic failure. One possible explanation may be rate dependency, as all 
tests were performed with a crosshead velocity of 2/im/sec. Whereas in typical 
production scenarios, scores are produced at a much higher rate, i.e. the full 
reduction is applied in a fracture of a second.
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(a) Damage in the Bulk (b) Damage on the Surface
Figure 5.17: Comparison of Bulk v Surface Damage in the Same Sample
Future work recommends that tests are carried out at a much higher rate, 
in order to reveal any eventual rate dependency. The fundamental question of 
whether rate dependent damage exists or if the response can be explained exclu­
sively with the rate dependency of the material should also be carefully looked 
into. Influence of strain rate effects are as yet unknown, but there are plans to 
extend observations to higher rates in the future. Temperature effects may also 
have to be considered at higher rates.
(a) Fully Clamped Sample (b) Exploded View: Excessive Damage
Figure 5.18: Void Number is Insufficient for Catastrophic Failure
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5.11 Failure in Shear
It is known that packaging steel is rate dependent, and if rate dependency is im­
port ant, it may be assumed that final catastrophic failure is a shear-type failure 
due to the rise of critical tensile stresses in the material matrix already weak­
ened by damage. If there are enough voids in the material, then the loading 
of the remaining ligaments between the voids becomes increasingly tensile, and 
eventually will fail in a similar manner to tension. Shear stress failure, therefore, 
competes with damage. If this is true, then damage and failure in compression 
may be described by a combination of damage weakening the material matrix 
and stress-based forming limit, [86].
Also, work done in conjunction with Sheffield University, [28], has shown that 
the surrounding ferrite matrix is extremely ductile, with strains of up to 600%. 
Excessive shear is visible and can be see on the grain boundaries in fig 5.19.
(a) Shear inside a Ferrite Grain (b) Intergranular: Step Like Deformations
Figure 5.19: Severe Shear and Intergranular Shear inside a Ferrite Grain
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5.12 R esults o f M acroscopic Tests
The forces generated during the experiments were recorded1, fig 5.20, and four 
unique points were found on the force/crosshead displacement curve, which may 
represent damage-related changes in the material.
• Point 1 - Dislocations at the elastic limit
•  Point 2 - Nano-Scale Damage
• Point 3 - Nano to Macro-Scale Damage
• Point 4 - Macro-Scale UCS (C u rren t d o m a in  o f D am age M odelling)
At all points there is an instantaneous change in the rate of hardening. The first 
point is the elastic-plastic limit, the second point occurs at about 5% compressive 
strains, which coincides with the moment when shear bands appear on the full 
cross section of the compressed area in a form of fine white hair-lines. These 
shear bands are potentially at the grain boundaries, but many of them are inter­
granular. The average grain size of the material, is approximately lCty/m. At this 
early stage of deformation void growth on the micro-scale is definitely not visible, 
so something must be happening in the material at the nano-scale, which causes 
a relatively significant drop in the hardening rate.
The question arises over where this effect comes from and whether this should 
be treated as material damage at a much smaller scale than previously considered. 
At point 3, the first macroscopic crack appears on the sample surface, then finally, 
at point 4, the ultimate compressive strength (UCS) is reached and the specimen 
fails rapidly by crack-through.
Future work will attem pt to visualise dislocations in the material by using 
an Electron Channeling Contrast Imaging (ECCI) technique, a sudden increase 
of geometrically necessary dislocations density of around 5% strain level, [26], 
should be expected.
1A11 measured curves were compensated for elastic expansion of the test frame. These are 
global forces, which include combined effects of tool geometry, friction, material response, etc.
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Figure 5.20: Force/Disp Curve with Corresponding Scoring States
A thorough comparison of the measured force-displacement characteristics 
against the micrographs revealed that the amount dropped after the ultimate 
compressive strength is related to the accumulated void fraction in the material.
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5.13 Deform ation at M ultiple Scales
In the compression-shear region voids flatten out, due to compression; these cracks 
then rotate parallel to the direction of the shear and may even stretch and even­
tually grow through interaction and coalescence, [94]. Shear bands appear on the 
grain surface at an early stage of stress, while a drop in hardening rate is recorded, 
which could be interpreted as, geometrically necessary dislocations beginning to 
initiate some kind of early damage at the crystallographic level. Larger cracks 
initiate either from the surface or by joining shear cracks that are growing to­
gether in the bulk, but small surface cracks that do not join the main crack seem 
to have no appreciable effect on the global compression deformation behaviour.
5.14 Interior M icroscopic Cracks and Effects
Methods of testing of scored cross-sections have now been established. From the 
results, it is clear that the bulk of the material must be investigated for damage, as 
tests on the surface, (plane stress), give different results in terms of void density, 
which does not reflect the response to plane strain deformation. It is advised 
to observe damage evolution in-situ in the future on cross-sectioned specimens, 
where the deformation at the centre of the specimen is as close to plane strain as 
possible as the specimen is constrained along the score knife due to friction. Both 
fully constrained and unconstrained samples should be tested until a relationship 
is established between the constraint conditions of the strip tests in comparison 
with circular ends.
It is also recommended to use a somewhat wider specimen in the future, in 
order to achieve conditions as near to plane strain as possible at the centre of 
the sample. Void growth or coalescence is visible, but it appears that voids 
have no effect before the ultimate compressive strength is reached. Micro-cracks 
nucleate at pre-crack tips, cavities, inclusions, or other defects where high shear 
is present and micro-cracks produced in the bulk result in a descending section 
in the load/displacement curve.
Chapter 6 
Dam age M echanics
6.1 Overview of Dam age M echanics
Most modern textbooks that cover the subject, [22, 51, 53, 98], define damage as 
the presence, creation, growth and evolution of microvoids or microcracks, which 
have the potential to direct a material towards failure through the loss of its load 
carrying capability.
For most modern engineering purposes, prediction of mechanical failure is im­
portant if not critical, whereas for some applications mechanical failure can cause 
serious economic impacts, (T h in k  o f  a high capacity ho t steel m ill breaking dow n  
m id  p roduction  ru n ), in safety critical industries, such as Nuclear and Aerospace, 
unexpected failure can have catastrophic effects and consequences that can reach 
well beyond just economical concerns. In manufacturing, especially where metal 
forming and composite applications are concerned, a full understanding of fail­
ure mechanisms becomes crucial. For some of the more affluent Industries, i.e. 
Aerospace, the failure of components was based on experience gained through 
the methodical testing of components or parts to destruction under conditions 
meant to reproduce actual ”real l i fe ” circumstances, however, this is an expensive 
process. Conventionally, prediction of failure was based on empirical experience 
gained over long periods of time.
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Our knowledge of the mechanisms that cause internal damage and failure, 
throughout a large variety of materials is growing fast and it is now possible to 
have continuum constitutive models that are capable of predicting internal dam­
age and its progression. This development is a relatively new branch of contin­
uum solid mechanics, which has developed into and become known as C o n tin u u m  
D am age M echan ics , CDM. Along with other developments in Engineering, such 
as computational mechanics and finite element methods, computational tools can 
now offer a realistic alternative, which is presently being successfully adopted by 
many industries concerned with ongoing design and damage assessment.
6.2 Physical Dam age in Solids
Different materials vary considerably when looked at on the microscale, which 
means that the characterisation of internal damage depends significantly on the 
specific type of material under consideration, however, damage mechanics can 
be applied to a wide range of materials, including metals, alloys, polymers, elas­
tomers, composites, and concrete, as each material has more or less the same 
qualitative behavior when looked at on the meso or macroscales. The progression 
of damage can be triggered by very different physical mechanisms, which depend 
significantly on the following factors
• Damage type
• Loading Rate
• Temperature or Thermal effects
• Environmental; i.e. Corrosion/Radiation
For the study of CDM the material-process-environment triad must be taken into 
consideration. Continuum mechanics, [31, 44, 59, 62], introduces the concept of 
a Representative Volume Element (RVE) whose properties are represented by 
homogenized variables. A typical size for the RVE varies from around (0.1mm)3 
for metals to around (100mm)3 for concrete. Damage discontinuities are sm a ll 
when compared with the size of the RVE, but are of course large in comparison 
to the materials atomic spacing.
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D am age in M etals
Damage in metals can be categorised into the following distinctive groups;
• Brittle
• Ductile
• Fatigue
Brittle damage tends to split or cleave apart the crystallographic planes when 
undergoing plastic deformation, at low temperatures, brittle behaviour can be 
seen in many poly crystalline metals. At high temperatures, brittle damage has 
been linked with the phenomena of creep, but here it is represented by intergran­
ular decohesions at the grain boundaries, accompanied by low stresses and small 
strains.
Ductile damage1, however, is normally related to large plastic deformations 
occurring in the region of localised crystalline defects. Here, interatomic bonds 
become separated at the interface with particles or inclusions of other alloys or 
precipitates, which in turn can lead to the creation of microscopic cracks and 
voids. Any additional localised plastic deformation can cause coalescence of the 
cracks and voids resulting eventually in separation or division.
virgin material
nudeation of microscopic 
cracks and voids
growth, coalescence 
and macroscopic fracturing
o  0 o
Figure 6.1: Ductile Damage in Metals
Image reproduced with kind permission from [22]
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Damage in the majority of metallic materials, is a combination of both brittle 
and ductile responses, each modes contribution is dependant on the surrounding 
factors, such as thermal environment, loading rate, etc.
However, fatigue is also an important mode of material deterioration in met­
als. It often occurs in mechanical parts that are subjected to cyclic loads or 
temperature gradients and can take place at stress levels significantly below the 
normal limits for macroscopic plastic yield. Fatigue can be recognised as a build 
up of dislocations generated by cyclic plastic loading, caused in part through a 
combination of local stress concentrations and microscopic defects. Fatigue is de­
fined by many complicated interactions that take place beginning with the initial 
nucleation of cracks up to the total failure of the material.
Under the domain of material science, a full and complete understanding of 
metal fatigue still remains outstanding, however some of the most important 
mechanisms regarding material damage have been described by Engel and Klin- 
gele [23].
6.3 Classification of Dam age M odels
There are many criteria for assessing damage and failure initiation in ductile ma­
terials. According to most damage models there is a unique dependence between 
triaxiality and the rate of accumulated damage. Damage models can be arranged 
into the following main model groups; (w ith  m a n y  subgroups w ith in ).
•  Empirical criteria
• Void growth models
• Porosity-type models
• Continuum based models
For models in the first two groups, damage and plasticity are usually decoupled. 
For the latter two, the elastic-plastic framework and damage can be coupled. 
The following section presents models in the form that they are implemented 
into Rockfield Software’s ELFEN™solver.
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Em pirical C riteria
For empirical models, damage accumulates with equivalent plastic strain weighted 
on a triaxiality function. Models by Datsko, Latham-Cockroft, Brozzo and Norris 
are typical examples.
The effective plastic strain criterion, suggested by Datsko, states that ductile 
fracture in forming processes is governed by a material and operation dependent 
plastic deformation limit represented by the effective plastic strain.
Total plastic work criteria states that at fracture initiation, the extension is 
dictated by the amount of plastic energy absorbed, it assumes the existence of a 
critical value of plastic energy absorbed by unit volume.
The Latham-Cockroft model assumes that the maximum principal stress and 
the strain history are relevant to fracture initiation, therefore the criterion is 
defined as the plastic work over the effective plastic strain path.
Brozzo extended the criterion with explicit dependency of the hydrostatic 
stress. Norris proposed an empirical criterion based on the fact that ductility 
decreases with hydrostatic stress, the criterion assumes that fracture occurs when 
the time integrated product of the equivalent plastic strain rate as a function of 
the effective stress exceed a critical value.
It is also worthwhile mentioning the maximum shear plastic work criterion, as 
many theoretical models for metal forming assume that large deformation occurs 
along the shear plane, which is believed to be the main mechanism of separation.
Datsko (6 .1)
Latham-Cockroft - (T o ta l P lastic  W ork) (6 .2)
Brozzo et.al. - (M odified  Tensile P lastic  W ork) ( 6 .3 )
Norris et.al. - (E ffec tive  P lastic  S tra in  R a te)
MSPW - (M a x im u m  S hear P lastic  W ork)
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Void M icro M echanics
Void micro-mechanics models have similar formulation to empirical criteria but 
they are based on description of micro-void evolution.
Examples are:-
Nucleation, growth and void coalescence are widely accepted as the mechanism
ductile fracture criterion was presented by McClintock, whose model assumes 
that the material is divided into regions, each containing two cylindrical holes. 
Fracture occurs when the holes touch each other or the boundary of the element. 
The inverse dependence of hydrostatic stress and fracture strain was established 
within this criterion.
Rice and Tracy modelled the growth of spherical voids in a triaxial stress 
field, the criterion was originally defined in terms of the ratio of the average 
strain rate of the sphere radius to the remotely imposed strain rate, the exact 
form of the equation is only for perfectly plastic materials, however it appears to 
show a good approximation of cavity growth rates in ferritic steels, the criterion 
is expressed in an integral form and fracture occurs when the critical value of the 
non-dimensional void size reaches a critical threshold.
Based on the fact that the criterion of Norris did not adequately described 
fracture in sheet forming, Atkins modified it by introducing explicit dependency 
of the damage to the strain path.
Hancock & Mackensie (S im plified  M cC lin tock) (6 .6)
Rice & Tracy /  0.283exp (6.7)
Atkins £p = (6.8)At
that better describes ductile fracture and one of the first relatively successful
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P orosity  T ype
Porosity type models assume that failure is caused by nucleation, growth and 
coalescence of micro-voids at second phases and inclusion sites inside the material. 
These evolution steps are modelled by Gurson, and Tvergaard-Needleman.
Gurson(N uclea tion  & G row th) (~ ^ ) + 2^i/cosh  — [l +  (<7i / ) 2] — 0
(6.9)
C ontinuum  Based M odels
Computational damage mechanics models estimate damage from the loss of stiff­
ness in the material, ideally forming a consistent thermo-dynamical framework. 
Such models were first introduced by Lemaitre, however the model by Oyane 
belongs here too.
Oyane (V o lu m etr ic  S tra in )
Lemaitre / -(1  +  u) +  3(1 -  2v) - V h 2 '.  <7 .
d,£ r
de7
(6 .10)
(6 .11)
Oyane developed a material model for metal powder, which included explicit 
dependence of the von-Mises yield criterion on the function of hydrostatic stresses, 
the apparent density of the porous material and the pore-free matrix, the model 
assumes that fracture occurs when volumetric strains reach a critical level.
Lemaitre proposed a model for isotropic damage based on a continuum dam­
age variable of the concept of effective stress, the model assumes that a damage 
value ranging from 0 (undam aged s ta te )  to 1 (rup ture  o f the e lem en t in to  two  
p a rts)  physically represents the corrected area of cracks and cavities per surface 
unit.
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N ote:
Approaches based on void growth and coalescence incorporate a dependence on triaxiality, 
such that, higher triaxiality results in a higher rate of damage progression, thus earlier failure 
at lower strains. Experimental evidence, however, suggests that failure occurs at a lower strain 
levels in torsion compared to tension, even though the triaxiality in torsion is zero, which is 
non-consistent with the models [87], it is suggested that the fracture limit may depend upon the 
deviatoric stress state as well [18]. Wierzbicki et. al. [6, 7, 8, 58], introduced another normalised 
deviatoric parameter, based on the third invariant of the stress tensor, that is related to the 
Lode angle 7.23, and has a consequence of non-uniqueness in the relation between triaxiality 
and fracture strain.
27 7
C =  cos(30) =  — (6.12)2 cr6
It is important to realise that in the classical application of plasticity the most used yield 
criterion is the von Mises (J2) criterion 6.57, which does not account either for the hydro­
static pressure (II)  6.49 or the Lode angle (J3) 6.54. W ith the introduction of two additional 
stress parameters, 6.55 and 6.12 to describe the fracture locus the failure depends on the three 
invariants I I , J2, and J3
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6.4 Continuum Dam age M echanics
The principal processes that define damage are fundamentally different from those 
that typify deformation. In elasticity, deformation is connected to reversible 
changes in interatomic spacing, whilst plasticity is represented by the movement 
and accumulation of dislocations.
For damage however, it is evident that an irreversible breakdown of the mate­
rials atomic bonds lies behind the phenomena. In order to describe the internal 
deterioration within the theoretical framework of continuum mechanics, new vari­
ables inherently related to the process of internal damage have to be introduced 
into the description of deformation along with the commonly used standard vari­
ables, like the strain tensor, plastic strain, etc.
After Kachanov’s [36], original work, a significant volume of the literature 
has been employed with the formulation of constitutive models that describe the 
internal degradation of solids within the framework of continuum mechanics.
Presently, after many years of development, major progress has been achieved 
and progressive theory has evolved into what is now commonly refereed to as 
Continuum Damage Mechanics, CDM [40, 52].
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Original D evelopm ent
Kachanov [36], was the first to propose a CDM model, however, the model was
uniaxial tension. Unfortunately this model was without a clear physical meaning 
for damage. Later, Rabotnov [81], developed a model that reduced the cross- 
sectional area owing to the formation of microcracks, this gave damage a physical 
significance and acted as a suitable measure for internal damage. Represented 
respectively by A  and A q, giving the effective load bearing areas of the virgin and 
damaged materials, the damage variable D  was established as;
with D  =  0 representing the undamaged material and D  =  1 representing complete 
separation of the material i.e complete loss of its load bearing capacity1.
Kachanov then replaced the observed uniaxial stress a  with the effective  
stress  in the standard Norton’s Law for creep.
a scalar internal variable developed to model the creep failure of metals under
o
(6 .14 )
Which meant that the normal uniaxial constitutive equation for the plastic strain 
rate was replaced using;
(6 .15 )
this meant that increasing damage (high D )  produced a clear acceleration in the 
plastic strain rate.
1Kachanov’s original development used the m aterial continuity or integrity , oj= 1  — D ,  as 
the variable for internal deterioration.
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After the original work by Kachanov and Rabotnov, work began generalis­
ing the concept of an internal damage variable to three-dimensions. A great 
deal of work has been completed, but the work by the following researchers is 
highlighted:-
• Leckie & Hayhurst [45], used the decrease in effective load bearing area to 
define a scalar measure for material damage, used to model creep-rupture 
with multiaxial stress.
• Chaboche [14, 15, 16], suggested a phenomenological theory for creep- 
damage that was derived from rigorous thermodynamic origins, a result 
of the hypothesis of stra in  equivalence. As a result of this, for general 
anisotropy, the damage variable appears as a fo u r th  order non-symmetric 
tensor.
• Murakami & Ohno [68 , 69], defined anisotropic damage, in this case a second  
rank  symmetric tensor, by applying the effective stress concept to three 
dimensions.
•  Saanouni et al. [83], predicted the nucleation and growth of cracks through 
a non-local procedure.
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Theory
Although CDM was developed from research on creep, it has also been used 
effectively in other areas of solid mechanics to describe internal damage.
Gurson’s [30], void growth model for ductile damage considered ball shaped 
microscopic voids embedded in an elastoplastic matrix, it is well known to be 
able to represent the behaviour of porous metals.
Lemaitre [47], through a purely phenomenological model, presented a scalar 
damage variable through the hypothesis of strain equivalence, which states;
”The d e fo rm a tio n  behaviour o f  the dam aged m a teria l is represented  by the  
co n stitu tive  laws o f  the virgin m a teria l w ith  tru e  stress replaced by the effective  
s tre ss”
=  (6.16)
or, equivalently,
a =  E e ,  (6.17)
where E q and
E = ( l - D ) E o  (6.18)
are the Young’s moduli of the undamaged and damaged materials, respectively. 
This means that the reduction of load carrying area,1 as defined in the standard 
definition of damage, was replaced by Lemaitre with a decrease in the Young’s 
modulus under ideal isotropic conditions. This then provides a redefinition of the 
damage variable to:-
D =  . (6 .19 )
In the mid 80’s Lemaitre extended his model, [48, 49], then added ageing in con­
junction with Marquis [61]. In 2000, Lemaitre [55], adapted his original isotropic 
model to further describe anisotropic damage, compressive loads and the semi­
closure of microcracks. Here, damage is a second order tensor linked to the 
principal directions of the plastic strain rate.
xThe original definition for load carrying area was never very well defined or easy to quantify
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Additional CDM based models can also be found, the following work refers;
• Cordebois & Sidoroff, [20].
• Simo and Ju, [85].
• Armero & Oiler, [5].
Different approaches have also been followed by;
• Krajcinovic & Fonseka, [27, 38, 39, 41].
• Kachanov, [37].
• Mitchell, [64].
Fatigue modelling for CDM has also been studied, see;
• Janson, [33].
• Lemaitre, [50].
The developments cited above are not elaborated on further here, however, they 
are more fully described by Chaboche [17], also the book by Lemaitre and 
Chaboche [52], and more recently, the book by De Sousa Neto et.al. [22], as 
well as the original referenced literature.
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D am age Variable
It is now well known [22], that the success or failure of a CDM model greatly 
depends on how its internal variables have been specified. Variable definition is a 
very difficult task, due in part to the diversity that microscopic internal damage 
can take. Many variables with different mathematical characteristics, (scalars, 
vectors, ten so rs) and physical representations (reduction  o f  load bearing area, loss 
o f  stiffn ess , d is tr ib u tio n  o f vo ids) have been used to describe damage under many 
scenarios.
Physical A spects
The theories behind the models of Continuum Damage Mechanics can broadly 
be split into two main classes;
• Micromechanical
•  Phenomenological
In micromechanical models; internal damage is represented by variables that av­
erage the effect of microscopic imperfections. However, even though this method 
is very appealing, it presently requires a huge amount data accounting as well 
as the difficult m atter of accurately identifying the state of damage. These are 
the reasons why most micromechanical theories are presently not being used in 
industrial applications, large scale problems, or engineering design.
Phenomenological models, however, are defined by how internal damage af­
fects the materials macroscopic properties. The materials elastic moduli [19, 32], 
yield stress, density and electric resistance are all effected by damage. Measure­
ments here are normally much easier than trying to determine the geometric 
distribution of microscopic imperfections. Lemaitre and Chaboche [52], use the 
degradation of the elastic moduli as the macroscopic measure of damage. Ideally, 
under isotropic conditions, the damage variable is a scalar, 6.19, whereas under 
anisotropy, the damage variable is a second order tensor [55]. Methods to identify 
damage are described in detail by Lemaitre and Dufailly [54].
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6.5 Lemaitre Dam age
In 1985, [48, 49], Lemaitre proposed constitutive equations for damage coupled to 
elasto-plasticity using ”effective stress  & hypothesis o f  s tra in  equivalence”. The 
model is used to predict damage in ductile materials by using the progression of 
damage together with non-linear isotropic and kinematic hardening. The follow­
ing classification is based on the model provided by Lemaitre in his books, [52]. 
This specific breakdown however, is as detailed by De Sousa Neto in; [22].
D am age M odel 
State variables
The theory begins by assuming that the free energy is a function of the state 
variables, {ee, R , X ,  D }\
=  (6 .20)
with ee the elastic strain tensor, and R , D  representing the scalar internal vari­
ables of iso trop ic hardening  and iso tropic damage. X  is the second order tensor 
associated with k in em a tic  hardening. As discussed in section 6.4, D  represents the 
damage variable and can be understood to represent an indirect measure of the 
density of microcracks and voids [46]. Here, microscopic imperfections are taken 
to be isotropically dispersed, which is shown phenomenologically by changes in 
the elastic modulus. Critical damage is represented by Dc, which defines the ini­
tiation of a macrocrack [52]. Hypothetically decoupling the elastic damage from 
the plastic hardening, arrives at the following equation for specific free energy.
^  =  ^ ( e \ D )  +  r ( R , X ) ,  (6.21)
Here, tyed and ipp represent the elastic damage and plastic contribution to the free 
energy.
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E lastic-D am age Potential: E lasticity-D am age Coupling
In Lemaitre’s theory the elastic-damage potential is represented by;
p ip ed(ee, D )  =  i  : (1 -  D )0 e : ee , (6 .22)
where De is the standard isotropic elasticity tensor. The elasticity law for this 
potential, is then;
- = p S  = (1- p)De:£e-
Equivalently, the above damaged elastic law can be written as;
(6.23)
(6.24)
where <reff represents the effective stress tensor, which widens the definition of the 
uniaxial effective stress of given in 6.14;
1
(6.25)
1 - D
The thermodynamical force conjugate to the damage internal variable is given 
by;
Y  =  P ^  =  - \ e e -.0‘ -.e‘ , (6.26)
or, using the inverse of the elastic stress/strain law;
1
Y  =
2(1 -  D )2 
- 1
2E {1  -  D )2
2E(1 -  D )2
„2
< j : [Del 1 : a
[(1 +  v) a  : <T — v  (tr <r)2]
-(1  +  v) +  3(1 -  2v) ( -
P
(6.27)
6G  (1 — D )2 2 K ( l - D ) 2 '
here, E  represents Young’s modulus related to G , whilst v  is Poisson’s ratio 
associated with K .  Also, p  gives the hydrostatic stress and q the von Mises 
effective stress.
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Known widely as the dam age energy release ra te , — Y  represents the variation 
of internal energy density due to damage growth at constant stress. It can be 
thought of as the CDM analogue of the J-integral found in fracture mechanics 
[2 , 82],
The product —Y D  represents the power thats dissipated through the course of 
internal deterioration. (M ostly  through the decohesion o f  in tera to m ic  bonds).
Note:
Stress-strain rule (6.23) has an important experimental consequence. W ith the elasticity- 
damage coupling introduced via the hypothesis of strain equivalence (stated in Section 6.4), 
the effective elastic modulus of the material, which can be measured from experiments, is given 
by;
Deff =  (1 -  D ) t f  , (6.28)
where the damage variable assumes values within the interval [0,1]. In the absence of damage 
( D  =  0), the effective modulus equals the modulus De of the virgin material. For a completely 
damaged state (D  =  1), Deff =  0,  corresponding to a total loss of stiffness and load bearing 
capacity of the material. The identification of a generic damaged state, with D  €  [0,1], is then 
restricted to the measurement of the degradation of the current effective elastic modulus with 
respect to the virgin state ( D =  0) as described by Lemaitre [48] and Lemaitre and Chaboche 
[52].
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Isotropic and K inem atic Hardening
The plastic contribution ^ ( R ^ X )  to the free energy is chosen as a sum of an 
isotropic and a kinematic hardening-related term;
pipp( R , X )  =  pi>‘ (R) +  ^ X : X ,  (6.29)
where a is a material constant and the isotropic hardening contribution, i p ^ R ) ,
is an arbitrary function of the single argument R . The thermodynamical force 
associated to isotropic hardening is, then, defined as;
_  _ d ^ i R ,  X ) _ drp^R) ( m fc on,
K =  p — r —  =  p ^ r ~  =  k ( r ) - (6'30)
From (6.29), it follows that the thermodynamic force associated with kinematic 
hardening, the back-stress ten so r , /3, is given by;
d'lb , .
P =  P - ^  =  a X ' (6-31)
Y ield Function
For the yield  fu n c tio n  $  the following von Mises type form is adopted;
$(<t, «, /3, D ) =  — crjrt, — «> (6-32)
where the material parameter <jyo is the uniaxial yield stress of the virgin material.
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Flow Potential: Internal Variable Evolution
The f lo w  p o ten tia l is assumed to be given by;
2 a ( 1 - D ) ( s + 1 )
r
(6.33)
where a, b, r  and s are material constants. The damage evolution constants r  and
Chaboche [52]. The constants a and 5, associated with the resulting Armstrong- 
Frederick kinematic hardening law and can be obtained from cyclic loading ex­
periments [52].
The convexity of the flow potential with respect to the thermodynamical 
forces for positive constants a, 6, r  and s ensures that the dissipation inequality 
is satisfied ‘a p rio ri ’ by the present constitutive model.
s can be identified by integrating the damage evolution law for particular cases 
of (co n sta n t)  stress triaxiality rate as described in Section 7.4 of Lemaitre and
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The constitutive equations of Lemaitre’s ductile damage model are grouped 
for convenience below.
(i) Elasto-plastic split of the strain tensor;
e =  ee +  e?
(ii) Coupled elastic-damage law;
<r =  (1 -  D)De : ee
(iii) Yield function;
y/3J2{?-P)
^  1 - D  V
where o y =  cry (R ) .
(iv) Plastic flow and evolution equations for R , (3 and D ;
kp =  j  N
R  =  7
(3 =  7 ( a N - b ( 3 )  
with Y  given by (6.27) and the flow vector;
= . n  ___
N -  V 2 (1-D)\\b-/.
(v) Loading/unloading criterion;
$ < 0  $ 7 = 0
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Dam age threshold
At low values of accumulated plastic strain, s75, elastic modulus degradation can 
hardly be detected by experiment. It can therefore be assumed that damage 
growth starts only at a critical value, denoted epD . Called the dam age threshold  
it can be inserted into the model by redefining the damage evolution law of item
(iv) on page 108 to;
where H  here denotes the Heavyside step function.1
If such a threshold is adopted, then the evolution law for e9 has to be 
defined for the model to be complete, we have;
equation results in the following evolution law for the accumulated plastic strain;
(6.34)
(6.35)
by taking the plastic flow rule for the present model into consideration, the above
(6.36)
1 Further detailed definitions for all functions and equations can be found in [22].
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6.6 Crack Closure Effect
Over the last twenty years the modelling of material damage has continued to 
make progress, however, even more refinement is needed in order to produce the 
next generation of models with even greater predictive capability, especially those 
concerning simulations that involve complex strain paths.
Although models such as the one described in section 6.5, are able to predict 
damage accurately over simple strain paths, this soon begins to deviate from ex­
periments as the strain paths become more complex. In general, this observation 
is true not only when modelling damage, but also for all inelastic continuum mod­
els and it is well known that constitutive refinement in inelasticity still remains 
an open issue.
The model of section 6.5, defines damage, D , as the degradation of the elastic 
modulus due to the evolution of voids and micro-cracks (see no te  6.5, on 105),as 
the elastic law is assumed to remain linear in the presence of damage with equal 
responses in tension and compression.
Observations of uniaxial tension tests, however, find that the degradation of 
the elasticity modulus (caused through the o nse t o f  voids and  cracks) is far greater 
in tension than in compression, due to cracks opening in tension, resulting in loss 
of load bearing area and associated stiffness, whilst the opposite occurs under 
compression, i.e. cracks begin to close up, resulting in an increase in load bearing 
area and stiffness.
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U niaxial crack closure m odel
The standard Lemaitre model material with damage state D, has an effective 
Young’s modulus;
E = ( l - D ) E o ,  (6.37)
where E 0 is the Young’s modulus of the virgin (undam aged) material. The uni­
axial stress-strain constitutive equation for the damaged material is given by;
a  =  ( l - D ) E 0 s  or £ =  ^  - b ) £ 0 ' ^ ' 38^
crucially, the definition of the crack closure model assumes that this relationship 
is valid only when subject to tensile  stresses (a  > 0). For com pressive  stresses 
(<r<0 ), the uniaxial stress-strain relation is assumed to take the form;
*  =  ( l - h D ) E 0 s  or s = ( 1 - h D ) E 0 ’ (6'39)
where h  is an experimentally determined constant which satisfies;
0 < h < 1. (6.40)
this constant describes the effect of partial microcrack/void closure. A value
/ i~  0.2 is typically observed in many experiments [51]. Note that for h =  1, the
behaviour of the original damage model, without crack closure effects is recovered, 
whereas the other extreme value, h =  0, represents full crack closure with E  = E q 
under compression. Any other value of h describes a partial crack closure effect. 
The uniaxial stress-strain diagram of figure 6.2 illustrates the behaviour of the 
model.
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virgin material 
(no damage).
damaged
material
(l-D)E
(l-hD)E
Figure 6.2: Crack Closure
T ensile/com pressive split o f the uniaxial stress
The constitutive equation of the above uniaxial model can be more elegantly- 
expressed by introducing the following tensile /co m p ressive  sp lit of the uniaxial 
stress;:
a  =  cr+ +  <r_ , (6-41)
where;
a+ =  (a) and cr_ =  — ( —a)  , (6-42)
are, respectively, the tensile  and com pressive com ponents  of a  and ()  is the 
M acauley bracket, that is, for any scalar, a,
{a if a > 0 (6.43)0 if a < 0 ,
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W ith the above notation, the uniaxial stress-strain relation for the damaged elas­
tic material crack closure effect can be written simply as;
£ = i (fTd + T^Td) ■ (6-44)
The model described previously shows that it is relatively easy to establish a 
piece-wise linear damaged elastic model capable of accounting for crack closure 
effects in the uniaxial case. However, extending this simple model to the general 
three-dimensional situation, is far from trivial. This extension is not described 
here, however, additional information can be found in the following publications; 
[22] and [77, 78, 79].
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6.7 Characterisation of Stress States
Ductile Steel materials that are subject to plastic deformation suffer from a pro­
gressive degradation of the microstructure with further deformation eventually 
leading to material failure. The physical mechanisms of damage at the microscale 
are still not completely understood, along with the correct interpretation of dam­
age on a metallurgically sound basis, which means that a full understanding of 
the mechanism behind this phenomena can still be regarded as being an open 
matter of research.
Some computational models still have weaknesses in predicting damage evo­
lution up to final fracture as the majority still treat plasticity and damage as 
being fully decoupled. More advanced models couple the plasticity and damage, 
meaning that increasing damage influences the plastic behaviour. Implementing 
and using these more advanced models, however, is more complex, due in part to 
the inevitable modification of the elasto-plastic framework.
It is well understood that when voids are present in a ductile material under­
going a tensile loading, the voids have a tendency to grow and ductile fracture will 
occur through the coalescence of voids, which in turn typically leaves a dimpled 
fracture surface. It is also widely accepted that damage depends greatly on the 
triaxiality level of the stress tensor.
Stress can be split into its hydrostatic and deviatoric components, with the 
mean hydrostatic stress tensor or volumetric stress tensor or mean normal stress 
tensor changing the volume of the body, while the stress deviator tensor distorts 
the body. The stress deviator tensor is known to be in a state of pure shear.
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The deviatoric stress can be determined as:
<Jij — S{j “I- (6.45)
where, represents the Cauchy Stress Tensor, with representing the Devi­
atoric component and a h  the Hydrostatic Stress, Sij represents the Kronecker 
delta or unit or identity matrix.
’ 0rll 0’12 0"13 011 ~  &H
1
CO 
1“1bCNi-hb '  1 0 0 '
0‘ij — 021 022 023 0"ij 0*21 022 _  07/ 023 + o h 0 1 0
031 032 033 031 032 033 _  0Jf 0 0 1
(6.46)
The Cauchy stress tensor can then be rotated into a coordinate system where the 
shear components vanish by solving the equation;
0"ij h&ij —
<Tli — A (J\2 <713
021 <?22 — A 02 3
031 032 0 33 — A
=  0 (6.47)
<7ij — X6 ij — —A3 4- iiA2 — I 2 X I 3 — 0 (6.48)
Where A; represents 07, 02,03 the principal stresses; / 1, 1 2 , Is the Stress Invariants.
h  — &kk — 011 +  022 +  0"33 — CTi +  (T 2+03 (6.49)
I 2 — 011022 +  022 0 33 +  0'330'll — 0"i2 +  0”23 4" ^13 — 0’l02 +  0203 +  0301 (6.50)
h  ~  0‘110'220'33 +  2cri2<7230'31 — 0'i20’33 — 023a ll — 0’l3<J22 — 0"l 0203 (6.51)
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The stress deviator tensor, which is in the state of pure shear, also has three 
invariants, these can be derived similarly to the stress invariants.
j \  — Skk =  5i +  52 +  S3 =  0 (6.52)
J 2 =  S1 S2 +  S2 S3 +  S3 S1 =  g[(ai — a 2 ) 2 ( a 2  — < 7 s ) 2 (<7s — ^ i) 2] (6.53)
J 3 =  S1S2S3 (6.54)
Triaxiality is defined as the ratio of hydrostatic stress to the equivalent stress.
n = ^  (6.55)a
where;
1 1  I i
<Jh  — ° 2 =  022 <j33^  =  "3" (6.56)
the mean hydrostatic stress a n  is related to the first invariant I \  of the stress 
tensor. In many cases the equivalent stress is the Von Mises stress (a ssum ing  
negligible shear stresses)
a  =  -  02)2 +  (a 2 - cr3)2 +  (a3 -  cri)2] =  (6.57)
The von Mises stress is related to the second invariant J2.
Also note that for the seven deformation modes discussed herein that;
•  Biaxial tension (a 3 =  0, o \ =  cr2); 77 =  §
•  Biaxial Nonuniform (a3 =  0 ,<7i =  l|Cr2); 77 =  0.6547
• Plane Strain (03 =  0 ,a i =  2<j2); 77 =  0.5774
•  Uniaxial tension (cr3 =  cr2 =  0); 77 =  |
•  Shear Pure (0-3 =  0, <Ti =  —<72); 77 =  0
•  Shear Nonuniform (<73 =  0 ,<7i =  — |cr2); 77 =  —0.2182
• Uniaxial compression (<r3 =  <7i =  0); 77 =  — |
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A yield surface is a five-dimensional surface in the six-dimensional space of 
stresses, the yield surface is usually convex and the state of stress inside the yield
is said to have reached its yield point and the material is said to have become 
plastic.
A yield surface, similarly to a fracture surface, may be expressed (and  
visualized) in terms of a three-dimensional principal stress space (R1,R2,R3), 
a two or three-dimensional space spanned by stress invariants (I1,J2,J3) or a 
version of the three-dimensional HaighWestergaard stress space.
Therefore, the equation of a yield surface can be written in the following 
forms;
f{& 1)02>03) =  0 where <7* are the principal stresses.
/ (A ,  J 2, J3 ) =  0 where I \  is the first principal invariant of the Cauchy stress 
and J 21J 3 are the second and third principal invariants of the deviatoric part of 
the Cauchy stress.
f ( Pi Qi r ) — 0 where p,q are scaled versions of A and J2 and r is a 
function of J 2,J3.
/ (£ ,p,  9) where £,p are scaled versions of I \  and J 2, and 6  is the 
Lode angle.
Any stress states can be represented in the space of principal stresses by 
using the Haigh-Weestergaard coordinates;
surface is elastic. When the stress state lies on the yield surface the material
(6.58)
p  — 2 J 2 (6.59)
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1 / 3V3 J3 \
3 (660)
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Chapter 7 
Com putational M odelling
7.1 Finite Elem ent Analysis
Finite element analysis (FEA) was first developed for use in the aerospace and 
nuclear industries where safety is critical; its growth and current use is down 
to the ongoing evolution in computer technology. Mathematically, the analysis 
structure is divided into a mesh of finite sized elements, equations for the strains 
and stresses are developed in terms of unknown nodal displacements then the 
equations of equilibrium are put into matrix form, which can then be solved 
by computer. After applying the appropriate boundary conditions, the nodal 
displacements are found by solving the matrix stiffness equations, and once the 
nodal displacements are known, element stresses and strains can be calculated.
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FEA  Software
The software used for the duration of the project is the Finite Element package 
created by Rockfield Software Ltd, known as ELFEN™.
ELFEN™is a 2D/3D numerical modelling package, which includes the 
latest Finite Element (FE) and Discrete Element (DE) analysis technology and 
can be used to solve an extensive range of applications. It has been in constant 
development by Rockfield since 1986 and i t’s ongoing evolution draws upon 
the vast amount of knowledge and experience acquired by Rockfield’s senior 
staff and the company’s longstanding collaboration and association with the 
internationally renowned Civil Sz Computational Engineering Centre at Swansea 
University [22, 75, 100].
ELFEN’s™continuous development ensures that state of the art analysis 
techniques are applied whilst presentation to the user takes the form of a simple, 
easy to use interface. This arrangement achieves the aim of providing ’’D esign  
tools fo r  E n g in ee rs” rather than a FE system for use by expert analysts alone.
ELFEN™is a general purpose FE/D E system that consists of the following:-
•  Pre-processor - model generation, material database, geometry import.
•  Processor - implicit and explicit analysis capabilities.
•  Post-processor - assessment and visualisation of results.
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A W ord of C aution
FEA is an extremely powerful method of analysis, but due to the comfort of 
a convincing contour plot, Engineers can be easily fooled into thinking that an 
accurate result has been achieved. The quality and accuracy of the result is 
totally dependent on the quality and accuracy of the analysis model and how 
it represents the physical problem being investigated as it can only answer the 
questions asked of it. The well known saying ” A s k  a s tu p id  question, get a s tup id  
a n sw er” is certainly true when applied to FEA, careful planning is the key to a 
successful analysis.
In Engineering numerous situations present themselves where FE analysis is 
not required, maybe the problem can be solved analytically with hand calculations 
or through the use of calculation software such as MathCAD™. The bottom line 
is that FEA is not a trivial process and no level of automation can make analysis 
easy, or more importantly, correct. The key to good analysis is knowledge of 
the limitations of the method coupled with an understanding of the physical 
phenomena under investigation.
Over recent years, finite element programs have become common tools for 
Engineers, but unfortunately many Engineers lack the proper training and un­
derstanding of the underlying concepts needed to use these tools correctly. In 
essence, the use of any FEA analysis session should be to interrogate the solver 
with many well formed and appropriate questions.
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7.2 Single Elem ent M odelling
The finite element package ELFEN™  benefits from a number of uncoupled dam­
age indicator and coupled damage models that are included as standard in the 
software.
In order to complete a general evaluation of a number of damage indicator 
models that showed potential for further use in scoring simulations, a comparison 
was completed using analytical methods to calculate the deformation of a unit 
cube sized block of steel material. The results were then directly compared with 
the results from the computational modelling of a single element, this helped 
to verify and validate element behaviour, as well as damage prediction under 
common sheet metal forming loading conditions undergoing very large strains, it 
also provided a better understanding of how the damage models functioned, and 
how well the results from the computational modelling reflected the analytical 
results.
Figure 7.3 on page 130, shows that, despite some minor deviations in direc­
tional stresses, the single element modelling successfully predicted triaxiality for 
all conditions of loading.
M odes o f D eform ation
The analytical results were based on a number of different deformation modes 
that are commonly found in sheet metal forming, such as;
•  Biaxial tension (<73 =  0, <Ti =  cr2); ^  =  1, a = l ; 7/ = |
•  Biaxial Nonuniform (03 =  0, <Ti =  1 | a 2); /? =  0.5, a  =  0.8; 77 =  0.6547
• Plane Strain (cr3 =  0, a i =  2<j2); /? =  0, a  =  0.5; 77 =  0.5774
•  Uniaxial tension (cr3 =  <j2 =  0); (3 =  —0.5, a  =  0; 77 =  |
•  Shear Pure (cr3 =  0, =  — <r2); =  —1, a  =  —1; 77 =  0
•  Shear Nonuniform (03 =  0, eri =  — J02); ft =  —1.5, a  =  —4; 77 =  —0.2182
• Uniaxial compression (<73 =  =  0); (3 =  —2, a  =  — 00; 77 =  — |
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Thins \
x  ^ t
Thickens Domain
Scoring
► e2
Figure 7.1: Beta Strain Ratios
The ellipse in Figure 7.1 represents a contour of equal effective strain, e, each 
point represents the strain in a material element with the same flow stress, Of. 
All points are to the left of the right-hand diagonal as shown in figure 7.1, i.e. 
left of the strain path that represents equal biaxial stretching, where (3 =  1.
The principal tension and principal stress in direction 1, will always be tensile 
or positive, i.e. a i >  0. For the extreme case in which a \ — 0 it is found that,
o  =  oo and /3 =  — 2 , which means tha t all possible straining paths in sheet
forming processes lie between OA and OE in Figure 7.1, i.e. the strain ratio
will be in the range — 2 < (3 <  1. However, for scoring, the strain paths are
represented by the range between OC and OE, i.e. Uniaxial Tension through to 
Uniaxial Compression, where the triaxiality value begins at the positive value of 
rj =  |  and ends negatively at 77 =  —
Evidence that these modes dominate scoring can be seen in the contour plots 
for triaxiality generated by a FE analysis for scoring, found in appendix D be­
ginning on page 256.
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D eform ation o f a U nit C ube
Analytical results were obtained using similar methods to those detailed in Chap 2 
of [60], the following describes the equations required, then the same methodology 
was used to calculate the results for all the other deformation modes commonly 
found in sheet metal forming, as discussed in section 7.2.
A complete worked example of the procedure used to calculate results for the 
deformation of a unit cube of steel material undergoing equal biaxial stretching, 
can be found in Appendix B,
Principal Strains
The Principal strains were calculated using the following equation;
which can then be further split into the three principle strains directions; i.e.
Strain and Stress R atios
For a proportional process, i.e. where both the stress and strain ratios are 
constant, then it is usual practice to describe the deformation of an element, as 
detailed in figure 7.2. Normal convention is to define the principal directions 
so that a i > <72 and the third direction is perpendicular to the surface where 
cr3 =  0 .
For Strains;
(7.1)
e 2 — / t e i  £3  —  ~  {1  +  P ) e \ (7.3)
For Stresses;
<72 —  Ot(J\ <73 —  0 (7.4)
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Plane stress 
ct3 = 0,
£3 = “ ( 1 + 0 )el
Figure 7.2: Principal Stress and Strain in a Plane Stress Process
The following relationship between the stress and strain ratios also exist;
2/3+1 0 2 a  - 1
a  =  J T W  0  =  (7'5)
These equations arise from the L evy-M ises Flow  R u le , which is not discussed here, 
however, more detail can be found in [60].
Effective Strain
The effective or equivalent strain was calculated using the following;
Other equations, such as;
e =  \ l  |(<+ +  £2 +  £3) (7-7)
or;
are also useful.
£ — \ l  g[(£l -  £2)2 +  (£2 -  £z)2 + .(£3 -  £i)2] (7.8)
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The effective strain increment, (required to d e term in e  dam age) was calcu­
lated by subtracting the current incremental value of e from the previous 
incremental value of e.
Effective Stress
If tensile test data is available for the material, then this can be generalised using 
the following effective stress function;
y i [ ( > i  -  a 2)2 +  (cr2 -  a3)2 +  (<r3 -  <7i)2] (7.9)
or for plane stress;
a  — o\<J2 +  =  ('s/i -  a  +  a 2)<Ji (7-10)
For numerical models, the actual stress strain curve can be used, but for an
analytical mechanics model, common practice is to approximate the data by
using a simple empirical power law, such as;
a  =  K ( e  0 +  e)n (7.11)
The stress strain laws for both material used in this project were;
TH435
d =  744(0.16 + e f - 27 (7.12)
TH550N
a  =  850.46(0.0768 +  s )0 1768 ( 7.13)
Principal Stress
Principal stress can be found from the effective stress using;
a i =  , °  2 (7-14)
V I — a  +  c r
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then;
(J2  — OLG i
H ydrostatic Stress
The Hydrostatic stress is then;
G \  +  <J2  +  0 3
D eviatoric Stresses
The Deviatoric stresses are then;
— G \ Gh G 2  — (J2  Gh G% — (J3  Gfr
Flow Rule
The flow rule can then be checked by;
_  £ i_  _  _  g 3
^ ^ 2  ^ 3
P lastic  W ork
The plastic work of deformation can be found using;
w  r  
VOl ~  Jo a£
Pressure Triaxiality
Pressure Triaxiality is then;
Product Triaxiality
Product Triaxiality is;
G
G 1 X  <J2
G 3
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(7.16)
(7.17)
(7.18)
(7.19)
(7.20)
(7.21)
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D eviatoric Triaxiality
And the Deviatoric Triaxiality is;
x x <73 
a 3
Lode Angle
Finally the Lode Angle can be calculated using;
(7.22)
=  § cos_1 ( r r f y  (7-23)
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D am age Indicator M odels
As a precursor to full score modelling, which follows in section 7.3, the uncou­
pled or damage indicator models, as discussed in section 6 .3 , were first used to 
evaluate the level of damage in a single element, this not only helped with the 
understanding of exactly how the uncoupled damage models evaluated damage, 
but also, with the Oyane and Generalised Lemaitre models, it helped with the 
understanding of the effect of the parameters, i.e. parameter (A )  for the Oyane 
model and parameter (So ) for the Generalised Lemaitre model.
Oyane Dam age Indicator
The uncoupled Oyane Damage Indicator model;
/ 1 + G  J d,£r
G eneralised Lem aitre Dam age Indicator
The uncoupled Generalised Lemaitre Damage Indicator model;
So
- I
=  I a 2So - (1  +  w) +  3(1 -  2v)
r ^ i 2"
. d  .
de
R ice &; Tracy Dam age Indicator
The uncoupled Rice h  Tracy Damage Indicator model;
= J  0.283 exp ^
2 d
de
Lem aitre Dam age Indicator
And finally the uncoupled Lemaitre Damage Indicator model;
/ - (1  +  v) +  3(1 — 2d) 'Oh 2'. d  . de
(7.24)
(7.25)
(7.26)
(7.27)
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U ncoupled D am age Indicator A nalysis
For all results, the equivalent strain was kept constant, secondly, although the 
analysis was completed for both materials under investigation, i.e. TH435 and 
TH550N, only the results for TH550N will be discussed, as the outcomes for 
TH435 were similar, but with different values.
The following figure shows firstly a table, (a), that compares the analyti­
cal results against the simulated results, then (b) and (c), which show plots of 
triaxiality against the a  and (3 Stress-Strain ratios.
Figure 7.4, again plots analytical results against simulated results, this 
time for damage against triaxiality for the uncoupled Oyane, Rice & Tracy and 
Lemaitre damage models.
C a to u lm d  R i i u l n
eps_1
pone
«pj_2
pnnc
tp s_ 3
pone
0 strain
ratio
a  s tre ss
r t to eps eft » 9  .6
* 9 j
pnnc
>19.2
pnnc
p m s u r .
Tneuwuy 0  Inert 0  Total D Jncra 0  Total D Jn c ie D .T oM
0 2621 0 026 0  7000
Biaxial - Non uniform 0 327 0 164 •0491 0 5 0 8 0 500 771 619 841906 673.626 0 6647 00711 1 7766 00100 0 2494 00276 06905
Plant Strain 0 433 0 000 •0433 0.0 0 5 0 600 771 619 890 889 445 495 0 5774 00 650 16258 0 0093 0 2 333 0 0253 0 6333
Uniaxial T tn tlon 0 600 •0 260 ■0 260 ■0.6 0 0 0 600 771616 771619 0 000 0 3333 0 0450 1 1500 0 0076 0 1889 0 0200 0 5000
Shaar • Constant 0 4 3 3 •0 433 0 000 -1.0 -1 0 0 600 771619 445 495 •445 485 00000 00 200 05000 0 0057 01415 0 0173 0 4333
S htar - Nominlform 0  327 •0 461 0 1 6 4 -1.5 -4 0 0 600 771618 168 381 •673 525 •0 2182 0 0030 0 0745 0 0047 01171 0 0186 0 4619
Uniaxial Compression 0 250 •0 600 0 250 -2 0 •1000 0 0 600 771619 0 771 -771 234 -0 3328 -0 0060 -01490 0 0042 0 1061 0 0200 0 4998
B iax ia l"  ' 0  250 0 250 -0 467 1 0 1.0 770 354 770 518 770 518 1 7814 0 2494
Biaxial - N onuniform 0 327 0164 ■0 488 0 5 0 8 0 498 770 396 834 906 683 704 0 6571 1 7585 0 2469 06834
P la n . Strain 0 433 0 000 •0 430 0 0 0.5 0 499 - 0 •144 805 0 5775 1 6097 0 2310 0 6271
U niaxial T tn t lo n 0 500 •0249 •0 249 -0 5 ao ■ " 770 720 771 305 0 586 0 3338 1 1416 01876 0 4963
S h ta r  - C o n s tan t 0 433 •0433 0 000 -1 0 -1 0 0 600 771146 424 121 - •0.0154 15 8956 1043 9060 45 0758
S h ta r  ■ N om inlform 0 327 ■0 491 • -16 -4 0 0 500 772 548 •68167 •800 109 0 .3703 0 0859 01192 04713
U nl«»W  C o m p r* » lo n 0 2 4 9 -0500 0 249 -2 0 -1000.0 0 500 770 736 •0 666 •771 402 * 3 3 3 9 ] -01489 01053 0 4964
(a) Comparison of Calculated v Simulated Results
TH550
♦  Numerical
(b) /3 v Triaxiality
TH550
•Calculated
♦  Numerical
Triaxiality
(c) a  v Triaxiality
Figure 7.3: Results for TH550N with 7 Deformation Modes
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TH550
oreo
Vc ■Calculateda>O)
g
s«c
&
Numerical
Triaxiality
(a.) Oyane v Triaxiality
TH550
■Calculated
Numerical
bt
Triaxiality
(b) R&T v Triaxiality
TH550
I
o>
g
&<uji
_ i
Numerical
Triaxiality
(c) Lemaitre v Triaxiality
Figure 7.4: Results for TH550N with Damage Indicator Models
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Outcom es
W hat can be seen from these results, is that in figure 7.3, for both stress and 
strain ratios, the numerical results very closely match the analytical values for 
all deformation modes.
Regarding figure 7.4, the damage indicator plots, again the numerical re­
sults very closely match the analytical values for all deformation modes, but 
with one exception, the highlighted values for pure shear were much higher than 
the calculated values. The reason behind this is thought to be that pure shear 
is very sensitive to triaxiality, so, the highlighted values indicate that the single 
element shows a weaker performance in this mode.
W hat can also be seen from figure 7.4 is that triaxiality, and hence the 
damage value, differs for individual strain ratios, which in turn means that as 
score forming covers the domain of multiple strain ratios, therefore, damage 
needs to be fitted over the full range applicable.
The literature, however, shows that although there are possibilities to fit 
damage parameters to a single strain ratio, (linear proportional loading), 
parameter fitting for multiple strain ratios is altogether a much more difficult 
thing to achieve.
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F u rth e r U ncoupled  A nalysis
Due to the results seen previously, it was decided to repeat the analysis, but 
this time to include extra additional in-between modes. The deformation modes 
increased from the seven well-known modes discussed in section 7.2 to eleven 
modes, i.e. four extra in-between modes.
Calculated Result* Oyene | Rice
Deformation Mod*
eps_1
prmc
eps_2
prmc
e p s .3
p m
6 strain 
ratio
a  stre ss  
ratio e p s ell s»q efT
" 0 J
p m
" 9 -2
p m
p ressu re
TnaxiaNty D mere 0  Tola! D mere D_Tc4a! D Inc re D Total
Biaxial 0 250 771 610 771 619 771 819 0 6867 0 0720 , 8000 0 0101 0 2521 0 028 0 7000
Biaxial - Nonuniform 0 327 0 164 -0 491 0500 0 00 0 500 771.619 841 806 673 525 0 8547 0 07,1 1 7766 0 0 ,0 0 0 2494 0 027619 0 6905
Plano Strain 0  433 0 000 -0 433 0000 0 5 0 0,500 771 619 890 989 445 495 0.5774 00650 1 6268 0.0093 0 2333 0 025333 0 6333
Uniaxial Tonalon 0.500 ■0 250 -0 260 -0 500 0.00 0.500 771619 771 619 0 000 0 3333 0 0460 1 1500 00076 0 ,889 0 0 2 0 5 000
Batwaan UT ft S-C 0 480 ■0 360 -0120 -0.750 -0 40 0 6 0 0 771 620 617 789 247 1 ,9 0.1601 0 0325 0 8122 0 0065 0 1625 0 017949 0 4487
Botwaan UT ft S-C_2 0 435 ■0431 -0 004 -0 990 -0 97 0 500 771.619 452 194 •438 762 0.0058 0 0205 0 5 1 ,3 0.0057 0 1 422 0 017334 0 4334
Shoar - Conitant 0.433 ■0 433 0 000 -1000 -1 00 0 500 771.610 446 495 -445 496 0 0 000 0 0200 0 5 000 0 0057 0 1415 0 017333 0 4333
Batwaan S-C ft S -N 2 0.431 ■0 435 0 004 -1 010 -103 0 500 771.610 438 828 ■452 127 •0.0067 00196 0 4888 0 0056 0 ,408  ^ 0 01733-4 0 4334
Batwaan S-C ft S-fl 0 378 -0.472 0 09 4 •1 250 -2 00 0 500 771 619 291 645 ■583 289 -0.1260 0 0 ,0 2 0 2543 0 005 , 0 ,269 0017714 0 4429
Shaar - Nonuniform 0 327 •0 491 0 16 4 -1 500 -4 00 0 600 771 619 168 381 •673 525 •02182 00030 0 0745 0 0047 0 ,1 7 , 0 018476 04619
Uniaxial Compression 0 250 •0600 0 250 -2 000 -1000 0 0 500 771 619 0 771 -77, 234 -0 3328 •0 0060 -0 ,4 9 0 0 0042 0 1 0 6 , 0 019902 0 4998
Numar ;al Resuh
■ i n n
O y en e <100  0 2584 ) Rice & Tn LemaSre
Biaxial - Nonuniform 0 327 0 164 •0 488 0 5 0 0 8 0 0 498 770 396 834 906 683 704 0 657 , , 7585 0 2469 0 68341l
0 433 0 0 0 0 •0 430 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 499 770 492 889 970 444 806 0 5776 , 6097 0 2310 0 6 27 ,
Uniaxial Tenalen 0 500 ■0 249 -0 249 -0 50 0 0 0 0 499 770 720 771 305 0  686 0 3338 1 ,416 0 1875 0 4963
Between UT S  S-C 0 480 •0 360 -0 120 -0 75 •0 40 0 600 772 936 364 434 •623 367 •0 0685 0 8 ,9 5 0 ,6 6 , 0 4624
Between UT *  S-C 2 0 436 •0 431 -0 005 0 99 -0.97 0 500 773 416 162 805 ■679 ,25 •0 2225 05237 01457 0 4515!i
0 433 •0 433 0 000 100 •1 00 0 600 77 , ,46 424 ,21 •469 8 ,9 ■00154 ,5  8966 1043 9060 45 0758
Between S-C S S-N 2 0 431 -0 435 0 003 -101 -1 03 ,49  961 ■687 469 -0.2317 0 6 0 ,6 01443 0 4 5 ,5
Between S-C S  S-N 0 378 •0 472 0093 •125 •2 00 0 600 773 094 6 994 •759 745 •0 3164 0 2672 0 ,2 9 9 0 4577
Sheer - Nonuntfonn 0 327 •0 491 0162 -160 ■4 00 0 600 772 548 •5 8 ,6 7 ■800 109 -0 3703 0 0859 0 ,1 9 2 0 4 7 ,3
Uniaxial Contpreeelon 0 248 •0 600 0 249 -201 51006 0 600 770 736 •0 666 ■77 , 402 •0 3339 -01489 0 ,0 6 3 0 4964
(a) Recomparison of Calculated v Simulated Results
-11 Deformation Modes
Numerical
Triaxiality
TH550 -11 Deformation Modes
Triaxiality
•-Numerical
TH550
(b) (3 v Triaxiality (c) a  v Triaxiality
Figure 7.5: Results for TH550N with 11 Deformation Modes
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TH550 -11 Deformation Modes
2
S
t5c ■Calculated
U)
Numerical
Triaxiality
(a) Oyane v Triaxiality
TH550 -11 Deformation Modes
♦ C a lcu la ted
Numerical
Triaxiality
(b) R&T v Triaxiality
TH550 -11 Deformation Modes
♦ C a lcu la ted
Numerical
Triaxiality
(c) Lemaitre v Triaxiality
Figure 7.6: Results for TH550N with Damage Indicator Models
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Further O utcom es
Once more, from these results, it can be seen that in figure 7.5, regarding both 
stress and strain ratios, the numerical results, again very closely match the 
analytical values.
This time however, the damage indicator plots of figure 7.6, show that
with the additional in-between modes added to the analysis, the element
performance only differs from the analytical values when the element is precisely 
in the mode of pure shear, i.e. when the triaxiality exactly measures zero.
This confirms, that most likely in a ’’real l i fe ” FE analysis, the elements
will rarely enter this exact and precise mode of deformation, which means that 
overall, element performance for full score modelling should not be something to 
be particularly concerned about.
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O y a n e  - A P a ra m e te r  E ffe c t
♦ A = 0  5 
-* -A = 0 6  
-*-A = 0 7 
—»-A= 0 8  
-* -A  = 0 9 
- • -A  = 1 0 
— A= 1.1
 A= 1 2
 A= 1 3
-*-A = 1 4 
-»-A = 1 5
Triaxiality
Figure 7.7: Oyane - Effect of Increasing A Parameter
Figure 7.7, graphically shows the effect of increasing parameter A , in this case 
from 0.5 to 1.5. It can be seen that for positive levels of triaxiality the level of 
damage increases, whilst at the same time, for negative levels of triaxiality, the 
damage decreases. Over the whole domain of triaxiality, Oyane damage plots 
as a straight line, which tends to rotate around the value of the effective strain. 
As parameter A increases, the line rotates anticlockwise and when parameter .4 
deceases, the line line rotates clockwise. Put together with the triaxiality plots, 
this behaviour can help explain, the results reported in section 7.6.
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Generalised Lem aitre - So Param eter Effect
00
Triaxiality
Figure 7.8: Generalised Lemaitre - Effect of Increasing s Parameter
Figure 7.8, again shows graphically the effect of raising the s exponent, the 
C shaped curve is similar to that seen in the other Uncoupled Lemaitre model, 
figure 7.6(c), but the whole curve rises up the scale as expected. From this graph, 
it appears that lower levels of the s exponent are straight lines, but this is just an 
outcome of the scaling effect of the graph, when looked at individually, all values 
of exponent, s return a similar shaped C curve.
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Coupled Lem aitre - Single Elem ent
S=0 8 R=8 pt=0 h=0 2 
S=Q8 R=8 Pt=Q 25 h-Q2
0>O)
i(0Q
£
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2o.3
0
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Triaxiality
Figure 7.9: Coupled Lemaitre - Single Element Responce
Figure 7.9 shows graphically the effect of the coupled Lemaitre model using the 
final selected parameters, discussed in section 7.5, however, the values for the p t  
parameter had to be lowered to within the parameters used for the single element, 
i.e. a constant effective strain of 0.5, future extensions to the single element model 
should provide final verification for the coupled Lemaitre parameters.
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7.3 Scoring - Uncoupled Dam age M odels
The next step in the numerical analysis was to carry out a full uncoupled damage 
model analysis for the full scoring model, using the following uncoupled models:-
• Oyane Model (7 .24)
•  Generalised Lemaitre Model (7 .25)
•  Rice h  Tracy Model (7 .26)
•  Uncoupled Lemaitre Model (7 .27)
Also known as D am age In d ica to r  models, and classified in section 6.3, the Oyane 
and Generalised Lemaitre models were run with varying parameters, after all 
models had successfully completed, contour plot images were captured for;
• Damage
• Strain ( X X  Y Y  X Y )
• Stress (X X  Y Y  X Y )
• Triaxiality
The results for the uncoupled analysis are not presented here as a full com­
parative analysis of the uncoupled results against the coupled results, including 
micrographic images of cross-section taken at varying score residual thicknesses 
is presented in section 7.6.1
*A complete set of all model data is included on the disk attached to this Thesis and a full 
set of all relevant contour plot images are presented in Appendix D
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7.4 Scoring M od el - O utline
All scoring models were based on the following geometry with slight variations 
depending 011 the tool profile.
Score Tool
Clamp
Material
Anvil
(a) Half Model - Geometry
bu
(b) Half Model - Mesh 
Figure 7.10: Scoring Model Geometry
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7.5 Scoring - Coupled Lemaitre Dam age M odel
After running all of the uncoupled models and recording the results, the next 
step was to set up further FE analysis to run the fully coupled Lemaitre model 
as described in Chapter 6 , section 6.5, in order for a comparison to be made from 
both sets of results.
However, in order to accomplish this, and before being able to run the fully 
coupled model, the following parameters from equations 6.33 and 6.44, reproduced 
below, had to be successfully selected for the materials being simulated.
T  *  r  / - Y \ s+1
2a (1 — D ) ( s  +  1) \  r )
• Exponent: s
• Denominator: r
e =  L ( ^ +  )  .
E 0 \ 1  - D  1 - h D J
• Closure Effect: h
Finally, a parameter that described the plastic threshold for damage evolution 
was required.
•  Plastic Threshold: pt
Up until this point, all the uncoupled models had run successfully and produced 
results, however, there was a problem in determining how to be sure that the 
results gave an accurate description of damage in scoring. This was because, 
and as could already be shown, with different values for the A  parameter, the 
Oyane model produced different results for damage, additionally, the Generalised 
Lemaitre model also produced different results for damage when the exponent 
parameter s was altered, therefore, faced with running the fully coupled model, 
how could so called ”accura te” parameters be selected for the materials?.
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As discussed briefly in section 6.5, methods to identify damage evolution con­
stants had been developed by Lemaitre and Chaboche [52], in fact, in more recent 
books by Lemaitre [51], and Lemitre and Desmoratrat [53], methods for identi­
fying parameters had been further expanded upon with detailed instructions and 
even practical examples.
The problem however, with all published methods for identifying damage pa­
rameters, is that it was assumed that it was possible to produce test samples out 
of the same materials, including samples for cyclic fatigue testing. However, in 
this case, this assumption presented itself as a problem, as the materials used for 
can ends are on average 0.21mm thick. (E xam ples are show n in  fig  2 .6 )
This meant that specimens for standard S-N cyclic fatigue tests could not be 
produced, in fact, the best that Tata’s own in-house test facility could offer on 
materials of this thickness, was a test known as a tension-tension test, but un­
fortunately, this test was not only expensive to complete, but researchers at Tata 
had little confidence in the tests ability to produce ’’good” useable results.
There was however, a method, that could be employed as a starting point for 
establishing suitable parameters for the fully coupled model, in fact, Lemaitre 
had produced a paper discussing numerous methods of measuring damage [54], 
and this method was included, therefore, the method of physically measuring the 
amount of voids or void fraction present in the material after scoring was used. 
This was achieved by using a very high powered electron microscope to analyse 
the scored samples in order to quantify the amount of voids or void fraction 
present, the methods used are discussed further in section 7.5, that follows.
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Param eter Validation
As mentioned, Tata used SEM techniques to quantify the amount of voids or void 
fraction present in pre-scored samples, this has been completed 011 samples with 
decreasing score residual thickness, shown in table 7.1.1 The resulting values for 
void fraction were then organised into a graph that shows the relationship between 
the increasing void fraction against the decreasing score residual thickness, the 
resulting graph is shown in figure 7.12(a).
(a) Score Residual =  78.8 //m (b) Score Residual =  69.2 /tm
(c) Score Residual =  35.2 fim  (d) Score Residual =  23.3 n m
Figure 7.11: Void Analysis Images
'Identifer tag PL4 was meant to follow PL3, but was placed in front due to an error, this 
order was left as it was, so to avoid further confusion when arranging the data.
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Void F rac tio n
Id en tifie r Score R es M iddle E dge
PL1 78.8 jim 0.04 0.03
PL2 69.3 fin i 0.02 0.04
PL4 35.2 /im 0.18 0.07
PL3 23.3 /im 0.19 0.1
Table 7.1: Void Fraction Progression
With physical results for void fraction against score residual now available, 
the fully coupled Lemaitre model could now be run in order to begin to make 
a comparison between the results. At this point however, parameters were not 
known, so it was decided as a starting point to use the last set of parameters 
that had run successfully and in the first instance plot those results against the 
void fraction measurements to see where those parameters where in relation to 
the measured results.
Exponent: s
It was known from [52], that some of the parameters would have to be within a 
certain range, for instance it was likely that the exponent s would have a value 
of around 1, this had been discussed and agreed with the project supervisors and 
was also justified by work completed by Pires [77].
Denom inator: r
The denominator r  controls the damage rate, i.e. how quickly damage grows after 
initiation, so the larger the number, the slower damage evolves. It was known 
again, from other work, such as [77], that for steel this figure would be around 11, 
but it was decided that in the first instance to play safe and set the denominator 
r  to 50.
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P lastic  Threshold: pt
For TH550N, the value for plastic threshold is difficult to assess, to set an ini­
tial value means finding the UTS point on the materials engineering stress strain 
curve, then follow the elastic slope back to the X axis to give the corresponding 
strain value, this value can then be used as a start point for the plastic thresh­
old. However, the engineering stress strain curve for TH550N is very flat, as 
the material has already been double reduced during its production, this makes 
pinpointing the UTS and subsequently the starting value for plastic threshold 
difficult, a value of 0.6 seemed reasonable and this was chosen.
Crack Closure: h
I t ’s widely known that a reasonable value for Lemaitre’s crack closure parameter 
was 0 .2 , evidence for this can be found in many papers throughout the literature 
and also in the books by Lemaitre [51, 52, 53] and more recently by De Sousa 
Neto et.al. [22].
E xp  =  s D en  =  r P la s tic  T h res  =  p t C rack  C losure  =  h
1 50 0.6 0
1 50 0.6 0.2
Table 7.2: Coupled Lemaitre - Starting Parameters
The first model was run with the parameters of table 7.2, with the results plotted 
on figure 7.12(b). It was quickly decided to add the crack closure parameter of 
0.2 and the model was run again, these results are plotted in figure 7.12(c). The 
results showed tha t the initial values were a little off the mark, but as parameters s 
and h  were close to proven values, it left parameters r  and p t  open to adjustment. 
Parameter r  was known to be high, so it was decided that for the next step, it 
would be logical to see what the effect of lowering parameter r  would do.
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100 90
StOft Thkfcn«M mh»
(a) Original Void Fraction Measurements
*1
n o  too 90
Score RetMuaJ TMckneM
(b) Results for s = l r=50 pt=0.6 h=0
(c) Results for s = l r=50 p t=  0.6 h=0.2
Figure 7.12: Void Measurements v Initial Parameters
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Effect o f Lowering r Param eter
Models were then run with parameter r  being steadily lowered in value. 
Table 7.3 below shows the values of the parameters that were used.
E xp  =  s D en  =  r P la s tic  T h res  =  p t C rack  C losure  =  h
1 40 0.6 0.2
1 30 0.6 0.2
1 20 0.6 0.2
1 10 0.6 0.2
1 8 0.6 0.2
1 6 0.6 0.2
Table 7.3: Coupled Lemaitre - Lowering the r  Parameter
The effects of lowering the r  parameter can clearly be seen in figure 7.13. As 
r  drops in value, the damage results begin to rise up into the domain of the 
void fraction measurements, at around r  =  6 the results begin to rise above the 
threshold, a value of r  =  8 was decided on as being the best fit.
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(a) r=40 (b) r=30
(c) r=20 (d) r=10
(e) r=8 (f) r=6
Figure 7.13: Effect of Lowering r  Parameter
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Effect o f R aising P lastic  Threshold Param eter
The next iteration saw the adjustment of the plastic threshold parameter pt. A 
number of models were run where p t  was incrementally raised in value, table 7.4 
below shows the values used.
E xp =  s D en  =  r P la s tic  T h res  =  p t C rack  C losure  =  h
1 8 0.6 0.2
1 8 0.8 0.2
1 8 1 0.2
1 8 1.2 0.2
1 8 1.4 0.2
1 8 1.1 0.2
Table 7.4: Coupled Lemaitre - Raising the Plastic Threshold p t
The effect of increasing the plastic threshold parameter on the modelling results 
can clearly be seen in figure 7.14. At p t =  0.6 the results are in the domain of the 
measured results, but the fit seems too high, but as p t is raised, first to 0 .8 , then 
1 and greater, the modelling results begin to match the measured results better 
and better, finally, the best fit seemed to be for p t  =  1.1.
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(a) pt=0.6 (b) p t=0.8
(c) p t= l (d) p t=1 .2
(e) p t=1.4 (f) p t= l . l
Figure 7.14: Effect of Raising Plastic Threshold from 0.6 to 1.4
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Effect o f R aising Crack Closure Param eter
Although the crack closure parameter h , was currently set to the suggested value 
of 0 .2 , engineering curiosity saw us increase the parameter to see what effect that 
would have, table 7.5 below details the values for h  that were used.
E xp  =  s D en  =  r P la s tic  T h res  =  p t C rack  C losure  =  h
1 8 1.1 0.2
1 8 1.1 0.4
1 8 1.1 0.6
1 8 1.1 0.8
Table 7.5: Coupled Lemaitre - Raising the Crack Closure Parameter h
Figure 7.15, shows immediately what the effects of increasing parameter h has 
on the modelling results, almost instantaneously the modelling results begin to 
rise through the domain of the measured results, when h =  0 .8 , the results are 
already far to high. This result seems to confirm that 0.2, is, for steel at least, a 
reasonable starting point for the crack closure parameter h.
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(a) h=0.2 (b) h=0.4
■
(c) h=0.6 (d) h=0.8
Figure 7.15: Crack Closure raised from 0.6 to 0.8
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Effect of Lowering s Param eter
The final parameter left to ”p lay  w ith ” so to say, was the exponent s, this was 
currently set to 1, as this value was in agreement with results by Pires [77], De 
Souza Neto [22], as well as Lemaitre [53]. Table 7.6 that follows shows the values 
of s that were trialled.
E xp  =  s D en  =  r P la s tic  T h res  =  p t C rack  C losure  =  h
1 8 0.2
0.8 8 0.2
0.4 8 0.2
0 8 0.2
-0.4 8 0.2
-0.8 8 1.1 0.2
Table 7.6: Coupled Lemaitre - Lowering the Exponent s
Again, figure 7.16 shows that it immediately became clear what happened when 
the exponent s was lowered in value. When s =  0.8, the fit improved, but as s 
reduced to even lower values, so the result domain rapidly increased above and 
beyond the domain of the measured results. From this trial it seemed that s =  1 
was a good fit, but s =  0.8 was even better.
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7. C om putational M odelling
Final Selected  Param eters
Two sets of parameters for the fully coupled Lemaitre models were finally selected, 
these are shown in table 7.7 below;
Exp =  s D en  =  r P lastic Thres =  pt Crack Closure =  h
0.8 8 1.1 0.2
1 8 1.1 0.2
Table 7.7: Coupled Lemaitre - Final Parameters
Figure 7.17, on page 156, shows both parameter fits alongside the measured void 
fraction data, both fits seem reasonable, but s =  0.8 seems to be slightly better. 
Looking at the final value of the selected parameters, it seems tha t they are not 
to far away from values for steel found in the literature, similar values can be 
found in [77], for instance and also examples used in [22].
The technique used here to find the parameters seems to work, however, it 
is slightly subjective and better, more precise methods will require development 
as experience is gained, however, the technique used, definitely established the 
trends in the data, so this method does indeed show potential for establishing 
material parameters for computational modelling of scoring.
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(a) Results for s=0.8 r=8  p t=1.1 h=0.2
210 200 190 ISO 170 ISO 150 140 130 120 110 100 90 SO 70 SO 50 40 30 20 10 0
Score Residual Thickness • Mm
(b) Results for s = l  r=8 p t= l . l  h=0 .‘2 
Figure 7.17: Fully Coupled Lemaitre Model - Final Parameters
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7.6 Com parative Analysis 
M icrographic Im ages v  Coupled D am age
Figure 7.18, that follows shows a comparison of the micrographic images against 
contour plots for damage progression taken at approximately the same score 
residual thickness. The score residuals of the comparison are given in table 7.8 
below.
M icrog raph Score R esidua l C o n to u r P lo t Score R esid u a l
PL1 78.8 (im 7.18(b) 78 /im
PL2 69.3 fim 7.18(d) 68 /im
PL4 35.2 f im 7.18(f) 36 //m
PL3 23.3 /mi 7.18(h) 26 f im
Table 7.8: Micrographs v Coupled Damage Contour Plots
W hat can be seen clearly for all images, is that the contour plots capture the 
geometric changes accurately right the way through the score progression. It can 
be seen that the analysis picks up both the rounding of the material at the top of 
the score as well as the geometry around the tool tip. Additionally, it can also be 
seen tha t the analysis captures the start of necking in the TH550N material that 
begins quite late in the process, at around a score residual thickness of 35.2/mi. 
This can be clearly be seen when comparing image 7.18(e) with contour plot 
7.18(f).
Also important, is the location of damage, at 78/mi damage is greater around 
the tip of the tool, and this location doesn’t change as damage progresses to 
68/mri, however by 36/mi it can be seen that the damage is beginning to progress 
to directly beneath the scoring tool and at 26/mi the damage directly under the 
score tool is now strong, in fact in reality as can be seen from image 7.18(g), at 
23.3//m the material has already failed and separated into two pieces.
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(a) Score Residual =  78.8 /im (b) Score Residual =  78 /im
(c) Score Residual =  69.2 /im (d) Score Residual =  68 /im
(e) Score Residual =  35.2 /im (f) Score Residual =  36 /im
(g) Score Residual =  23.3 /im  (h) Score Residual =  26 /im 
Figure 7.18: Micrographic Images v Coupled Damage
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C oupled Lem aitre s= 0 .8  v C oupled Lem aitre s = l
In the following figure 7.19, contour plots for the Coupled Lemaitre Model using 
the final sets of parameters shown in figure 7.17, and given again below, in table 
7.9, are compared against each other.
M odel Exp =  s D en =  r P lastic Thres =  pt Crack Closure =  h
L/H 0.8 8 1.1 0.2
R/H 1 8 1.1 0.2
Table 7.9: Coupled Model Parameters, s=0.8 v s= l
It can be see that for all score residual thickness, damage location is similar in 
both coupled models, but values are lower, however, this is to be expected as the 
only parameter to change is the damage exponent s, which measured 0.8 in the 
left-hand images, and 1 in the right-hand images.
In both models, the damage location tends to move from the tool tip, to below 
the tool, as the tool progresses into the material.
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(a) SR =  78 n m: s=0.8 (b) SR =  78 /im: s = l
(c) SR =  68 j im  s=0.8 (d) SR =  68 /mi s= l
(e) SR =  36 gm  s=0.8 (f) SR =  36 /iin s = l
(g) SR =  26 /im s=0.8 (h) SR =  26 /im s= l
Figure 7.19: Coupled Lemaitre s=0.8 v Coupled Lemaitre s= l
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O yane v C oupled Lem aitre
This section compares outputs from the Uncoupled Oyane damage model, with 
the Coupled Lemaitre model. The Oyane model was run numerous times with 
its A  parameter having values that varied from 0.5 to 1.
The following details the values used;
• A =  0.5 A =  0.6 A =  0.7 A =  0.8 A =  0.9
•  A =  1.0 A = 1 .1  A =  1.2 A = 1 . 3  A = 1 . 4
The contour plots generated from the analysis are shown in figure 7.20, what
can be noticed, is at score residuals of 78/mi, with A  is set to 0.5, the highest
damage location seems to settle around the tool tip, whereas, when A  is set to 
1.4 the location of the highest damage moves directly underneath the tool tip. 
Additionally, when A =  0.5, the level of damage is almost double the value of when 
A =  1.4, meaning that as the value of A increases, the level of damage reduces, 
this pattern is still the case at a score residual of 68/rni. At 36/im, with A  =  0.5, 
the Oyane model shows damage at the tool tip now beginning to move under the 
tool and link up, whereas, when A  =  1.4, highest damage is located under the 
tool tip alone, finally at a score residual of 26/zm, Oyane with A  =  0.5 has linked 
the damage from the tool tip to the bottom of the material directly under the 
tool tip, and at A  =  1.4, damage remains at the bottom of the material, directly 
below the score tool.
For Scoring, the Oyane damage model seem to show that lower values of A  
better predict the damage location, but the value of the damage is high, whereas 
higher levels of A  show lower values for damage, but the location is incorrect. 
Further understanding of what is happening here can be gained when the results 
are compared with the graph of figure 7.7, and statement of section 7.2.
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(a) A =  0.5 (b) A =  1.4 (c) SR =  78 yum: s=0.8
(d) A -  0.5 (e) A =  1.4 (f) SR =  68 fim: s=0.8
(g) A =  0.5 (h) A =  1.4 (i) SR =  36 yum: s=0.8
(j) A =  0.5 (k) A =  1.4 (1) SR = 26 yum: s=0.8
Figure 7.20: Oyane Damage v Coupled Lemaitre
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G eneralised Lem aitre v C oupled Lem aitre
The Generalised Lemaitre model shown in figure 7.21 was also run with varying 
values for exponent s, using values between 0.1 to 2.
The following details the values that were used;
• s =  0.1 s =  0.25 s =  0.5 s =  0.75
• s =  1.0 s =  1.5 s =  2.0
At 78/zm, with s =  0.1, the Uncoupled Generalised Lemaitre model seems to show 
damage that shows has some agreement with the Coupled Lemaitre position, but 
its value is too high. As s increases to 2, the damage location moves to the side 
of the tool and also increases in value. At all other score residual values i.e 68/zm 
36/im and 26/im, when s =  0.1, damage seems to show good position at the tip 
of the tool, but as previously, as s increases to 2, damage moves up onto the side 
of the tool and increases to much higher values.
It certainly seems that at low levels of the exponent s, damage appears in 
locations similar to the Coupled Lemaitre model, but the actual value for damage 
is lower.
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(a) So =  0.1 (b) So =  2 (c) SR =  78 /im: s=0.8
(d) So =  0.1 (e) So =  2 (f) SR =  68 /im: s=0.8
(g) So =  0.1 (h) So =  2 (i) SR — 36 /im: s=0.8
(j) So =  0.1 (k) So =  2 (1) SR =  26 /im: s=0.8
Figure 7.21: Generalised Lemaitre v Coupled Lemaitre
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R ice and Tracy v C oupled Lem aitre
The Uncoupled Rice and Tracy damage model, of figure 7.22, does not have any 
parameters that can be changed with the FE analysis, so with regards to the 
output, you have no control over what you get out.
That said, the following images show that in actual fact the Rice and Tracy 
model isn’t too far away with its predictions of damage location and damage value, 
which seems to be just over double the amount that the Coupled Lemaitre model 
predicts. This trend stays the same throughout all the score residual thicknesses, 
and overall counts as a positive result.
It may prove that if some type of scaling factor could be applied to this 
model, its ability to predict damage in scoring might be improved and made 
more accurate.
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(a) SC =  78.4 /im (b) SR =  78 /im: s=0.8
(c) SC =  68 //m (d) SR =  68 /im: s=0.8
(e) SC =  36.3 fim (f) SR =  36 /im: s=0.8
(g) SC =  25.9 /im (h) SR =  26 /im: s=0.8
Figure 7.22: Rice & Tracy v Coupled Lemaitre
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U ncoupled  Lem aitre v C oupled Lem aitre
As with the Rice and Tracy model described previously, results for the Uncoupled 
Lemaitre damage model, shown in figure 7.23, also do not have any parameters 
that can be altered in the FE analysis, giving again, no influence over the output.
For this comparison, the value of the Uncoupled Lemaitre damage seems to 
be a lot higher than the Coupled model, additionally, the damage seems to be 
spread over a larger area including the side of the tool.
Finally, as the score residual thickness decreases from 78^m down to 26/mi, 
in the Uncoupled Lemaitre model, damage actually decreases in value, whereas 
in the Coupled model, damage increases.
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(a) SC =  78.4 /im (b) SR =  78 /im: s=0.8
(c) SC =  68 //in (d) SR =  68 /im s=0.8
TrniTT
(e) SC =  36.3 /im (f) SR =  36 /xm s=0.8
£  M
(g) SC =  25.9 /im (h) SR =  26 /im s=0.8
Figure 7.23: Uncoupled Lemaitre v Coupled Lemaitre
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U ncoupled Strain v C oupled Strain
As expected, there is very little differences in the strain values, when the uncou­
pled model and the coupled model are directly compared. The effective strain 
plots show slightly higher values for the coupled model, so some localisation of 
strains as the material begins to soften.
Most probably, the apparent localisation is most likely to be caused by the p t  
parameter.
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(a) SC =  78.4 /im (b) SR =  78 /im
(c) SC =  68 /im (d) SR =  68 //m
(e) SC =  36.3 /im (f) SR =  36 /im
(g) SC =  25.9 /im (h) SR =  26 /im
Figure 7.24: Uncoupled Effective Strain v Coupled Effective Strain
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U ncoupled Stress v C oupled Stress
At a score residual of 78/un, the stress in the uncoupled model is slightly lower 
than the coupled model, this ratio remains around the same level as the score 
residual decreases to 68/mi, but here he gap between models has closed slightly, 
which is most likely due to the material starting to soften in the coupled model.
As was expected, by the time the score residual reaches a thickness of 36/im, 
the stress in the coupled model is now much lower than the uncoupled model, 
which is a clear sign of the response to material softening in the coupled model.
Finally, at a score residual depth of around 26/un, the stress in the coupled 
model is much lower that the level in the uncoupled model, again a clear sign of 
the material softening response in the coupled model.
i
t
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i
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(a) SC =  78.4 /im (b) SR =  78 /im
(c) SC =  68 /im (d) SR =  68 /im
(e) SC =  36.3 /im (f) SR =  36 /im
(g) SC =  25.9 /im (h) SR =  26 /im
Figure 7.25: Stress XX
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U ncoupled Triaxiality v C oupled Triaxiality
With the triaxiality results , it was expected that both models should show near 
identical or very similar results, and this is exactly what the following contour 
plots, figs 7.26,7.27,7.28 and 7.29 show for each score residual thickness.
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(a) Uniaxial Tension =  (b) SR =  78 /mi
0.3333
(c) Shear Pure =  0 (d) SR =  78 /mi
(e) Shear NU =  -0.2182 (f) SR =  78 /mi
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  - (h) SR =  78 /mi
0.3328
Figure 7.26: PL1 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 78.4 fini
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(a) Uniaxial Tension =  (b) SR =  68 /im
0.3333
(c) Shear Pure =  0 (d) SR =  68 /xm
(e) Shear NU =  -0.2182 (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  - (h) SR =  68 /xm
0.3328
Figure 7.27: PL2 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 68 /xm
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(a) Uniaxial Tension =  (b) SR =  36 /xm
0.3333
(c) Shear Pure =  0 (d) SR =  36 /im
(e) Shear NU =  -0.2182 (f) SR =  36 /xm
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  - (h) SR =  36 /xm
0.3328
Figure 7.28: PL4 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 36.3 /nil
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(a) Uniaxial Tension =  (b) SR =  26 /xm
0.3333
(c) Shear Pure =  0 (d) SR =  26 /xm
(e) Shear NU =  -0.2182 (f) SR =  26 /xm
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  - (h) SR =  26 /xm
0.3328
Figure 7.29: PL3 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 25.9 //m
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions
The project began, with the belief that it was possible to develop a complete 
computational model to simulate the opening of a FAEOE over the projects four 
year duration, with an aim to verify the modeling through the testing, however, 
it was soon realised that no comprehensive data set existed, which could be used 
to verify the modelling, so, in the first instance, establishing a full set of reliable 
and consistent data, had to become the priority.
After researching the previous work on scoring of FAEOE’s, it became appar­
ent that opening an FAEOE was a product of the combination of all the fracture 
modes, i.e. a truly mixed mode process, so, before the problem as a whole could 
be addressed, each mode would have to dealt with individually. This approach 
had been initiated, see [9], but a comprehensive data set using current, modern 
packaging steel materials was still yet to be established.
Testing Methods for Mode I and III had been developed, but nothing existed 
for Mode II, in fact Mode II had not been researched at all, therefore, establishing 
a functional test to generate test results for Mode II became the priority.
After sample production and testing was completed, the project turned to 
developing a better understanding of implementing and using damage models 
within a commercial FE code, the first phase of the modelling was to develop 
a scoring model that accurately simulated the influence of damage through the 
scoring process, but, as the knowledge and understanding of damage modelling 
grew, so did the realisation that using the traditional method of establishing
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damage parameters would not be an option due to the nature of the material i.e. 
very thin, 0.21mm, steel sheet, which meant that another method was required.
Establishing damage parameters for measured void analysis became the strat­
egy that was followed, usually the focus for damage is for uniaxial or tension ap­
plications, here, damage models for multiple stress states where compared with 
experimental results. A working model for scoring was developed and verified, 
giving good comparisons to experimental results, however complete verification 
for full Mode II opening still remains open, as currently available models do not 
contain solutions for damage based crack initiation and propagation.
W ith a verified model for damage progression in scoring now available, the 
next step is to verify second stage opening for all Modes i.e. I, II and III, however, 
this will require the simulation of crack initiation and fracture, which in turn will 
require the implementation of a damage based fracture model.
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8.1 Further Work 
M ode I
As discussed in section 4.2, p54, the Mode I results remain valuable for further 
research, in that they can now be used to assist the development and validation 
of a 2D multistage numerical model.
M ode II
A fundamental difference found in the displacement results compared with the 
force results was that Factor B - Material, disappeared from the results, see 
section 4.3, p58, additionally, further numerical analysis may help to explain why 
interactions in the range 0.18 - 0.32, show a number of two way and three way 
interactions, p59.
The reasons behind these results are presently not fully understood, again 
here, further numerical analysis, may help provide an explanation along with the 
development and validation of a 2D multistage model..
M ode III
Again, as discussed in section 4.4, p63, the Mode III results also remain valuable, 
these can also be used further to help with development and validation, this time 
however, for a 3D multistage numerical model.
M esh Splitting, Crack Sim ulation &: Triaxiality in 3D
Although modelling of Mode I and II can begin quickly as these remain 2D mod­
els, Mode III will require a 3D analysis, and presently, problems remain with 3D 
meshing and crack simulation methods, in addition, triaxiality in 3D requires fur­
ther development and verification to provide for a better understanding. Element 
removal and separation routines also require further development, such as those 
currently in development by Javani [34, 35] at Eindhoven.
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N itrogen ised  Steel Grades
Discussed in section 5.9, p78, nitrogenised grades are likely to contain very fine 
carbide-nitride particles that happen to arrange themselves in chains, it is sus­
pected that the size and distribution of these particles will have an effect on 
damage evolution, which means that any damage modelling undertaken, should 
have the ability to capture these events.
A nisotropy
It is also known that damage shows a directional dependency or anisotropic be­
haviour, however it currently not clear if this anisotropy initiates from the ma­
terial or whether the anisotropy actually comes from nature of damage itself, 
again additional work in this field is necessary, with some methods currently in 
development by Niazi [71, 72, 73] at Twente.
R ate D ependency
In section 5.10, p84, recommendations are made that future tests are completed 
at much higher rates, this is necessary in order to reveal any rate dependency. A 
fundamental question of whether rate dependent damage exists or if the response 
can be explained exclusively with the rate dependency of the material should also 
be carefully considered.
Influence of strain rate effects are as yet unknown, so efforts should be made 
to extend observations to higher rates in the future, additionally, temperature 
effects may also have to be considered at higher rates.
Im provem ent o f Im aging M ethods
Section 5.12, p86, shows that future work is necessary in order to look at dis­
locations in the material, current methods investigate materials on the meso or 
continuum scale, however, its most likely that damage first begins on the micro or 
nano scales, which means tha t the links between these multiscale events require 
a much better understanding than currently exists.
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Future O bservation of D am age
It is mentioned in section 7.5, p i55, that methods of testing of scored cross- 
sections have now been established and that it is advised to observe damage 
evolution in-situ in the future on cross-sectioned specimens, also, both fully con­
strained and unconstrained samples should be tested until a relationship is es­
tablished between the constraint conditions of the strip tests in comparison with 
circular ends. A wider specimen is recommended for future use, in order to 
achieve conditions as near to plane strain as possible at the centre of the sample.
Coupled Lem aitre Param eters
Two sets of parameters for the fully coupled Lemaitre model were finally selected, 
see section 7.5, pl55.
It is proven that the technique used to find the parameters does produce 
results, however, it is slightly subjective, therefore, in future, better, more precise 
methods of identifying the parameters will require development as additional 
experience is gained.
Single E lem ent N um erical M odel
In the future, the single element model discussed in section 7.2, will require 
extension, this will help to provide additional verification of the coupled Lemaitre 
parameters.
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H arm onic P attern
For all Mode II results, when either displacement or force were plotted against 
the variable parameter. Gap. a harmonic pattern emerged, see figure 8.1.
Although, for this project, this trend was not investigated further, a future 
investigation into this phenomena may provide additional insight and possibly 
help with further optimisation of various parameters.
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Figure 8.1: Typical Harmonic Pattern found in the Results
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Figure A.3: New 60°60/im and 60°30//m Tooling
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Figure A.5: Mode II Tooling Production Drawings
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Figure A.6: Mode II Tooling Production Drawings
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Figure A.7: Mode II Tooling Production Drawings
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Figure A.8: Mode II Tooling Production Drawings
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A .5 Universal Tensile Tooling
Having investigated the capabilities of the press tool and its potential to manu­
facture scored samples, the process was extended with an examination into the 
different tensile test equipment available at both Corus RD&T and Swansea Uni­
versity. This investigation made clear that five tensile test machines were available 
for research use between facilities.
L ocation M an u fac tu re M odel N o C ap ac ity
Corus RD&T IJmuiden Instron 5567 30KN
Corus RD&T ECM2 Zwick Z010 10KN
Swansea University Hounsfield H25KS 25KN
Swansea University Hounsfield H50KS 50KN
Table A.l: Tensile Test Machine Information
Looking at the projects material requirements it is clear from [21]that the mate­
rials considered have strengths in the following range.
M a te ria l E u ro n o rm  D esigna tion Y ield  S tren g th U ltim a te  S tre n g th
TS245 245 + /-  50 340 + /-  50
TS275 275 + /-  50 375+/- 50
TS300 300 + /-  40 325 + /-  40
TH340 340 + /-  50 395 + /-  50
TH415 415 + /-  50 435 + /-  50
TH435 435 + /-  50 460 + /-  50
TH550N 550 + /-  40 555 + /-  40
Table A. 2: Material Strength Information
This information provides a method of calculating the maximum force required 
for sample manufacture, which in turn allows us to choose the correctly specified 
equipment.
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Sam ple Size Tool P rofile M ax D eform ed A rea Force to  D eform  Score
12.5mm 40/30 4.365mm 2.6KN
12.5mm 40/60 4.741mm 2.8KN
12.5mm 60/30 4.705mm 2.8KN
12.5mm 60/60 5.080mm 3.0KN
Tramrail 40/30 48.895mm 29.3KN
Tramrail 40/60 53.095mm 31.8KN
Tramrail 60/30 105.4mm 63.2KN
Tramrail 60/60 113.8mm 68.3KN
Table A.3: Max Force for Sample Manufacture
Tensile M achines at Corus R D & T ECM 2
The following tensile test machines are available at Corns RD&T ECM2 in Port 
Talbot.
(a) Zwick Z010 (b) Zwick Z1474
Figure A. 18: Tensile Test Machines at Corus RD&T ECM2
The Zwick model No Z010 is a bench mounted machine with an overall capacity 
of 10KN, which provides more than enough force to test and produce 12.5mm 
single score samples. The second machine is a Zwick model No 1474, a much
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more heavy duty machine with a much larger overall capacity of 200KN, this 
machine is in constant use by Corus RD&T and was not be available for use 
when required.
(a) Front View (b) Isometric View
Figure A. 19: 3D Model of the Zwick Z010
A detailed 3D model of the Zwick Z010 was created, which enabled any tooling 
design to be tried and tested virtually before any manufacturing decision was 
made.
Tensile M achines at Swansea U niversity
Swansea University houses two Hounsfield tensile testers in its Engineering De­
partment. Both machines are identical with the exception of the load cells, which 
have 25KN and 50KN capacities respectively. In the event that the Zwick Z010 at 
Corus RD&T becomes unavailable or unserviceable then either of these machines 
will be more than capable of taking over the testing of the 12.5mm single score 
samples. Additionally, should there be a requirement for increased capacity then 
both of these machines are more powerful than the Z010, so provide a useful step 
up in available force. Again a detailed 3D model of the Hounsfield machine was 
created, which enabled the tooling design to be tried and tested virtually. The 
tooling required was made universal so that any tensile machine can be used to 
perform the tests if necessary.
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(a) Hounsfield H25KS (b) Houndsfield H50KS
Figure A.20: Tensile Test Machines at Swansea University
(a) Front View (b) Isometric View
Figure A.21: 3D Model of the Hounsfield
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Tensile T esting  U p d a te
After reviewing the tensile test equipment available at both Corus RD&T and 
Swansea University, a further more detailed analysis was carried out that high­
lighted an additional tensile machine available at Swansea University.
(a) Hounsfield
Figure A.22: Hounsfield Tensile Tester at Swansea University
It is now believed that this machine will prove to be better suited for completing 
the experimental part of the project scheduled for this summer for the following 
reasons
(1) The tensile machine is available throughout August & September 2009.
(2) Machine is calibrated and all software is currently up to date.
(3) Load cells are available with 10KN, 1KN & 100N capacities.
(4) A temperature controlled cabinet is attached A; available for use if required.
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(a) 1000N Load Cell
(b) 100N Load Cell 
Figure A.23: 1000N & 100N Load Cells
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Worked Example
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B .l  Biaxial Deform ation
A square element measuring 1 x 1mm in a sheet of 1mm thick packaging steel is 
deformed biaxially to become 1.284 x 1.284mm after forming, assuming that the 
the stress normal to the sheet is zero and the stress strain law for the material 
is:-
Determine:-
a. Principal Strains
b. Strain & Stress Ratios (assum ed constant)
c. Effective Strain
d. Effective Stress
e. Principal Stress
f. Hydrostatic Stress
g. Deviatoric Stress
h. Flow Rule
i. Plastic Work of Deformation
Firstly, to find the thickness after forming:-
From incompressibility:-
a  =  744(0.16 +  e)027 (B.l)
I X W  X t  =  lQ X W a X to (B.2)
l0 x  W 0 X t 0 l x l x l
t  =  0.6065 (B.3)
I X w
a. P rin c ip a l S tra in s
1.284 x 1.284
£i =  ln(r )
''O
0.250 (B.4)
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1 284
e2 =  ln(— ) =  ln ( ~ ;— ) — 0.250 (B.5)
w 0 1
£3 =  ln (^ )  =  ln (Q;-^ - 5 ) =  -0.500 (B.6)
to
also, as a check
£3 =  - ( £ 1 +  e2) =  -(0.250 +  0.250) =  -0.500 (B.7)
b. S tra in  &; S tress  R atio s
„ = *  =  1 (B.8)
£1 0.250
2/3 +  1 3
2 +  /3 ~  3
2^  + 1 3 1a  =  —----— =  -  =  1 (B.9)
c. Effective S tra in
E =  J ^ l  +  P +  P f a  =  y | ( l  +  l +  P )  x 0.250 =  0500 (B .10)
d. Effective Stress
a  = K ( e 0 +  i ) n =  744(0.16 +  0.5)027 =  665.043 (B .ll)
e. Principal Stress
<t 665.043 . .
o' 1 = .... ....... ........  =  - = =  =  665.043 (B.12)\ J l  — a  +  a 2 y / l  — 1 +  l 2
a 2 =  acri =  1 x 665.043 =  665.043 (B.13)
cr3 =  0 (B.14)
f. H ydrostatic Stress
Ch =  a i  +  C2 +  os  =  665.043 +  665.043 +  0 =
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g. D eviatoric Stress
o{ = <r1 - a h =  665.043 -  443.362 =  221.681 (B.16)
a i  = cr2 - a h =  665.043 -  443.362 =  221.681 (B.17)
o-/ =  a 3 -  a h =  0 -  443.362 =  -443.362 (B.18)
h. Flow Rule
£1
£ 2  
^2 
£ 3  
^ 3
i. P lastic Work o f Deform ation
w  tE r0,5
— - =  a d e  =  /  744(0.16 +  e )027de (B.22)
vol Jo Jo
744
=  —  (°.66127- ° . 16127) =  288.464 (B.23)
T he s tra ins were applied in crem en ta lly  up to a m a x  effective stra in  o f  0 .5m m .
0.250
221.681
0.250
221.681
-0.500
-443.362
=  0.001128 (B.19)
=  0.001128 (B.20)
=  0.001128 (B.21)
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Factorial Analysis Results
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C .l  M ode I - Force R esu lts  
M initab ™
Half Normal Plot of the Effect*
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Normal Plot of the Effects
(response Is C9, Alpha •  0.05)
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(a) (b)
Main Effects Plot for C9Pareto Chart of tha Effect*
(response Is C9, Alpha * 0.05)
450-
0 200 25050 100 150
(c) (d)
Interaction Plot for C9
Data Means
(e) (f)
Figure C.l: Mode I Force Results - Minitab™
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Figure C.2: Mode I Force Results - Excel™
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C.2 M ode I - D isp lacem en t R esu lts  
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(e) (f)
Figure C.3: Mode I Displacement Results - Minitab™
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Figure C.4: Mode I Displacement Results - Excel™
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Figure C.5: Mode I Stress Results - Minitab™
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Figure C.6: Mode I Stress Results - Excel™
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C .4 M ode II - Force R esu lts  
M initab™ : 0.18 - 0.20
Mode II - Normal Plot of the Effects /  Force
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Figure C.7: Mode II Force Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.20
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E xcel™ : 0.18 - 0.20
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Figure C.8: Mode II Force Results - Excel™ 0.18 - 0.20
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Figure C.9: Mode II Force Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.22
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Figure C.10: Mode II Force Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.24
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Figure C .ll: Mode II Minitab™0.18 - 0.28
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Figure C.12: Mode II Force Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.32
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Figure C.13: Mode II Force Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.36
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Figure C.14: Mode II Force Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.40
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Figure C.15: Mode II Force Results - Excel™0.18 - 0.40
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Figure C.16: Mode II Displacement Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.20
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Figure C.17: Mode II Displacement Results - Excel™0.18 - 0.20
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Figure C.18: Mode II Displacement Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.22
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Figure C.19: Mode II Displacement Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.24
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Figure C.20: Mode II Displacement Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.28
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M initab™ : 0.18 - 0.32
Mode II - Normal Plot of the Effects /  Displacement
(response 16 0 .18 - 0.32, Alpha -  0 .05)
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Figure C.21: Mode II Displacement Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.32
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A p p en d ix  C
M initab™ : 0.18 - 0.36
Mode II - Normal Plot of the Effect* /  Displacement
( response  E 0 .18 - 0.36, Alpha = 0.05)
n
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5
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■ StgnihMnt
Lenth** PSE = 11.9991
Half Normal Plot of the Effects
(re sponse  6  0.1B - 0.36, A ^ha  = 0.05)
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Pareto Chart of the Effects
(response »  0 .18 - 0.36, A pha  -  0.06, a n t, 30 largest e ffects show n)
Main Effect* Plot for 0.18  - 0.36
(c) (d)
Interaction Plot for 0.18  - 0.36 Cube Plot (data means) for 0.18  - 0.36
(e) (f)
Figure C.22: Mode II Displacement Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.36
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A p p en d ix  C
M initab™ : 0.18 - 0.40
Mode II ■ Normal Plot of the Effects /  Displacement 
(re sponse  e  0 .18 - 0 .40 , Alpha ■ 0 .05)
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(e) (f)
Figure C.23: Mode II Displacement Results - Minitab™0.18 - 0.40
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A p p en d ix  C
E xcel™ : 0.18 - 0.40
(a)
. i .
Mam Iffact C • tcor»
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(t») (c)
i . t t e a f t i .  j - ••
(d) (e)
Figure C.24: Mode II Displacement Results - Excel™ 0.18 - 0.40
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A p pend ix  C
C .6 M od e III - Force R esu lts  
M initab ™
Normal Plot of the Effects
{response Is C9, Alpha -  0 .05)
-1 .0  -0.5
Lenth's PSE •  0.510625
Half Normal Plot of the Effects
(response  Is C9, Alpha -  0.05)
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(a) (b)
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(e) (f)
Figure C.25: Mode III Force Results - Minitab™
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A p pend ix  C
E xcel™
(a)
(b) (c) (cl)
(e) (0
(g) (h)
Figure C.26: Mode III Force Results - Excel™
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A ppendix D  
Dam age Images
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D am age Im ages
(a) A =  0.5 (b) A =  0.6 (c) A =  0.7
(d) A =  0.8 (e) A =  0.9 (f) A =  1.0
(g) A =  1.1 (h) A =  1.2 (i) A =  1.3
(j) A =  1.4
Figure D.l: PL1 - Oyane Damage with Score Residual at 78.4 /ini
D am age Im ages
(a) A =  0.5 (b) A =  0.6 (c) A =  0.7
»l'?WN
itim ?
(h) A =  1.2 (i) A =  1.3
(cl) A -  0.8 (e) A =  0.9
(j) A =  1.4
Figure D.2: PL2 - Oyane Damage with Score Residual at 68 //m
D am age Im ages
(a) A =  0.5 (b) A =  0.6 (c) A =  0.7
(d) A =  0.8 (e) A =  0.9
(g) A =  1.1 (h) A =  1.2 (i) A =  1.3
0) A =  1.4
Figure D.3: PL4 - Oyane Damage with Score Residual at 36.3 /im
D am age Im ages
(a) A =  0.5 (b) A =  0.6 (c) A =  0.7
(d) A =  0.8 (e) A =  0.9 (f) A =  1.0
(g) A =  1.1 (h) A =  1.2 (i) A =  1.3
(j) A =  1.4
Figure D.4: PL3 - Oyane Dama^e^with Score Residual at 25.9 //in
D am age Im ages
(g) So =  2
Figure D.5: PL1 - Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 78.4 fim
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D am age Im ages
(a) So =  0.1 (b) So =  0.25 (c) So =  0.5
(d) So =  0.75 (e) So =  1 (f) So =  1.5
*.J •«’: I
(g) So =  2
Figure D.6: PL2 - Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 68 /im
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D am age Im ages
(a) So =  0.1 (b) So =  0.25 (c) So =  0.5
(d) So =  0.75 So - 1 (f) So =  1.5
(g) So =  2
Figure D.7: PL4 - Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 36.3 fini
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D am age Im ages
(a) So =  0.1 (b) So =  0.25 (c) So =  0.5
(d) So =  0.75 (f) So =  1.5
(g) So =  2
Figure D.8: PL3 - Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 25.9 /im
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D am age Im ages
(a) SC =  78.4 /zm : A =  0.5 (b) SC =  78.4 /zm : A =  1.4
(c) SC =  68 /tm : A =  0.5 (d) SC =  68 /zm : A =  1.4
(e) SC =  36.3 /zm : A =  0.5 (f) SC - 36.3 /im : A =  1.4
(g) SC =  25.9 n m : A — 0.5 (h) SC =  25.9 /zm : A =  1.4
Figure D.9: Rice & Tracy Damage
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D am age Im ages
(a) SC =  78.4 /im : A =  0.5 (b) SC =  78.4 /im : A =  1.4
(c) SC =  68 /xm : A =  0.5 ( d )  SC =  68 /im : A =  1.4
(g) SC =  25.9 /im : A =  0.5 (h) SC =  25.9 /im : A =  1.4
Figure D.10: Lemaitre Damage
(e) SC = 36.3 /iin : A =  0.5 ( f )  SC =  36.3 /mi : A =  1.4
D am age Im ages
(a) SC =  78.4 /im : Strain XX (b) SC =  68 /xm : Strain XX
(c) SC =  36.3 iim : Strain XX (d) SC =  25.9 fim : Strain XX
Figure D .ll: Strain XX
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D am age Im ages
i nm k ti
-0.19251a.288'8
0.38595 
0.48132 
1.57759 
1.87388 
0.7701 3 
8.8884 0 
1.36267 
1.05894 
1.15521
(a) SC =  78,4 //m : Strain YY (b) SC =  68 /im : Strain YY
(c) SC =  36.3 /im : Strain YY (d) SC =  25.9 /im : Strain YY
Figure D.12: Strain YY
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D am age Im ages
w * A
1.515835 
1.37/525 
1.2362:4 
1.100904 
C. 962593 
C.824282
C. 547681 
(.446350 
C.?7 1840 
C 132729 
1.80558:
(a) SC =  78.4 f im  : Strain XY (b) SC =  68 /im  : Strain XY
(c) SC =  36.3 /im : Strain XY (d) SC =  25.9 /tin : Strain XY
Figure D.13: Strain XY
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D am age Im ages
695.61 55 
544.0254 
388.4353 
232.8453 
77.25521 
78.3349 
-233.925 
389.515 
-545.165 
7 91.895 
-858.285 
1011.88 
-1167.47
750.4216
584.5800
4 18.7384 
252.8958 
67.95518 
78.7864 
-244.528 
411.471 
-576.31 ! 
742.153 
-807.995 
-1 073,84 
-1239.68
(a) SC =  78.4 /an  : Stress XX (b) SC =  68 /an : Stress XX
(c) SC =  36.3 /an  : Stress XX (cl) SC =  25.9 /an : Stress XX
Figure D.14: Stress XX
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D am age Im ages
e »./;«• 
266.616 
-461.45? 
-634.289 
817.125 
-993.962 
I 182.83 
-1365.64 
1548.4 7
-1731.31
1914.15
53.1114 
-258.613 
486.1 IB 
-672.618 
-879.120 
-1165.82
1292.12 
-1498.83
1705.13 
-191 1.63
2118.13
(a) SC =  78.4 /im : Stress YY
bu
(b) SC =  68 n m : Stress YY
lilSSm
(c) SC =  36.3 /im : Stress YY (d) SC =  25.9 /im : Stress YY
Figure D.15: Stress YY
D am age Im ages
(a) SC =  78.4 n m : Stress XY (b) SC =  68 fiva. : Stress XY
(c) SC =  36.3 /xm : Stress XY (d) SC =  25.9 fjm  : Stress XY
Figure D.16: Stress XY
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D am age Im ages
(a) Biaxial =  0.6667 (b) Biaxial NU =  0.6547 (c) Plane Strain =  0.5774
(d) Uniaxial Tension =  0.3333 (e) Shear Pure =  0 (f) Shear NU =  -0.2182
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  -0.3328 
Figure D.17: PL1 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 78.4 /im
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D am age Im ages
(a) Biaxial =  0.6667 (b) Biaxial NU =  0.6547 (c) Plane Strain =  0.5774
(cl) Uniaxial Tension =  0.3333 (e) Shear Pure =  0 (f) Shear NU =  -0.2182
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  -0.3328 
Figure D.18: PL2 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 68 gm
D am age Im ages
(c) Plane Strain =  0.5774
(f) Shear NU =  -0.2182
(a) Biaxial =  0.6667
(d) Uniaxial Tension =  0.3333
(b) Biaxial NU =  0.6547
(e) Shear Pure =  0
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  -0.3328 
Figure D.19: PL4 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 36.3 fim
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D am age Im ages
(a) Biaxial =  0.6667 (b) Biaxial NU =  0.6547 (c) Plane Strain =  0.5774
(d) Uniaxial Tension =  0.3333 (e) Shear Pure =  0 (f) Shear NU =  -0.2182
im u
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  -0.3328 
Figure D.20: PL3 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 25.9 gm
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D am age Im ages
(a) A -  0.5 (b) A =  0.6 (c) A =  0.7
(d) A =  0.8 (e) A =  0.9 (f) A =  1.0
(g) A =  1.1 (h) A =  1.2 (i) A =  1.3
h.
(j) A =  1.4
Figure D.21: PS 107 - Oyane Damage with Score Residual at 107 /mi
D am age Im ages
(a) A =  0.5 (b) A =  0.6 (c) A =  0.7
(cl) A =  0.8 (e) A =  0.9 (f) A =  1.0
(i) A =  1.3(h) A =  1.2
(j) A =  1.4
Figure D.22: PS91 - Oyane Damage with Score Residual at 91 /mi
D am age Im ages
(a) A =  0.5 (b) A =  0.6 (c) A =  0.7
| ] I
(d) A =  0.8 (e) A =  0.9 (f) A =  1.0
(g) A =  1.1 (h) A =  1.2 (i) A =  1.3
(j) A =  1.4
Figure D.23: PS83 - Oyane Damage with Score Residual at 83 //in
D am age Im ages
(a) A =  0.5 (b) A =  0.6 (c) A =  0.7
(d) A =  0.8 (e) A -  0.9 (f) A =  1.0
(g) A =  1.1 (h) A =  1.2 (i) A =  1.3
(j) A =  1.4
Figure D.24: PS72 - Oyane Damage with Score Residual at 72 //in
D am ag e  Im ages
(a) So =  0.005 (b) So =  0.01 (c) So =  0.05
(d) So =  0.1 (e) So =  0.25 (f) So -  0.5
(g) So =  0.75 (h) So =  1 (i) So =  1.5
fcu
(j) So =  2
Figure D.25: PS107 - Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 107 fim
D am age Im ages
j nmn 
MIMK
(a) So =  0.005 (b) So =  0.01 (c) So =  0.05
(d) So =  0.1 (e) So =  0.25 (f) So =  0.5
(g) So =  0.75 (h) So =  1 (i) So =  1.5
(j) So =  2
Figure D.26: PS91 - Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 91 jum
D am age Im ages
(a) So =  0.005 (b) So =  0.01 (c) So =  0.05
(d) So =  0.1 (e) So =  0.25 (f) So =  0.5
(g) So =  0.75 (h) So =  1 (i) So =  1.5
(j) So =  2
Figure D.27: PS83 - Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 83 am
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D am age Im ages
(a) So =  0.005 (b) So =  0.01 (c) So =  0.05
(d) So =  0.1 (e) So =  0.25 (f) So =  0.5
(j) So =  2
Figure D.28: PS72 - Gen Leniaitre Damage with Score Residual at 72 //m
D am age Im ages
(a) So =  -0.005 (b) So =  -0.01 (c) So =  -0.05
(d) So =  -0.1 (e) So =  -0.25 (f) So =  -0.5
(g) So =  -0.75 (h) So =  -1 (i) So =  -1.5
(j) So =  -2
Figure D.29: PS107N - Neg Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 107 
fan 208
D am age Im ages
(a) So =  -0.005 (b) So =  -0.01 (c) So =  -0.05
(d) So =  -0.1 (e) So =  -0.25 (f) So =  -0.5
(g) So =  -0.75 (h) So =  -1 (i) So =  -1.5
p5 'IMl*-1J »I**U I Mill)
(j) So =  -2
Figure D.30: PS91N - Neg Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 91 fin i
D am age Im ages
(a) So =  -0.005 (b) So =  -0.01 (c) So =  -0.05
(cl) So =  -0.1 (e) So =  -0.25 (f) So =  -0.5
(j) So =  -2
Figure D.31: PS83N - Neg Gen Lemaitre^Damage with Score Residual at 83 //m
D am age Im ages
(a) So =  -0.005 (b) So =  -0.01 (c) So =  -0.05
(d) So =  -0.1 (e) So =  -0.25 (f) So =  -0.5
(g) So =  -0.75 (h) So =  -1 (i) So =  -1.5
S i l l ;I
(j) So =  -2
Figure D.32: PS72N - Neg Gen Lemaitre Damage with Score Residual at 72 /mi
D am age Im ages
(a) SC =  107 /an (b) SC =  91 /m 1
1.236281 
1.212851 
1.18602b 
1.165397 
1.141769 
1.11814 1 
1.0946124 
1.07(8843
0.C4725C2
1.0236281
1.COICII
(c) SC =  83 p m  (d) SC =  72 p m
Figure D.33: Rice & Tracy Damage
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D am age Im ages
(a) SC =  107 /ira
bu
r - <71670! 4.323842- 3930584- 3.537525- 3.144487- 2.751409• 2.35635#- I.9B5292■ 1.572234- I.I7QI75■ # 786117• I 39 3C 06
• I.HICOI
(b) SC =  91 /iin
wr
W r t  m
(c) SC - 83 fim  (d) SC =  72 //rn
Figure D.34: Lemaitre Damage
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D am age  Im ages
(a) SC =  107 /im : Strain XX (b) SC =  91 fim  : Strain XX
(c) SC =  83 /mi : Strain XX (d) SC =  72 /im : Strain XX
Figure D.35: PS Strain XX
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D am age Im ages
(a) SC =  107 n m : Strain YY (b) SC =  91 //m : Strain YY
(c) SC =  83 /zm : Strain YY (d) SC =  72 /zm : Strain YY
Figure D.36: PS Strain YY
D am age Im ages
bu
(a) SC =  107 /iin : Strain XY
bu
(b) SC =  91 f in  1 : Strain XY
1.556491 
1.410362 
1.244233 
I 166114 
C 93IB75 
0.776646 
0.6167:6 
( 463567 
C 317456 
0.151326 
-0.0046305
(c) SC =  83 /zm : Strain XY (d) SC =  72 /mi : Strain XY
Figure D.37: PS Strain XY
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D am age Im ages
(a) SC =  107 /mi : Stress XX (b) SC =  91 /mi : Stress XX
(c) SC =  83 /mi : Stress XX (d) SC =  72 /im : Stress XX
Figure D.38: PS Stress XX
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D am age Im ages
-415.711 
bOt.HHH 
-795.288 
989.5/3 
•1188.88 
1372.15 
1583.4 4 
17547? 
-1948.61 
-2137.38
(a) SC = 1 0 7  yam : Stress YY (b) SC =  91 yum : Stress YY
(c) SC =  83 yum : Stress YY (d) SC =  72 yum : Stress YY
Figure D.39: PS Stress YY
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D am age Im ages
53^.8647
444.9650
357.8852 
2/0.7655 
183.6650 
96.56814 
9486309 
7 7.8334 
-164.733 
251.833 
-338.933 
426.03? 
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532.9117
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4 33.6820 
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5 30.5958 
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222.9585 
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-7 77387 
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-238.504 
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-392.324
(c) SC =  83 //m : Stress XY (d) SC =  72 /im : Stress XY
Figure D.40: PS Stress XY
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D am age Im ages
(a) Biaxial =  0.6667 (b) Biaxial NU =  0.6547 (c) Plane Strain =  0.5774
(d) Uniaxial Tension =  0.3333 (e)
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  -0.3328 
Figure D.41: PS107 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 107 /mi
Shear Pure =  0 (f) Shear NU =  -0.2182
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D am age Im ages
(a) Biaxial =  0.6667 (b) Biaxial NU =  0.6547 (c) Plane Strain =  0.5774
(d) Uniaxial Tension =  0.3333 (e) Shear Pure =  0 (f) Shear NU =  -0.2182
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  -0.3328 
Figure D.42: PS91 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 91 /mi
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D am age Im ages
(a) Biaxial =  0.6667 (b) Biaxial NU =  0.6547 (c) Plane Strain =  0.5774
(d) Uniaxial Tension =  0.3333 (e) Shear Pure =  0 (f) Shear NU =  -0.2182
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  -0.3328 
Figure D.43: PS83 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 83 fim
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D am age Im ages
(a) Biaxial =  0.6667 (h) Biaxial NU =  0.6547 (c) Plane Strain =  0.5774
(d) Uniaxial Tension =  0.3333 (e) Shear Pure =  0 (f) Shear NU =  -0.2182
(g) Uniaxial Comp =  -0.3328 
Figure D.44: PS72 - Triaxiality : with Score Residual at 72 fim
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D am age Im ages
r
h.
( a )  S R  =  1 0 7  fj,m (b) SR =  91 //m
( c )  S R  =  8 3  / f i n (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /jm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm
Figure D.45: Coupled Lemaitre Damage:
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(h) SR =  26 /xm 
So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
t ««ru 
i jj *»»
I.UMJI
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.46: Direct Strain X-X: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 //in (b) SR =  91 //m
(c) SR =  83 /mi (d) SR =  72 //m
(e) SR =  78 //in (f) SR =  68 /tm
(g) SR =  36 /im (h) SR =  26 /im
Figure D.47: Direct Strain Y-Y: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xni (d) SR =  72 /tm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.48: Shear Strain X-Y: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR -- 107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
J H M
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.49: Direct Stress X-X: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.‘2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR - 72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm
Figure D.50: Direct Stress Y-Y: So
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(h) SR =  26 /xm 
0.8. R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
__________________
(c) SR =  83 /tm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.51: Shear Stress X-Y: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 //m (b) SR =  91 /im
(c) SR =  83 /im (d) SR =  72 /im
( e )  S R  =  7 8  / i m ( f )  S R  =  6 8  / i m
(g) SR =  36 //m (h) SR =  26 /im
Figure D.52: Triaxiality - Biaxial: So =  0.8, R=8. PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR. =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
0 0 0  v  ' - •
\
-
(f) SR =  68 /xm(e) SR =  78 /xm
(h) SR =  26 /xm(g) SR =  36 /xm
Figure D.53: Triaxiality - Biaxial NIF So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.54: Triaxiality - Plane Strain: So = 0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.55: Triaxiality - Uniaxial Tension: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
!
i
(a) SR =  107 fim
I■
(b) SR =  91 /im
(c) SR =  83 /j,m (d) SR - 72 Atm
(e) SR =  78 /mi (f) SR =  68 Atm
(g) SR =  36 Atm (h) SR =  26 Atm
Figure D.56: Triaxiality - Shear Pure: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 gm  (b) SR =  91 yum
(c) SR =  83 gin (d) SR =  72 gm
(e) SR =  78 gm (f) SR =  68 gm
(g) SR =  36 gm (h) SR =  26 gm
Figure D.57: Triaxiality - Shear NU: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1,1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
Figure D.58:
CC=0.2
(a) SR =  107 /im (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Triaxiality - Uniaxial Compression: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1,
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D am age Im ages
r
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (cl) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm 
Figure D.59: Coupled Lemaitre Damage
(h) SR =  26 /xm
So -  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /im (b) SR =  91 //m
(c) SR =  83 /im (d) SR =  72 //m
(e) SR =  78 /im (f) SR =  68 /mi
(g) SR =  36 /im (h) SR =  26 /im
Figure D.60: Direct Strain X-X: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age  Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 n m (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xin
Figure D.61: Direct Strain Y-Y: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 (b) SR =  91 jum
(c) SR =  83 /im (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.62: Shear Strain X-Y: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR — 26 /xm
Figure D.63: Direct Stress X-X: So =  1, R=8, P T —1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 (im (b) SR = 91 /im
(c) SR =  80 /an (d) SR =  72 /im
(e) SR =  78 //m (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /im (h) SR =  26 /im
Figure D.64: Direct Stress Y-Y: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.65: Shear Stress X-Y: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=4).2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (cl) SR =  72 /xm
\
(f) SR =  68 /xm(e) SR =  78 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.66: Triaxiality - Biaxial: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  gm
(c) SR =  83 gm  (d) SR =  72 gm
(e) SR =  78 gm (f) SR =  68 gm
(g) SR =  36 gm (h) SR =  26 gm
Figure D.67: Triaxiality - Biaxial _NU: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 Atm (b) SR =  91 //m
(c) SR =  83 /ini (d) SR =  72 Atm
(e) SR =  78 Atm (f) SR =  68 //m
(g) SR — 36 Atm (h) SR =  26 //m
Figure D.68: Triaxiality - Plane Strain: So =  1, R=8. PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age  Im ages
(a) SR =  107 fim  (b) SR =  91 /^m
(c) SR -  83 /j,m (d) SR =  72 fj,m
(e) SR =  78 /zin (f) SR =  68 fxm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /an
Figure D.69: Triaxiality - Uniaxial Tension: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 gm  (b) SR =  91 /mi
(c) SR =  83 /mi (d) SR =  72 /mi
(e) SR =  78 jim (f) SR =  68 //m
(g) SR =  36 /mi (h) SR — 26 /im
Figure D.70: Triaxiality - Shear Pure: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 ixm (b) SR =  91 yum
(c) SR =  83 n m (d) SR =  72 /an
(e) SR =  78 /im  (f) SR =  68 /an
(g) SR =  36 yum (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.71: Triaxiality - Shear NU: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /an  (b) SR =  91 /an
(c) SR =  83 /an (d) SR =  72 /an
(e) SR =  78 /im (f) SR =  68 /mi
(g) SR =  36 /an (h) SR =  26 /an
Figure D.72: Triaxiality - Uniaxial Compression: So - 1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
b,________________________I
(a) SR =  107 /mi (b) SR =  91 /tm
(c) SR =  83 /un (d) SR =  72 /im
(e) SR =  78 /mi (f) SR =  68 iim
(g) SR =  36 /an  (h) SR =  26 /mi
Figure D.73: Coupled Lemaitre Damage: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /cm (b) SR =  91 /cm
(c) SR =  83 /cm (cl) SR. =  72 /cm
(e) SR =  78 /cm (f) SR =  68 /cm
(g) SR =  36 /cm (h) SR =  26 /cm
Figure D.74: Direct Strain X-X: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age  Im ages
(a) SR =  107 yum (b) SR = 91 /um
(c) SR =  83 yum (d) SR =  72 yum
(e) SR =  78 fim (f) SR =  68 ^m
•HIM
(g) SR =  36 yum (h) SR =  26 yum
Figure D.75: Direct Strain Y-Y: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
314
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /tm (b) SR -  91 \im
(c) SR =  83 pm (d) SR =  72 Atm
(e) SR =  78 /tni (f) SR =  68 Aim
(g) SR =  36 Aim (h) SR =  26 Aim
Figure D.76: Shear Strain X-Y: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
h.
(a) SR =  107 yum (b) SR =  91 gm
(c) SR =  83 fim  (d) SR =  72 yum
(e) SR =  78 yum (f) SR =  68 yum
(g) SR =  36 yum (h) SR =  26 yum
Figure D.77: Direct Stress X-X: So -  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 n m (b) SR =  91 /im
(c) SR =  83 //m (d) SR =  72 //m
(e) SR =  78 //m (f) SR =  68 //m
(g) SR =  36 /im (h) SR =  26 /im
Figure D.78: Direct Stress Y-Y: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  yum (b) SR =  91 /tm
 L-,___ ___
(c) SR =  83 //m (d) SR =  72 yum
(e) SR =  78 yum (f) SR =  68 /tm
(g) SR =  36 yum (h) SR =  26 /tm
Figure D.79: Shear Stress X-Y: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
iU ?rti
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.80: Triaxiality - Biaxial: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /im (b) SR =  91 /im
(c) SR =  83 /im (d) SR =  72 /im
(e) SR =  78 /im (f) SR =  68 /im
(g) SR =  36 /im (h) SR = 26 /mi
Figure D.81: Triaxiality - Biaxial NU: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /iin (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR - 26 /xm
Figure D.82: Triaxiality - Plane Strain: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
I IIIIN
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.83: Triaxiality - Uniaxial Tendon: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /tm (b) SR =  91 /tm
(c) SR =  83 /tm (cl) SR =  72 /mi
(e) SR =  78 /tm (f) SR =  68 /tm
(g) SR =  36 /tm (h) SR =  26 /tm
Figure D.84: Triaxiality - Shear Pure: So =  0.8. R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(cl) SR =  72 /xm(c) SR =  83 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.85: Triaxiality - Shear NU: So = 0.8, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /tm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.86: Triaxiality - Uniaxial Compression: So =  0.8, R=8, PT=1.1,
CC=0.2 325
D am age Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 n m (cl) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.87: Coupled Lemaitre Damage: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /tm (b) SR =  91 /im
(c) SR = 83 /tm (d) SR =  72 /im
(e) SR =  78 /im (f) SR =  68 /im
TTTu»T
(g) SR =  36 /im (h) SR =  26 /tm
Figure D.88: Direct Strain X-X: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.89: Direct Strain Y-Y: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, C C —0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 f x m  (b) SR =  91 / x m
(c) SR =  83 /im (d) SR =  72 //m
(e) SR =  78 //m ( f )  SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.90: Shear Strain X-Y: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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TTTTTv"
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /im (b) SR =  91 /im
(c) SR =  83 /im (d) SR =  72 /im
(e) SR =  78 /im (f) SR =  68 /im
(g) SR =  36 /im (h) SR =  26 /an
Figure D.91: Direct Stress X-X: So = 1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /im (b) SR =  91 /im
(c) SR =  83 /im (d) SR =  72 //m
(e) SR =  78 /im (f) SR =  68 /im
(g) SR =  36 /im (h) SR =  26 /mi
Figure D.92: Direct Stress Y-Y: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
b.
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(a) SR =  107 /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.93: Shear Stress X-Y: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /mi (b) SR =  91 /tm
(c) SR =  83 f i n i (d) SR =  72 /mi
(e) SR =  78 f i n i (f) SR =  68 //m
(g) SR =  36 f i n i (h) SR =  26 /mi
Figure D.94: Triaxialitv - Biaxial: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
i w ' k'TTmTTT
mnfi
(a) SR =  107 n m (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.95: Triaxiality - Biaxial NU: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 yum
(e) SR =  78 //m (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.96: Triaxiality - Plane Strain: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Images
(a) SR =  107 /L/rn (b) SR =  91 f im
(c) SR =  83 f ini (cl) SR =  72 //in
(e) SR =  78 fxm (f) SR =  68 /xm
TilFIT
(g) SR =  36 fim (h) SR =  26 //m
Figure D.97: Triaxiality - Uniaxial Tension: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=()T
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 //m (b) SR =  91 //m
(c) SR =  83 //m (d) SR =  72 /zm
(e) SR =  78 /zm ( f )  SR =  68 /zm
(g) SR —- 36 /zm (h) SR =  26 /zm
Figure D.98: Triaxiality - Shear Pure: So =  1. R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
D am age Im ages
(a) SR = 1 0 7  /xm (b) SR =  91 /xm
i
(c) SR =  83 /xm (d) SR =  72 /xm
(e) SR =  78 /xm (f) SR =  68 /xm
(g) SR =  36 /xm (h) SR =  26 /xm
Figure D.99: Triaxiality - Shear NU: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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D am age Im ages
(a) SR =  107 /zm (b) SR =  91 /zm
(c) SR =  83 /zm (d) SR =  72 /zm
(e) SR =  78 /zm (f) SR =  68 /zm
(g) SR =  36 /zm (h) SR =  26 /zm
Figure D.100: Triaxiality- Uniaxial Compression: So =  1, R=8, PT=1.1, CC=0.2
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